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A Note

This catalogue is focused on politics and war (what Clausewitz called the continu-
ation of politics by other means).  Included is a manuscript letter, signed, from 
Queen Elizabeth I (item 27), commenting on a tenuous peace in Europe, as well 
as an autograph letter, signed, from King George III (32) observing that war with 
Napoleon seems inevitable.  Abraham Lincoln’s proclamation of April 15, 1861 
calling for troops to suppress the rebellion (44) follows by a few months South 
Carolina’s Act of Secession (21), while the horrors of the Civil War are documented 
in letters and diaries by soldiers (86, 100) and photographs by Barnard (16) and 
Gardner (31).  The formation of governments and the creation of laws are well 
represented by federal, state, and Confederate constitutions, expanded by material 
on voting and civil rights for women and African Americans (35, 36, 38, 57, 58, 
80, 94, 97).   Famous political voices such as those of Thomas Paine (63-65) and 
Thomas Jefferson (41) are found alongside a post-Civil War overture from the 
Cherokee Nation (20), and an unrecorded broadside announcing the first patented 
machine gun in America (71).



 The 1867 Reconstruction Constitution of Alabama

  1. [Alabama]: REPRINT OF THE OFFICIAL CONSTITUTION OF 
THE STATE OF ALABAMA, AS REVISED AND AMENDED 
BY THE CONVENTION ASSEMBLED AT MONTGOMERY 
ON THE FIFTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, A.D. 1867 [caption title]. 
[with:] ELECTION ORDERS [caption title]. Washington: Printed at the 
Great Republic Office, [1867-1868]. 16; 4pp. Constitution...: Original self-
wrappers. First leaf detached, small corner chip in upper outer corner of first 
leaf, light edge wear throughout, upper edge of final leaf chipped. Election 
Orders: Printed on a single folded sheet. Light edge wear. Very good. In a red 
cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

A scarce contemporary printing of Alabama’s “Reconstruction” constitution of 
1867, the constitution under which the state rejoined the Union after the Civil 
War, accompanied by a rare printing of “Election Orders” regarding the vote on the 
constitution, issued by the commander in charge of the Third Military District, of 
which Alabama was a part.  The constitution declares that all men are created equal 
and that “no form of slavery shall exist in this state.”  Also included in the declara-
tion of rights is the statement that “this State has no right to sever its relations to 
the Federal Union” and that “the right of suffrage shall be protected by laws.”  The 
constitution goes on to delineate the boundaries of Alabama, describes the powers 
of the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, and describes the make-up of 
the state’s militia and the structure of its 
educational system. 

Accompanying this printing of the Ala-
bama constitution is a two-page printing of 
“Election Orders,” issued from the Atlanta 
headquarters of the Third Military District, 
which encompassed Georgia, Alabama, and 
Florida.  Dated December 20, 1867 and bear-
ing the printed signature of Brevet Major 
General John Pope, the two-page orders set 
up the framework for the Alabama constitu-
tional ratification vote, which was scheduled 
to take plate in early February 1868.  This 
is followed by a single-page printing of an 
“election ordinance,” further relating to the 
vote on the Alabama constitution as well as 
votes for other officers (including members 
of Congress), and a single-page printing 
of a “stay of execution” relating to property 
and “debts contracted during the Rebellion.”  
When the vote on the Alabama constitution 
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was finally held in early February 1868, a majority of the conservative whites in 
the state boycotted the vote.  Despite its overwhelming approval by those voters 
who actually cast a ballot, the constitution was actually defeated under the terms 
of the Reconstruction Act, as a majority of voters in the state did not participate.  
In reaction, the United States Congress eliminated the provision requiring major-
ity participation, put the constitution into effect anyway, and readmitted Alabama 
into the Union. 

This Alabama constitution was originally published in Montgomery in 1867, 
and another Washington printing (a government document of nineteen pages) ap-
peared in 1868.  This private printing was likely sponsored by local champions of 
Radical Reconstruction, and was probably printed in late 1867 or early 1868, before 
the ratification vote.  This edition of the constitution is relatively scarce, though 
most holdings also do not mention the separate accompanying Election Orders.  
One possible exception is the Huntington Library copy, which collates “20pp.”  
OCLC locates only three copies of the Election Orders, one at Yale and two more 
at Harvard and the Minnesota Historical Society (both of which hold actual copies 
of this printing of the Alabama constitution as well). 

 OCLC 41010439, 228679469, 228679468, 78201001. $2500.

 The First Quartering Act:
Stoking Tensions Between the Colonies and the Crown

  2. [American Revolution]: [Quartering Act]: ANNO REGNI GEOR-
GII III...AN ACT TO AMEND AND RENDER MORE EFFEC-
TUAL, IN HIS MAJESTY ’S DOMINIONS IN AMERICA, AN 
ACT PASSED IN THIS PRESENT SESSION OF PARLIAMENT, 
INTITULED, AN ACT FOR PUNISHING MUTINY AND DE-
SERTION, AND FOR THE BETTER PAYMENT OF THE ARMY 
AND THEIR QUARTERS [caption title]. London: Printed by Mark 
Baskett, 1765. [2],579-596pp., including general titlepage. Folio. Dbd. Tiny 
worm hole in lower edge of textblock (no text affected), a few spots of light 
foxing. Very good. In a brown cloth chemise and half brown morocco and 
cloth clamshell box, gilt. 

A fine separate printing of the first Quartering Act issued by Parliament affect-
ing Britain’s North American colonies, setting the stage for the Intolerable Acts 
a decade later.  The act stipulated that the government could house its soldiers in 
private residences, but if its soldiers outnumbered the housing available, it authorized 
them to occupy “inns, livery stables, ale houses, victualing houses, and the houses 
of sellers of wine and houses of persons selling of rum, brandy, strong water, cider 
or metheglin,” as well as “uninhabited houses, outhouses, barns, or other build-
ings.”  Colonial authorities were required to pay the cost of housing and feeding 
these soldiers.  Quartering troops at any time was not uncommon historically, but 
previous acts noted that citizens could not be compelled to quarter troops, and that 
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they must be paid or reimbursed for their expenses.  Likewise, local governments 
providing provisions and quartering troops was not uncommon during times of war, 
notably the French and Indian War.  However, now that the war was over, General 
Thomas Gage, commander of forces in British North America, was having trouble 
persuading colonial assemblies to pay for ongoing quartering and feeding his troops 
on the march, and thus asked Parliament to do something.  This act went far beyond 
what Gage had requested: now colonists were compelled to quarter troops and were 
forced to pay and feed them with no promise of reimbursement.  No standing army 
had ever been kept in the colonies before the French and Indian War, indeed the 
existence of a standing army during peacetime was prohibited by the Bill of Rights 
of 1688/9.  Thus, the colonists justly asked why a standing army was needed after 
the French had been defeated. 

When 1,500 British troops arrived in New York (headquarters for British colo-
nial forces) in 1766, the New York Provincial Assembly refused to comply with the 
act; the troops had to remain aboard ship.  Skirmishes broke out between soldiers 
and colonists, and Parliament threatened to suspend the New York governor and 
assembly in 1767 and 1769.  Eventually, the assembly agreed to allocate funds for 
quartering in 1771. 

This Act was issued separately with a general titlepage (as here), and also as 
part of Anno Regni Georgii III...at the Parliament Begun...the Nineteenth Day of May, 
Anno Dom. 1761...and from Thence Continued by Several Prorogations to the Tenth Day 
of January, 1765.... 

An important document in the rise of tensions between the American Colonies 
and Great Britain. 

 ESTC N56865. $3000.

 Britain Taxes Tea

  3. [American Revolution]: [Townshend Acts]: ANNO REGNI GEOR-
GII III...AN ACT FOR GRANTING CERTAIN DUTIES IN THE 
BRITISH COLONIES AND PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA; FOR 
ALLOWING A DRAWBACK OF THE DUTIES OF CUSTOMS 
UPON THE EXPORTATION, FROM THIS KINGDOM, OF 
COFFEE AND COCOA NUTS OF THE PRODUCE OF THE 
SAID COLONIES OR PLANTATIONS; FOR DISCONTINUING 
THE DRAWBACKS PAYABLE ON CHINA EARTHEN WARE 
EXPORTED TO AMERICA; AND FOR MORE EFFECTUALLY 
PREVENTING THE CLANDESTINE RUNNING OF GOODS IN 
THE SAID COLONIES AND PLANTATIONS. London: Printed by 
Mark Baskett, 1767. [2],655-664pp. Folio. Dbd. Minimal foxing, otherwise 
fine. 

The Townshend Acts, which came after the resented Stamp Act of 1765, levied 
further antagonizing duties on the American colonies for such imports as glass, 
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paper, lead, paint, and tea.  They also cre-
ated a reorganized Board of Customs Com-
missioners in Boston to collect taxes and 
to enforce other revenue measures.  They 
became known as the Townshend Acts af-
ter Charles Townshend, Chancellor of the 
Exchequer and effective leader of govern-
ment at the time.  The tensions resulting 
from these acts led to writings such as John 
Dickinson’s famous Letters from a Pennsyl-
vania Farmer (1768), and ultimately to the 
Boston Tea Party and the bloodshed of the 
Boston Massacre.  The Townshend Acts 
were an important element in the British 
government’s alienation of the colonies that 
led to the American Revolution. 

Formally known as the Revenue Act of 
1767, this act also gave customs officials 
the authority to search private property for 
smuggled goods.  As much as they were 
frustrated by the taxes, Americans were 
doubly upset by the “writs of assistance” 

used for property searches; the right to be secure in one’s private property was an 
established right in British law, and this seeming violation of that right provided 
further evidence that American colonists were not treated on equal footing with 
British subjects in England. 

 ESTC N56988. $3500.

 A Broadside That Helped Light the Flame of the American Revolution, 
Calling for Revolutionary Unity Against Great Britain

  4. [American Revolution]: [Adams, Samuel]: BOSTON, NOVEMBER 
20, 1772. GENTLEMEN, WE, THE FREEHOLDERS AND OTH-
ER INHABITANTS OF BOSTON...APPREHENDING THERE IS 
ABUNDANT REASON TO BE ALARMED THAT THE PLAN OF 
DESPOTISM, WHICH THE ENEMIES OF OUR INVALUABLE 
RIGHTS HAVE CONCERTED, IS RAPIDLY HASTENING TO 
A COMPLETION, CAN NO LONGER CONCEAL OUR IMPA-
TIENCE UNDER A CONSTANT, UNREMITTED, UNIFORM 
AIM TO INSLAVE US...[beginning of text]. [Boston: Edes & Gill, 
November 20, 1772]. Broadside, 13 x 12 inches. Signed in manuscript “Wil-
liam Cooper” and addressed in ink to the Select-Men of “Kingston” below the 
text. Ink notation on verso reading: “To the Select Men of Kingston.” A few 
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areas of paper loss, most significantly to the right side of the document, af-
fecting all or part of some eighty-seven words. Some portions expertly backed 
with archival tissue to stabilize losses. Minor toning, some bleedthrough from 
ink notation on verso. In a half morocco and cloth folding case, leather label.

An astonishing survival from the early years of the American Revolutionary move-
ment, this is the circular letter issued by Boston’s Committee of Correspondence, 
which had formed less than three weeks earlier at the behest of Samuel Adams.  
The Committee called for close coordination between the colonies, and as such, 
this broadside circular letter can be considered one of the earliest attempts to unite 
colonial protest against the British Crown.  The call prompted other colonies to 
create their own Committees of Correspondence and helped galvanize resistance 
to imperial authority.  Printed evidence of the activities of the Committees of Cor-
respondence – especially at such an early moment and with content of such high 
import – is extraordinarily rare in the market. 
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As tensions between the British Crown and its American colonies were grow-
ing in the early 1770s, the need for unity and concerted action among the rebel-
lious Americans was becoming ever more apparent.  At a town meeting in Boston 
on November 2, 1772 a standing “Committee of Correspondence” was formed to 
encourage and facilitate collective resistance, and to assert the rights of American 
colonists.  This text, dated November 20, is a reaction to British attempts to provide 
salaries to judges in Massachusetts, thereby making them entirely dependent on 
the Crown for their appointment and continued support.  The Committee decries 
such a strategy, stating that “we cannot but be extremely alarm’d at the mischie-
vous Tendency of this Innovation; which, in our Opinion is directly contrary to 
the Spirit of the British Constitution, pregnant with innumerable Evils, & hath a 
direct Tendency to deprive us of every thing valuable as Men, as Christians, and as 
Subjects, entitled, by the Royal Charter, to all the Right, Liberties and Privileges 
of native Britons.” 

“Drafted by Samuel Adams, this letter is addressed to the several towns of the 
Province and urges a united front against British maladministration.  This effort 
of Adams to arouse the populace against British tyranny constituted, according to 
historians, probably his greatest contribution to the Revolution.  Declaring that 
‘We are not afraid of Poverty, but disdain Slavery,’ the incendiary Adams reminded 
the colonists of their forefathers’ ardor for civil and religious liberty, and warned 
of the dire results to be expected if the measures of the British court are allowed 
to pass unchecked” – Rosenbach. 

The town of Kingston, Massachusetts, to whose selectmen this broadside is 
addressed, was an early and ardent supporter of the Boston Committee of Cor-
respondence and the revolutionary movement.  By 1774 the town had established 
its own committee, headed by John Thomas.  During the course of the next year, 
Kingston armed and equipped thirty-three Minutemen to serve with a company 
from Plymouth County headed by Theophilus Cotton.  By the end of the war al-
most 100 Kingston men would serve in the Continental Army.  Kingston was also 
the site of the construction of the legendary American warship, the Independence, 
which wreaked havoc on the British Navy throughout 1776 before being defeated 
off the coast of Nova Scotia. 

The copy of this broadside at the American Antiquarian Society (addressed to 
the Selectmen of Concord), as well as the copy sold by Rosenbach in 1948 (sent 
to the Selectmen of Milton), are both somewhat defective, as is the present copy.  
Considering the purpose and nature of this document, it is not surprising that cop-
ies survive in less than ideal condition, especially given the fact that the text would 
have been positively inflammatory to British colonial authorities, and therefore was 
likely to be destroyed by Royal authorities. 

A rare and explosive colonial American broadside that helped unite the colonies 
and spark the Revolutionary War. 

 BRISTOL B3428 (citing 5 copies). SHIPTON & MOONEY 42317. FORD 1608. ESTC 
W9556 (recording 4 copies). ROSENBACH 14:12. $22,500.
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 The Massachusetts Government Act,
the Second of the Intolerable Acts

  5. [American Revolution]: [Intolerable Acts]: ANNO REGNI GEOR-
GII III...AN ACT FOR THE BETTER REGULATING THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSET’S 
[sic] BAY, IN NEW ENGLAND. London: Printed by Charles Eyre and 
William Strahan, 1774. [2],1047-1062pp. Folio. Modern blind-tooled half 
calf and marbled boards, printed paper label. Light shelf wear. Minor foxing. 
Near fine. 

A major landmark on the road to Revolution, and one of the Intolerable Acts.  Fol-
lowing the disturbances which culminated in the Boston Tea Party, a number of 
harsh actions later known as the Coercive Acts were taken against the Massachusetts 
colony.  The “Massachusetts Government Act” essentially negated the colony’s 1691 
charter and invested the royally appointed governor with considerable powers.  Its 
provisions outlaw unauthorized town meetings, restrict the council, put all powers 
of appointment in the hands of the royal governor (by this time, General Gage), 
and concentrate authority in the hands of royal officials.  The bill took effect Au-
gust 1, 1774 and was met with immediate ire from American colonists, including 
those outside of Massachusetts who now feared their own governing systems could 
be rewritten on a royal whim.  “If, without the people’s consent, Parliament could 
alter the Massachusetts charter as it related to the Council, then Parliament could 
alter or even abolish the powers of colonial assemblies anywhere, at any time, for 
any reason” (Hrdlicka, p.30).  In response to this act, local leaders set up a separate 
congress that essentially ran the colony, ignoring any orders from Gage, and was 
the de facto government of Massachusetts until the first state constitution was 
adopted in 1780. 

 ESTC N57470. James Hrdlicka, Colonists, Citizens, Constitutions, p.30. $2500.

 The Quartering Act of 1774, Last of the Intolerable Acts

  6. [American Revolution]: [Intolerable Acts]: ANNO REGNI GEOR-
GII III...AN ACT FOR THE BETTER PROVIDING SUITABLE 
QUARTERS FOR OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS IN HIS MAJES-
TY’S SERVICE IN NORTH AMERICA. London: Printed by Charles 
Eyre and William Strahan, 1774. [2],1251-1252pp. Folio. Dbd. Sewing holes 
from former binding at gutter, else fine.

The Boston Tea Party of December 16, 1773 unified both the protesting colonists 
in America and the forces of reaction in Great Britain in their respective positions.  
News of it arrived in London in January 1774.  From the point of view of the Eng-
lish government of Lord North, which commanded a firm majority in Parliament, 
the Tea Party represented an outrageous act of defiance which had to be quashed.  
As soon as news arrived in London, legislation was prepared to punish the defiant 
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colonists and bring the colonies, especially 
Massachusetts, firmly to heel.  Their goal 
was to punish Massachusetts for the Tea 
Party and extend direct Royal control at 
the expense of popular liberty.  Between 
March 31 and June 22, 1774, five acts 
were passed which became known col-
lectively as the Coercive or Intolerable 
Acts.  As news of each reached America, 
with troops to enforce it, a new spirit of 
defiance was kindled. 

Among these was the Quartering 
Act, passed June 2, 1774, which applied 
to the entire colonies rather than only 
Massachusetts.  Only slightly different 
from the Quartering Act of 1765, this 
new act allowed royal governors (rather 
than colonial legislatures) to requisition 
homes and buildings for the quartering of 
British soldiers.  The act confirms that the 
Royal governor has the power to assign 
“uninhabited houses, outhouses, barns, 
or other buildings” as quarters.  Contrary 
to popular belief, this act did not force 

Americans to host British soldiers in their own homes and applied only to public 
or uninhabited properties.  A fine copy of this key step on the road to Revolution.  

 ESTC N57479. REESE, REVOLUTIONARY HUNDRED 17. $3750.

 The Speeches of Governor Johnstone
and the Earl of Chatham in Parliament,

Supporting the American Colonies

  7. [American Revolution]: [ Johnstone, George]: POSTSCRIP T TO 
DUNLAP’S PENNSYLVANIA PACKET. APRIL 19, 1775. [Phila-
delphia. 1775]. [4]pp. on bifolium sheet. Folio. Very minor soiling and chip-
ping at edges. Fine. 

Printed in Philadelphia on the day of the Battles of Lexington and Concord, open-
ing the American Revolution, by the man who would print the Declaration of 
Independence the next year.  This supplement to the Packet contains the transcript 
of a speech by George Johnstone (1730-1787), onetime governor of British West 
Florida and friend of America, in the House of Commons.  Johnstone’s speech, 
delivered on the occasion of the motion declaring the colony of Massachusetts to 
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be in rebellion, cautions Parliament not 
to single out the colony of Massachusetts 
Bay but to seek conciliatory measures.  
This speech, made in late January 1775, 
was also published as a pamphlet in Lon-
don the following month, along with two 
letters by “Junius.”  Johnstone’s speech is 
followed by a speech made in the House 
of Lords by the Earl of Chatham, who 
presents his address “to his Majesty, and 
most humbly to advise, and beseech him, 
that in order to open a way towards a 
happy settlement of the dangerous trou-
bles in America, by beginning to allay 
ferments and soften animosities there; 
and above all, for preventing in the mean 
time, any sudden and fatal catastrophe 
at Boston, now suffering under the daily 
irritation of an army before their eyes, 
and posted in their town.”  The speech 
of Chatham also saw pamphlet form in 
England and America, the latter in four 
different editions.  A dramatic publica-
tion on a dramatic date. 

 Brigham, American Newspapers, p.942 (ref ). $6000.

 British Laws of 1774-75,
Several Relating to the American Colonies

  8. [American Revolution]: ANNO REGNI GEORGII III. REGIS 
MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ, DECIMO 
SEXTO. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT 
WESTMINSTER, THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 
ANNO DOMINI 1774...AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED, 
BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS, TO THE TWENTY-SIXTH 
DAY OF OCTOBER, 1775; BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF 
THE FOURTEENTH PARLIAMENT OF GREAT BRITAIN. Lon-
don: Printed by Charles Eyre and William Strahan, 1776. 210,215-250,253-
330,333-370,373-442,445-470,473-614,617-654,657-678,681-828pp. Folio. 
Modern calf, spine gilt, raised bands. Each act has separate general titlepage; 
pagination and register are continuous. Slight shelf wear, occasional tanning, 
lacking one general titlepage and several blanks (see below). Very good. 
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An impressive collection of the first 
twenty-eight acts (out of eighty-three 
total) passed in the second session of the 
fourteenth Parliament of Great Britain, 
some of which address the increasing 
instability in the American colonies. 

Most notable for the history of the 
early years of the American Revolution 
is the “Prohibitory Act” (Cap. V), which 
prohibited all British trade with the 
American colonies and removed them 
from royal protection.  This followed 
and expanded on an act from the previ-
ous year prohibiting trade with Boston 
alone; Britain effectively declared eco-
nomic warfare on the colonies.  This 
was addressed in Grievance 23 in the 
Declaration of Independence: “He has 
abdicated Government here, by declar-
ing us out of his Protection and waging 
War against us.”  In a letter to Horatio 
Gates, John Adams wrote on March 
23, 1776: 

 

It is a compleat Dismemberment of 
the British Empire.  It throws thir-

teen Colonies out of the Royal Protection, levels all Distinctions and makes 
us independent in Spight of all our supplications and Entreaties.  It may be 
fortunate that the Act of Independency should come from the British Parlia-
ment, rather than the American Congress: But it is very odd that Americans 
should hesitate at accepting Such a Gift from them.

Two other important acts allow the King to call out the militia in all cases of rebel-
lion anywhere in the realm (Cap. III) and to punish desertion and mutiny among 
British forces in America (Cap. XI).  Also of note is an act promising a reward for 
anyone who discovered the Northwest Passage (Cap. VI).  Parliament had already 
offered a reward of £20,000 for the discovery of a passage through the “Hudson 
Streights,” but this act expands the conditions to any ship navigating a passage 
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans in either direction – with a further £5000 
prize for reaching within one degree of the North Pole.  Other acts show that, de-
spite the revolution in the American colonies, there was still the rest of the realm to 
govern.  Thus, acts extending existing duties on malt and cider are included, as are 
those for rebuilding a church, improving roads and bridges, and establishing foot 
patrols to enhance public safety.  These acts were issued separately and collectively, 
but the register and pagination are continuous for both. 
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A complete list of the acts included, with pagination and ESTC references, is 
available by request and on our website. 

 ESTC N57659 (ref ). $12,500.

 Debating the Revolution in Parliament, 1776

  9. [American Revolution]: THE PARLIAMENTARY REGISTER; OR, 
HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE 
HOUSE OF COMMONS; CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF 
THE MOST INTERESTING SPEECHES AND MOTIONS...Vol. 
IV. London. 1776. [2],136pp. Dbd., with remnants of original spine present. 
Some light soiling and foxing. Good. In a blue half morocco and cloth folder. 

Volume IV of Almon’s Parliamentary Register, published by him from 1775 to 1780.  
This volume contains important political information regarding the American Revolu-
tion, including a motion to put America on the same political footing as Ireland, as 
a means to restore peace there.  It also includes some discussion of General Howe’s 
being given the authority to treat for peace with the colonies.  Most of the debates 
revolve around the American question, and the volume closes with the King’s Address 
of May 23, 1776, in which he states: “We are engaged in a great national cause...I 
am convinced you will not think any price too high....”  The volumes – number-
ing seventeen in all – were edited and published by John Almon, the pre-eminent 
British printer of political material of his day, and he received assistance from the 
members of the Commons, who supplied him with copies of their speeches (some 
of which were no doubt altered for posterity).  It should be remembered that there 
was no regular authorized system of reporting Parliamentary debates at this time or 
for many decades to come, and that the collection and organizing of this publication 
was undertaken entirely by Almon. 

An important source for the American Revolution.  $1500.

 Calling for Troops in the Months
Following the Declaration of Independence

 10. [American Revolution]: AN ABSTRACT FROM RESOLVES 
CONTAINING THE ENCOURAGEMENT OFFERED BY THE 
CONTINENTAL CONGRESS, AND BY THE STATE OF MAS-
SACHUSETTS-BAY, TO SUCH AS SHALL INLIST INTO THE 
CONTINENTAL ARMY. [Boston: Benjamin Edes, ca. January 28, 1777]. 
Broadside, 13¾ x 8¼ inches. Docketed on verso. Expertly repaired separation 
along upper horizontal fold, short fold separation at left side of middle hori-
zontal fold, moderate marginal dampstaining. About very good. Untrimmed. 
In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 
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A rare recruitment broadside attempting to entice Massachusetts recruits into the 
Continental Army, printing the resolutions of the Continental Congress and the 
Massachusetts House in the months following the Declaration of Independence. 

The inducements offered by the Continental Congress include $20 in bounty, 
100 acres of land, a new suit of clothes each year, and a half-pay disability pen-
sion if “disabled in the Service of the United States of America as to render him 
incapable afterwards of getting a Livelihood.”  The state offers an additional £20 
if the new recruit arrives with “a good effective Fire-Arm, and also a Bayonet, or 
in Lieu thereof, a Sword, Hatchet or Tomahawk, a Cartridge Box and Knapsack.”  
The Congress even offers a free blanket, or a reimbursement of eighteen shillings 
if the soldier brings his own. 

The broadside is signed in type by Samuel Freeman, the Speaker, Pro Tempore, 
and by John Avery, Deputy Secretary of the Massachusetts House of Representa-
tives in Boston.  “Very fine revolutionary broadside issued during the period when 
Washington had to beg for troops.  Contains the four resolves of Congress, passed 
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August 26th, September 16th, 18th, and 19th, October 8th, and November 12th, 
1776, relative to the pay and bounty of officers and men in the Continental Army 
as part of the Fifteen battalions assigned to this state, to continue during the war, 
or for a term of Three Years” – Heartman. 

ESTC records just eight copies, including two each at the American Antiquarian 
Society and the Library of Congress.  A rare, early, and important Revolutionary 
War recruitment broadside. 

 EVANS 15418. FORD 2076. CUSHING 981. HEARTMAN P15:4. ESTC W34149.
 $11,000.

 Naval Engagements of the American Revolution

 11. [American Revolution]: [Chastellux, François-Jean de]: [TWO MAN-
USCRIPT CHARTS DEPICTING THE STAGES OF ANGLO-
FRENCH NAVAL ENGAGEMENTS AROUND MARTINIQUE 
DURING THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, ON APRIL 17 AND 
MAY 19, 1780, FROM THE PAPERS OF THE MARQUIS DE 
CHASTELLUX]. [N.p. ca. 1780-1783]. [3]pp. on two large bifolia, each 
approximately 17¾ x 11½ inches. Previously folded. Blindstamped “Archives

de chAstellux” on the verso of both bifolia. Closed tear from inner margin 
of first bifolium, not affecting manuscript. Patches of light dampstaining. Very 
good. Untrimmed. 

A pair of illustrated period battle charts detailing the action from the Anglo-French 
battles at Martinique in the Spring of 1780, originally the property of François-Jean 
de Chastellux, Marquis de Chastellux. 

On April 17, 1780 a Royal Navy fleet under Sir George Rodney challenged a 
numerically superior French fleet under the command of the Compte de Guichen.  
Due to missed signals between Rodney and his subordinates, the battle which 
could have turned out to be a narrow British victory instead ended in a stalemate.  
After separating and repairing their damaged ships, on May 7 the two fleets began 
maneuvering once again, attempting to gain advantage.  On May 15 the fleets 
again engaged, likewise on May 19.  Both actions resulted in stalemate, but short 
on provisions, the French sailed away, and Rodney, in a similar situation, chose 
not to pursue. 

The first chart depicts the Battle of Martinique in a series of ten illustrations, 
each depicting the opposing lines of battle and their movements (a figure of a 
child’s head blowing indicates the direction of the wind).  Ten phases of the battle 
are shown while a chart at the top offers the names of the ships in the French 
fleet together with the number of guns on each.  The second chart, composed in a 
similar manner, depicts the final encounter of May 19, 1780 in seven illustrations. 

These charts were composed for French General François-Jean de Chastellux, the 
principal and indispensable liaison between Rochambeau and Washington during the 
American Revolution, and are formerly of his historical archives, with their blind 
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stamps on both sets of illustrations.  They would have been integral to providing 
Chastellux, who was with Rochambeau in the United States, an understanding of 
naval developments in the Caribbean.  $12,500.

 Authorizing the Crown to Seek Peace with the Americans

 12. [American Revolution]: [Treaty of Paris]: ANNO REGNI GEORGII 
III...AN ACT TO ENABLE HIS MAJESTY TO CONCLUDE A 
PEACE OR TRUCE WITH CERTAIN COLONIES IN NORTH 
AMERICA THEREIN MENTIONED. London: Printed by Charles 
Eyre and William Strahan, 1782. [2],787-788pp. Folio. Modern blind-tooled 
half calf and marbled boards, printed paper label. Light shelf wear, stab holes 
from original sewing in gutter margin. Near fine. 
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The act which officially set the stage for 
the conclusion of the American Revolu-
tion.  While King George III was eager to 
maintain control of the colonies, support 
for the war at home was at an all-time low 
after the surrender at Yorktown.  This brief 
yet highly consequential act empowers the 
King to undertake peace negotiations with 
any proper group or commission represen-
tative of the United Colonies, and to sus-
pend any previous acts which would hamper 
the establishment of such negotiations.

Whereas it is essential to the Interests, 
Welfare, and Prosperity of Great Britain, 
and of the Colonies...in North America, 
that Peace, Intercourse, Trade, and Com-
merce, should be restored between them: 
Wherefore, and for a full Manifesta-
tion of the earnest Wish and Desire of 
his Majesty and his Parliament to put 
an End to the Calamities of War, be it 
enacted by the King’s most Excellent 
Majesty...that it shall and may be lawful for his Majesty to treat...and conclude, 
with any Commissioner or Commissioners, named or to be named by the said 
Colonies...a Peace or Truce with the said Colonies....

With this act, the door was officially open for peace negotiations, which would 
begin the next year in Paris.  An excellent copy of this important historical docu-
ment.  Copies of this act are fairly scarce, Rare Book Hub records only two copies 
at auction in the past fifty years. 

 ESTC N58170. $3750.

 Rare Loyalist Petition Seeking Assistance
from the Crown After the Revolution

 13. [American Revolution]: [Board of Agents for the American Loyalists]: 
THE SUMMARY CASE OF THE AMERICAN LOYALISTS [cap-
tion title]. [N.p., most likely London. 1783 or 1784]. 4pp., on a single folded 
folio sheet. Docketed in type on verso of second leaf. Dbd. Minor remnants 
of paper along the left edge of the first page. Old folds, minor creasing. Very 
good. In a gray cloth folding case, string-tied. 

An interesting and rather rare appeal relating to the repayment and resettlement of 
“His Majesty’s faithful American subjects, who have sacrificed every thing to their 
attachment to Great Britain” during the American Revolution. 
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At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, the newly-independent United States 
signed the Treaty of Paris with Great Britain, formally ending the war and setting 
the terms for relations between the two nations.  By the time the preliminary version 
of the peace treaty became public, it was clear that little was going to be covered 
in the treaty itself for dispossessed Loyalists living in the United States.  The men 
organized themselves into the Board of Agents for the American Loyalists (also 
known as the Board of American Loyalists) and began a vigorous lobbying campaign 
for assistance from the British government, of which the present document is a part.  
Other entries in this short-lived but successful pamphlet blitz include The Case and 
Claim of the American Loyalists Impartially Stated and Considered, The Particular Case 
of the Georgia Loyalists (a supplement of the former), Collections with Regard to the 
Case of the American Loyalists, and Joseph Galloway’s Observations on the Fifth Article 
of the Treaty with America, all printed in London in 1783 or 1784.  In response, the 
British Parliament set up a committee to address the claims of Loyalists who had 
been dispossessed of their lands and positions, and eventually sent £6,000,000 as 
financial compensation and to cover resettlement costs of displaced Loyalists who 
made new homes in Nova Scotia, England, the Caribbean, and elsewhere. 

The legal arguments of the petitioners in the present appeal include citations 
of English law going back to Henry VII, as well as the English Common Law, a 
1774 promise by the British Secretary of State, an August 1775 decree from King 
George III, a June 1776 proclamation of the royal commissioners, and parliamentary 
resolves, including a proceeding of parliament “at the repeal of the Stamp Act, being 
intended as a monitory example for the future, [which] gave encouragement to the 
Loyalists, equal at least to the foregoing assurances,” among others.  The Loyalists 
then argue their inferences based on these English legal statutes and governmental 
decrees, and answer objections to their claims.  They conclude the present docu-
ment by pleading: “If such be the affluent condition of this country, and such the 
claims of the loyalists on its justice, the undersigned agents in their behalf most 
humbly trust, that no member of parliament will find any difficulty in being of 
opinion, that their liquidated claims are unfunded debts of the state, which ought 
to be speedily satisfied or properly secured.” 

The petitioners who have signed their names in print at the conclusion of the 
text are as follows: James Wright (last British Royal Governor of Georgia), Thomas 
Boone (colonial governor of New Jersey and South Carolina), Lord Dunmore 
(colonial governor of New York and Virginia), George Chalmers (Baltimore law-
yer), Joseph Galloway (Philadelphia lawyer and prominent Loyalist pamphleteer), 
William Franklyn [sic] (last royal governor of New Jersey and the son of Benjamin 
Franklin), Guy Johnson (British Superintendent of Indian Affairs), George Rome 
(Rhode Island merchant), William Pepperell (prominent Massachusetts merchant 
and grandson of the hero of the Siege of Louisbourg), and Paul Wentworth (New 
Hampshire stock speculator and ring leader of a group of British spies active dur-
ing the Revolutionary War). 

“The work can be approximately dated from the fact that several of the signatories 
were in London in 1784 and 1785 petitioning for relief ” – Sabin.  In his American 
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Controversy, Adams locates just a single copy of the work, at the British Museum, 
but ESTC adds copies at the British National Archives, the Huntington Library, 
New York Public Library, and the University of Virginia.  Rare. 

 AMERICAN CONTROVERSY 83-13. SABIN 93593. GOODSPEED 261:641. ESTC 
T81631. $3500.

 Official Typescript of the Arizona
Constitutional Convention Proceedings:

Governor Hunt’s Copy

 14. [Arizona]: Cronin, Con. P., compiler: JOURNALS OF THE CON-
STITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF ARIZONA. AS PROVIDED 
FOR BY THE ENABLING ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED 
JUNE 20th, 1910. HELD IN THE HALL OF THE HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE CAPITOL OF THE TERRITORY 
OF ARIZONA, AT PHOENIX, ARIZONA, OCTOBER 10 TO DE-
CEMBER 9, 1910. Phoenix. 1925. [1],648,[1] leaves. Without leaf 238, 
apparently as issued. Accompanied by a printed calling card and [3]pp. of 
typed correspondence. Folio. Contemporary half red morocco and pebbled 
cloth, spine gilt. Worn at spine ends. 
Perforation stamp on titlepage. Very 
clean internally. Very good. The ac-
companying correspondence with 
some dampstaining along one edge. 

The full journals of the 1910 Arizona 
constitutional convention, the first and 
only constitutional convention for the 
state.  This copy was presented by the 
compiler, Arizona State Librarian Con. 
P. Cronin, to Arizona Governor George 
W.P. Hunt, who presided over the 1910 
convention and who served seven terms 
as governor.  Laid into this volume is a 
copy of Hunt ’s calling card, as well as 
correspondence between him and Cronin 
in 1925 in which the librarian explains 
the long and arduous process of compiling 
the volume.  In his letter, dated Decem-
ber 2, 1925, Cronin presents this copy to 
the governor and explains that “until the 
present time no complete record of the 
proceedings of the Arizona Constitutional 
Convention has existed.”  He goes on 
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to describe how he spent months collating the incomplete proceedings with the 
original minutes of the stenographer to produce the present volume.  In his return 
letter to Cronin, dated December 4, Hunt thanks him for his “tremendous amount 
of painstaking effort.” 

As Cronin reminds Hunt in his letter, the 1910 Arizona constitution as passed 
by the convention was controversial with regard to several issues. Cronin calls the 
convention proceedings “the most important unpublished civic document in the 
United States today, – containing as it does the genesis of such ‘revolutionary’ 
doctrines of state government as the abrogation of the judiciary (which so aroused 
the ire of President Taft as to cause him to threaten to veto the Constitution), and 
many matters of so-called labor legislation, – all for the first time considered in 
constitutional convention.”  The original Arizona constitution provided for the recall-
ing of judges, which led President William Howard Taft (a future Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court) to veto the constitution.  It was then amended by the Arizona 
convention to remove the offending provision, after which Taft approved Arizona’s 
statehood bid, and it became the 48th state on February 14, 1912.  Subsequently, 
the state legislature approved a constitutional amendment reinstating the ability to 
recall judges.  Other issues dealt with in the convention include water rights, labor 
rights (an eight-hour work day and no work for children under fourteen), elections, 
state boundaries, mines, and a ban on polygamous marriage.  The final leaf features 
a signed letter certifying “that the within and fore-going is the full, true and correct 
copy of the volume ‘Journals of the Constitutional Convention of Arizona, 1910,’ 
on file and of record in the said State Library, as corrected.” 

While the later printing of this typescript is well represented in institutional 
collections (OCLC locates eighteen copies), this original is one of the few produced 
by mimeograph.  This copy is made especially valuable by the association with 
former Arizona Governor George Hunt, who presided over the 1910 convention. 

 OCLC 4422964 (ref ). $4000.

 Littell Copy of Arkansas’ Reconstruction Constitution

 15. [Arkansas]: Pomeroy, James M.: THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
STATE OF ARKANSAS. FRAMED AND ADOP TED BY THE 
CONVENTION WHICH ASSEMBLED AT LITTLE ROCK, 
JANUARY 7th, 1868....WITH MARGINAL NOTES, A FULL 
DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUTION, AND 
A COPIOUS INDEX.... Little Rock. 1870. vi,[2],16,xxv-lxxxii,54,cxxxvii-
clxxvi pp. Quarto. Contemporary three-quarter sheep and marbled boards. 
Leather rubbed, worn along joints, some paper loss to boards. Scattered light 
foxing, otherwise quite clean internally. Bookplate of C.G. Littell on front 
pastedown. Very good. 

The Littell copy of Arkansas’ unsurprisingly contentious Reconstruction Consti-
tution.  While it allowed Arkansas to rejoin the Union, restrictions on rights for 
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former Confederates and other ideas considered “Radical Republicanism” resulted 
in anger and violence in response.  This constitution strengthens the power of the 
Governor’s office, recognizes “the equality of all persons before the law” regardless 
of “race, color, or previous condition,” enfranchises Blacks, grants property rights 
to women, voids the secession constitution of 1861, restricts the voting rights of 
former Confederate officials and soldiers (until 1876), outlaws dueling, establishes a 
system of free public schools, and forbids religious tests as a qualification for office.  
James Pomeroy, who compiled this volume, was a Little Rock lawyer. 

Following the adoption of this constitution, Union-general-turned-Governor 
Powell Clayton tried largely in vain to enforce its strictures and curtail Klan ac-
tivities and other agitation in the state.  When Clayton left to become a senator, 
the gubernatorial election of 1872 became a hotly contested race between Elisha 
Baxter and Joseph Brooks.  Voter intimidation and election fraud were the words 
of the day, but eventually Baxter was certified as the victor.  Brooks took a group 
of armed men into the state house in 1874 to oust Baxter by force, and violence 
between supporters of the two candidates broke out in the streets of Little Rock.  
The ensuing “Brooks-Baxter War” continued to the tune of some 200 dead Americans 
until President Grant intervened on behalf of Baxter.  Regardless of Baxter’s final 
victory, the conflict resulted in the drafting of a new, significantly more conservative 
constitution (sometimes called the “Thou shalt not” constitution for its numerous 
limitations on government) in 1874, which remains in effect today. 

A rare and important Reconstruction document presented with detailed and 
useful indices, from the library of famed Americana collector C.G. Littell. 

 SABIN 63923. $2500.

 A Stunning Civil War Landscape Image by Barnard

 16. Barnard, George N.: [BATTLE GROUND OF RESACCA, GA. No. 
2]. [1866]. Albumen photograph from a negative taken in 1866, 105/8 x 141/16 
inches, on period card mount, 18 x 21¾ inches. Printed caption below the 
image. Very good. Matted. 

This image was used by Barnard in his Photographic Views of Sherman’s Campaign 
(plate 20), but is here separately printed at a contemporary date in slightly larger 
format than the image in the book, without clouds superimposed, and on a period 
mount with period printed caption.  “ Photographic Views of Sherman’s Campaign is 
a remarkable work of great symbolic, historic, and artistic power.  It is a result of 
a complex interweaving of Barnard’s personal vision, nineteenth-century pictorial 
conventions, and larger ideas about war and the American landscape.  The album 
was the most ambitious project of Barnard’s career, and has long been recognized 
as a landmark in the history of photography” – Davis (p.170). 

Barnard’s  Photographic Views of Sherman’s Campaign embraces scenes of the oc-
cupation of Nashville, the great battles around Chattanooga and Lookout Mountain, 
the campaign of Atlanta, the March to the Sea, and the Great Raid through the 
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Carolinas (1866).  This album, together with Alexander Gardner’s Photographic 
Sketchbook of the Civil War (1866), are the two greatest photographic monuments 
of the Civil War.  Between them they contain some of the most famous images of 
the war. 

The present image offers a poignant reminder of the trail of destruction left 
across the Confederacy by Gen. William T. Sherman’s army in 1864-65 during his 
famous campaign from Nashville to Chattanooga, then Atlanta and to Savannah 
and the sea, then by-passing Charleston, north to Columbia.  In the meantime a 
smaller force had occupied Charleston and Fort Sumter.  To the North the military 
campaign was brilliant, bold, and decisive – an event worthy of the present monu-
mental album – to the South it was vicious, bloody, and destructive. 

Barnard’s album would be the first great landscape photo book, “but it is a 
wounded, brutalized land – gouged and scarred and broken.  Its tone is stoically 
calm, yet bleak, and is all the more so for being so lucidly understated....[Barnard] 
shows himself to have been one of the finest landscape photographers, treating 
those culturally loaded Civil War sites – already in the process of becoming mythic 
when he pictured them – with respect, but also with a matter-of-factness that is 
heroic in itself, and served to punctuate the hyperbole of myth” (Parr & Badger). 

 Keith F. Davis, George N. Barnard Photographer of Sherman’s Campaign (Kansas City, 1990). 
Parr & Badger, The Photobook: A History, Vol. I, p.45. $2000.

 One Union General ’s Gift to Another:
An Indictment of Sherman

 17. Boynton, H.V.: SHERMAN’S HISTORICAL RAID. THE MEM-
OIRS IN THE LIGHT OF THE RECORD. A REVIEW BASED 
UPON COMPILATIONS FROM THE FILES OF THE WAR OF-
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FICE. Cincinnati: Wilstach, Baldwin, & Co., 1875. [4],276,[4]pp. plus four-
page facsimile of Sherman’s terms with Johnston. Original blue cloth, gilt, 
boards and spine tooled in blind and black, rebacked with original backstrip 
laid down. Moderate shelf wear. Interior a bit tanned, occasional very minor 
foxing. Contemporary presentation inscription on front free endpaper (see 
below). Very good. 

An interesting indictment of Sher-
man’s campaign in Georgia, gifted 
from one Union general to anoth-
er.  The front flyleaf of this copy 
bears a contemporary presentation 
inscription “To Gen’l Joseph C. 
Jackson with compliments of F. 
Sigel,” dated at New York, Decem-
ber 15th, [18]75.  Franz Sigel was 
a German military commander who led revolutionary forces in the 1848 Revolution, 
leaving for the United States after its eventual failure.  He was commissioned colonel 
of the 3rd Missouri Infantry after the start of the Civil War, and was promoted by 
Lincoln to brigadier general in 1861 (and eventually to major general in 1862) as 
part of a move to actively garner support from antislavery, pro-Union foreigners.  
Sigel saw little success on the battlefield in his many campaigns, but remained an 
important figure in the Union army due to his ability to recruit German immigrants 
to the cause.  The recipient, Joseph Cooke Jackson, was a graduate of Yale Law 
School and practiced in New York City before the Civil War.  He entered the Union 
army by volunteering as an aide-de-camp, and was attached to Brigadier General 
Philip Kearny throughout the Peninsular Campaign and until Kearny’s death at 
Chantilly, during which period he likely encountered Sigel, as both were involved in 
the Second Battle of Bull Run.  Jackson left field duty in 1862 and was appointed 
as a commissioner of United States Navy credits, where he was highly successful in 
supplying naval enlistments from New Jersey.  His success in his various duties led 
to his breveting as brigadier general in 1865 for “faithful and meritorious services 
in the field.”  Also laid in is an empty envelope addressed to Jackson. 

In his preface Boynton states his objective: “to show wherein the Memoirs of 
General Sherman fall short of presenting the correct history of many great events 
of which they treat; how much they lack of giving a complete account of incidents 
which they relate...and to provide the future historian with facts which will guard 
him against perpetuating the error and injustice which pervade both volumes of 
the work.”  Boynton was Washington correspondent for the Cincinnati Gazette, 
and based this sometimes scathing analysis of Sherman’s memoirs on the official 
documents of the War Department which at times directly contradict Sherman’s 
version of events.  “A hard-hitting, sometimes convincing attack on Sherman, his 
Savannah campaign, and his memoirs” – Nevins. 

 NEVINS I, p. 24. $650.
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 Written from Valley Forge in the Winter of 1778
by the Man Who Would Become Attorney General

 18. Bradford, William, Jr.: [Valley Forge]: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, 
SIGNED, FROM WILLIAM BRADFORD, JR. TO JOSEPH 
CLARK, LEAVING CLARK IN CHARGE WHILE BRADFORD 
IS AWAY]. [N.p., but Valley Forge, Pa.] January 10, 1778. [1]p. plus integral 
address leaf. Quarto, on a folded folio sheet. Old fold lines. Minor soiling, 
heavier on address leaf. Small paper loss on address leaf from wax seal. Very 
good. In a folio-sized blue half morocco and cloth clamshell case, spine gilt. 

William Bradford, Jr., Deputy Muster Master General for the Continental Army, 
writes to Joseph Clark of the New Jersey Militia from the brutal winter encamp-
ment of Valley Forge during the winter of 1777-78.  Bradford expresses concern 
at not having seen Clark personally and states he is leaving Clark in charge while 
he is away.  William Bradford Jr., son of the famous Revolutionary War printer of 
the same name, was a Philadelphia lawyer.  He later served as Attorney General 
of Pennsylvania, on the state Supreme Court, and as the second Attorney General 
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of the United States in 1794-95 (until he died at age forty).  His service in the 
American Revolution included action at the Battle of Trenton and a term as Deputy 
Muster Master General, 1777-79. The recipient of this letter, Joseph Clark, was a 
soldier from New Jersey who attended Princeton and became a minister after the 
war.  Bradford writes: 

Sir,  I was extremely disappointed by your going to Elizabethtown without 
seeing me.  I have waited several days expecting your return; as I wanted you to 
superintend the department during my absence, & give you some instructions 
on that head.  I have at length determined to set off for Philada. in confidence 
that your prudence will bring you to camp in a day or two, & that you will give 
such directions relative to the Department as the exigency of affairs may require.  
I have left notice at the Adjt. Genls. office that all officers do apply to you 
during my absence.  You will direct Col. Thomas to muster Van Heere’s corps 
of horse which is stationed at Schanks Mills on Millstone as soon as possible.

The corps of horse to which he refers is that of Capt. Barth Van Heer’s dragoons 
– the group that served as Gen. Washington’s Lifeguards.  This letter was written 
from Valley Forge, where the Continental Army spent the legendary winter of 1777-
78.  Within weeks, Baron Friedrich von Steuben would arrive to drill the troops, 
turning ragtag colonials into disciplined soldiers.  It was at Valley Forge that Gen. 
Washington’s army became a cohesive fighting force that would gain our nation its 
independence from Britain. 

 Appleton’s Cyclopædia I, p.351. $6000.

 Igniting the Patriotism of Union Troops

 19. [Burns, Jeremiah]: THE PATRIOT’S OFFERING; OR, THE LIFE, 
SERVICES, AND MILITARY CAREER OF THE NOBLE TRIO, 
ELLSWORTH, LYON, AND BAKER. New York: Baker & Godwin, 
1862. 108pp. plus three portraits (including frontispiece). Original brown cloth 
tooled in blind, front board gilt. Light shelf wear. Scattered foxing and tan-
ning. Very good. 

An early Civil War book eulogizing three of the first conspicuous casualties of the 
conflict (Ellsworth, Lyon, and Baker, two of whom were personal friends of Abra-
ham Lincoln), aimed at promoting patriotism and the Union cause.  The author, 
Jeremiah Burns, makes his intentions entirely clear in his preface: 

Language is, indeed, inadequate to portray their worth, describe their merits, 
or do honor to their patriot sacrifices....May every soldier that follows us 
through this little volume...find in [the noble trio]’s fall a noble inducement 
to press forward in the great struggle for which they have enlisted, until such 
noble blood as been avenged, and the Starry banner planted in triumph over 
the blackened ruins of treason!
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In pursuit of this goal, Burns provides a 
portrait and brief background of each figure 
along with somewhat more details on their 
military service and ultimate heroic sacrifice.  
Interestingly, he also spends several pages in 
each section discussing the aftermath of each 
soldier’s death, including the return of their 
remains, public services, and eulogies, and 
prints excerpts from their own letters and 
speeches as well as those occasioned by their 
deaths (including “Lines on the Death of Col. 
Baker,” written by an eleven-year-old Willie 
Lincoln).  The appendix also reprint’s Lin-
coln’s proclamations of April 15 and May 3, 
1861, calling on state militias to suppress the 
rebellion and augmenting the army and navy. 

Elmer Ellsworth was a student of Lin-
coln who became a luminary in the armed 
forces, and is credited with turning Zouave 
units in the American military into a force 
to be reckoned with.  The day after Virginia 
seceded from the Union, Ellsworth and several 

other Union soldiers burst into an inn which was flying the new Confederate flag 
and tore it down; Ellsworth was killed by the proprietor and flag-raiser on his way 
back down from the roof.  He was the first Union officer to die in the war and was 
carried to the White House by an honor guard. 

Nathaniel Lyon was a Union general who had prior experience in the Seminole 
Wars.  At the outbreak of the Civil War, he anticipated Missouri’s secession and 
preemptively seized control of the St. Louis arsenal (which also resulted in a number 
of civilian casualties, styled by Burns as a “secessionist mob”).  He was killed in 
combat during a dramatic counter-charge at the Battle of Wilson’s Creek, an early 
casualty in the western theatre of the Civil War. 

Edward Dickinson Baker is the only sitting U.S. Senator to have died on the 
field of battle.  Baker was a preacher and lawyer from Illinois and served as a colonel 
during the Mexican-American War.  He became a senator for Oregon in 1860 and 
introduced President Lincoln at his inauguration.  He was killed at Ball’s Bluff on 
October 21, one day after a personal visit with Lincoln and his son, Willie, who 
wrote the short poem eulogizing the fallen Senator shortly afterwards. 

An uncommon and interesting volume in support of the Union army, printed 
in the second year of the Civil War.  Not in Nevins, and very scarce in the trade. 

 SABIN 59106. OCLC 11678721. $850.
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 The Cherokee Nation Communicates
with President Andrew Johnson,

Explaining Their Pro-Confederate Actions During the Civil War

 20. [Cherokee Nation]: [Civil War]: COMMUNICATION OF THE 
DELEGATION OF THE CHEROKEE NATION TO THE PRES-
IDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, SUBMITTING THE ME-
MORIAL OF THEIR NATIONAL COUNCIL, WITH THE COR-
RESPONDENCE BETWEEN JOHN ROSS, PRINCIPAL CHIEF, 
AND CERTAIN OFFICERS OF THE REBELLIOUS STATES. 
Washington: Gibson Brothers, 1866. 48pp. Original printed wrappers. Wrap-
pers lightly soiled, small closed tear at top edge of front wrapper, vertical 
crease throughout. Ink stamp of Cornell University and shelf marks in pencil 
on front wrapper. Internally clean. Overall very good. 

A scarce pamphlet publishing the overtures of the Cherokee Nation to President 
Johnson after the conclusion of the Civil War.  The Cherokee had been excluded 
from post-war negotiations on account of their support for the Confederacy. 

In explaining their position and their leader John Ross’ motivations for aiding 
the Confederacy, the delegation begins some thirty years in the past: “For several 
years before the outbreak of war, there was in our midst an element inimical to 
our institutions...susceptible of becoming exceedingly dangerous when fondled 
and nursed by such spirits as Albert Pike and Jefferson Davis.”  This was the fac-
tion led by Stand Watie, who became famous as the final Confederate general to 
surrender to Union forces.  The conflict alluded to in this passage was over the 
Treaty of New Echota, in which Watie and his faction signed away the Cherokee 
Nation’s ancestral lands and relocated to Indian Territory without the approval of 
Principal Chief John Ross or most of the population.  The Cherokee who refused 
to acknowledge the illegitimate treaty and remained on their land were forcibly 
driven west as part of the Trail of Tears.  In response, they sentenced Watie and 
his coterie to death upon their arrival in the West, and Watie was the only one of 
the dissident signatories to escape execution. 

The Cherokee delegation maintains that at the outset of the Civil War Ross 
remained staunchly neutral until Watie, who had begun rebuilding his influence 
by the 1850s, willingly joined the Confederacy and violently browbeat Ross and 
his faction into signing a disastrous treaty.  Within a year (notably after the major 
Confederate defeat at the Battle of Pea Ridge in which the Confederacy made use 
of Cherokee troops who were not meant to be employed outside of Indian Terri-
tory), Ross cut ties with the Confederacy and travelled to Washington to meet with 
President Lincoln.  Although the majority of the Cherokee, aside from a group 
which came to be called the “Southern Cherokee,” remained loyal to the Union 
throughout the rest of the war, Union delegates refused to treat with Ross after its 
conclusion, calling him a “rebel emissary” and “enemy of the United States.”  The 
Cherokee Nation viewed this denial of their legitimately elected leader as a serious 
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attack on their rights as a sovereign nation, and sent these delegations to Johnson in 
complaint.  In addition to their messages to Washington, this pamphlet reprints the 
text of correspondence between John Ross and the Confederacy near the beginning 
of the war, particularly with Albert Pike (who negotiated the Cherokee treaty with 
the Confederacy in 1861).  The Southern Cherokee faction would print a rebuttal 
to the arguments in this pamphlet the following year. 

Rare Book Hub records no copies sold at auction since 1975.  Rare in the mar-
ket, and a valuable first-hand account of the often-overlooked role of indigenous 
Americans during the Civil War. 

 SABIN 12449. EBERSTADT 128:436. OCLC 950921442. $3000.
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 South Carolina Calls for Secession

 21. [Civil War]: [South Carolina]: THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA. AT A CONVENTION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE...
AN ORDINANCE TO DISSOLVE THE UNION BETWEEN THE 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND THE OTHER STATES...
UNDER THE COMPACT ENTITLED ‘ THE CONSTITU-
TION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA’...DONE AT 
CHARLESTON, 20 DECEMBER 1860. [Charleston: Evans & Cogswell, 
late March or early April, 1861]. Lithographic broadside, 33¾ x 26½ inches. 
Mild creasing, toning, and spotting. Very minor repaired marginal tears, small 
chip in lower left corner. Near fine. Matted and framed. 

The very rare lithographic facsimile of the South Carolina Act of Secession, which 
precipitated the beginning of the Civil War and is thus one of the earliest Confederate 
imprints.  One of only 200 copies printed, this copy was found among the papers 
of William Dunlap Simpson, a prominent South Carolina legislator and governor.  
Simpson was a lawyer who served two terms in the South Carolina House of Rep-
resentatives and one in the state Senate.  He acted as a lieutenant colonel during 
the Civil War and was a delegate to the Confederate State House in 1863.  After 
the Civil War, Simpson was elected lieutenant governor, then governor for a brief 
time before serving ten years as chief justice of the South Carolina Supreme Court. 

This large format, contemporary engraving of the original engrossed and signed 
manuscript document presents the Act of Secession as it was passed and signed 
in the South Carolina State House.  It was so faithfully executed that it also re-
produces the ink blots present on the original document.  The document features 
the text of the secession ordinance and the signatures of D.F. Jamison, president 
of the Convention, and 169 delegates to the Secession Convention called by Gov. 
Francis W. Pickens. 

The historic resolution, which revoked South Carolina’s ratification of the 
United States Constitution, was largely the work of Robert Barnwell Rhett, editor 
of the Charleston Mercury, which printed a well-known secession broadside of its 
own, proclaiming: “The Union Is Dissolved!”  The secession resolution was passed 
unanimously at 1:15 p.m. on December 20, after which Jamison said, “The Ordi-
nance of Secession has been signed and ratified, and I proclaim the State of South 
Carolina an Independent Commonwealth.” 

Shortly after passage of the ordinance Evans & Cogswell, printers to the con-
vention, were asked to prepare a copy for use by the members.  The convention 
reconvened in March 1861 to address issues related to the coming war.  According 
to the report of Paul Quattlebaum, Chairman of the Committee on Printing, pub-
lished as an appendix to the March 28, 1861 entry in the Journal of the Convention 
of the People of South Carolina, the printing was “in a style creditable to the art; and 
by a careful comparison with the original, the Committee find it to bear a very 
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notable similarity to it.”  The convention delegates immediately authorized Evans 
& Cogswell to print 200 lithographic copies of the Ordinance, to be distributed 
at the direction of D.F. Jamison.  Evans & Cogswell likely printed the 200 cop-
ies, including the present copy, in the days that followed, and probably before the 
Battle of Fort Sumter on April 12.  The copies were then most likely distributed 
to the convention delegates and other prominent state officials, such as William 
Dunlap Simpson. 

An exceedingly rare and important Civil War document, once belonging to a 
South Carolina governor and Civil War officer, with only eleven copies known in 
institutions, according to Parrish & Willingham, and even fewer in auction records. 

 PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 3794. CRANDALL 1887. SABIN 87444. Journal of the 
Convention of the People of South Carolina, pp.204, 543. $60,000.

 The South’s Answer to Harper’s Weekly

 22. [Civil War]: [Southern Illustrated News]: THE SOUTHERN ILLUS-
TRATED NEWS. Richmond: Ayres & Wade, 1863-1864. Twelve issues (of 
110), 8pp. each (variously paginated). Folio. Variously tanned and foxed, small 
holes or some chipping along folds in some issues with occasional minor loss 
of text. Four issues disjoined, final two issues with heavier staining and tan-
ning, third issue with some splitting along folds reinforced with tape. Three 
issues untrimmed and unopened. Good overall, despite some wear. 
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Twelve nonconsecutive issues of The Southern Illustrated News, covering much of the 
period between January 31, 1863 and February 27, 1864.  The Southern Illustrated 
News was the unabashedly biased Southern answer to popular Northern publica-
tions such as Harper’s Weekly during the Civil War.  As a pictorial paper, it printed 
portraits and biographies of important military leaders, jokes, political cartoons 
mocking President Lincoln and other northern figures, and serialized literature in 
addition to general news.  The paper ran from September 13, 1862 to February 4, 
1865 and was published weekly.  Through 1863 issues were eight pages in length, 
but into 1864 issues were more often four pages or sometimes skipped entirely and 
only published every other week.  A total of 110 issues were published. 

The quality of the publication and its engravings were rather crude by compari-
son with the North’s offerings.  The publishers advertised several times for expert 
engravers, but never seem to have found any to take up the job.  The increasingly 
desperate pleas advanced to the point of an ad that read “Wanted – Two Appren-
tices, to learn the Wood Engraving Business,” although it is unclear if this was ever 
answered either.  Nevertheless, each issue contains cartoons and portraits of famous 
generals and officers, along with literary works, a few advertisements, theatre and 
literature critiques, and the news of the day (though often several days behind, and 
thoroughly inaccurate).  The back page of each issue advertises literary works now 
available or recently off the press, maps of the war, and different plays and shows 
coming up.  The cartoons, usually appearing on the final page, primarily lampooned 
the Northern army and its leadership.  This group of issues, for example, contains a 
cartoon of President Lincoln as a severe schoolteacher, disciplining his unsuccess-
ful generals with a stick marked “cOnstitutiOn,” another of Lincoln playing the 
banjo and singing “Wish I was in Dixie,” and one of a Confederate soldier crushed 
underneath his coffin, with the caption “The Fate of a Deserter.”  The “joke” col-
umns continue the onslaught with such clever witticisms as: “A Yankee who has 
just commenced the study of Italian, wants to know how it is that, if they have no 
‘w’ in their language, them chaps spell ‘wagon’?”  The paper’s bias was decidedly 
Southern in its news reporting as well, to the point that the Battles of Antietam 
and Gettysburg were celebrated as decisive Southern victories, with estimates of 
Union casualties commonly doubling or even tripling the real numbers. 

The paper was published by E.W. Ayres and W.H. Wade, the South’s leading 
publishers of trade and text books.  Over the three years the duo published The 
Southern Illustrated News, they faced no end of challenges, including repeated me-
chanical failures in their print shop and increasingly low-quality materials.  Pub-
lication only became more difficult as the months passed.  Legend has it that in 
1864 several issues were printed with shoe polish rather than proper printing ink 
due to shortages (not borne out by an examination of existing copies).  Paper was 
also in short supply, resulting in shortened or skipped issues.  By 1865, with the 
Union Army occupying major southern cities and marching further into the heart 
of the Confederacy, the paper’s circulation plummeted and distribution outside of 
Richmond became next to impossible.  Richmond fell to the Union on April 2, 
1865, which is when the periodical effectively ceased. 
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This collection includes twelve non-consecutive issues, beginning with January 
31, 1863 and ending with February 27, 1864.  Single issues of this paper are rare 
in the market, a collection of a dozen even more so.  A unique and valuable source 
for the history of the Civil War.  $6000.

 Letting Grant Loose on Richmond

 23. [Civil War]: [Currier & Ives]: THE OLD BULL DOG ON THE 
RIGHT TRACK. New York: Currier & Ives, 1864. Lithograph, 12½ x 17¾ 
inches. Light foxing and edge wear. Very good. 

An uncommon Currier & Ives lithograph about Grant’s siege of Richmond at the 
end of the Civil War, satirizing the presidential ambitions and courage of George 
McClellan and highlighting the growing reputation and national standing of Ulysses 
S. Grant.  Published in October 1864, just a few weeks before Lincoln and Mc-
Clellan would face off in the 1864 election, it depicts Ulysses S. Grant in the form 
of a bulldog (one of the first of many caricatures of the future president) staring 
down the Weldon Rail Road tracks – the main supply route for the Confederates at 
Richmond.  The tracks run into a doghouse with the word “Richmond” on it, where 
General Robert E. Lee, President Jefferson Davis, and General P.G.T. Beauregard 
cower with their tails tucked between their legs.  Grant says, “I’m bound to take 
it,” while Davis responds, “You ain’t got this kennel yet old fellow!”  A miniature 
McClellan is appealing to “Uncle Abraham” Lincoln to call “the old dog off now.”  
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Lincoln’s reply signifies his support for Grant: “Why little Mac that ’s the same 
pack of curs, that chased you aboard of the Gunboat two years ago, they are pretty 
nearly used up now & I think its best to give the old bull dog full swing to go in 
and finish them!” 

Currier & Ives’ prints could sometimes be savagely critical of Lincoln, but they 
skewed more in his favor as the Civil War raged on (though they continued to play 
both sides now and again).  A very nice copy of this scarce print from the tail end of 
the Civil War, reflecting and reinforcing the popular views of McClellan and Grant. 

 PETERS, CURRIER & IVES 1665. CURRIER & IVES: CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ 
4939. WILSON, LINCOLN IN CARICATURE, pp.294-95. Neely & Holzer, The Union 
Image, pp.169, 175. REILLY, AMERICAN POLITICAL PRINTS, 1864-18. $2500.

 Complete Run of a Remarkably Rare
Frontier Regimental Newspaper,

This Copy Presented to the Colonel of the Regiment

 24. [Colorado]: [Civil War]: SOLDIER’S LETTER. SECOND COLO-
RADO CAVALRY. A REGIMENTAL PAPER — TO ACCOMPA-
NY THE REGIMENT. Vol. 1 No. 1 – Vol. 1 No. 50 [caption title]. 
Kansas City, Mo.; Fort Riley, Ks. 1864-1865. Fifty issues. Issue No. 1 is [2]
pp., issue No. 8 is [4]pp., the remaining forty-eight issues each [3]pp. in 
length. Each issue printed on two sheets of paper, text printed in three col-
umns. Small quarto. Contemporary three-quarter sheep and marbled boards. 
Boards rubbed and edgeworn, paper scuffed. Hinges cracked, endpapers torn, 
but the volume still firmly bound together. Presentation and ownership in-
scriptions on front endpapers, a few instances of pencil notes on blank pages 
(see below). Some occasional ink stains in lower edge. Very good. In a cloth 
chemise and half morocco and green cloth clamshell box, spine gilt. 

A presentation copy – given to the company commander – of a complete run of an 
extremely rare regimental newspaper, printed on a field press in Fort Riley, Kansas 
and Kansas City, Missouri by the Second Colorado Cavalry during the Civil War.  
The Soldier’s Letter charts the activities of this important unit as it transitioned 
from Civil War service to aiding in American military expansion into the West. 

This copy is inscribed on the front free endpaper: “Presented to James H. Ford 
/ by one of his soldiers who / hold his Colonel in high esteem.”  Colonel James H. 
Ford is identified in the first issue as commander of the Second Colorado Cavalry, 
4th Sub-District of the District of Central Missouri.  The front pastedown carries 
the signature of Ford’s son, John, dated 1873 at Youngstown, Ohio, and interior 
blank pages carry the signatures of all three of James Ford’s sons (“Johnny” Ford, 
Tod Ford, and James R. Ford), all dated in the 1870s.  James Hobart Ford (1829-
1867) was born in Painesville, Ohio on May 22, 1829, and moved to Colorado 
Territory to work in the coal and iron business.  With the start of the Civil War, 
Ford organized a cavalry company under his command, taking them to New Mexico 
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where they became the Second Colorado Cavalry and participated in the Battle of 
Glorieta Pass.  In 1863 they returned to Missouri and Kansas, where they engaged 
Confederate bushwhackers and guerillas.  James Ford was eventually breveted to 
brigadier general, and returned to Ohio after the Civil War, dying in 1863.  Ford 
County, Kansas is named in his honor. 

This volume comprises a complete run of the Soldier’s Letter, containing all of 
the fifty issues ever published, beginning in August 1864 and ceasing publication 
in November 1865.  After initial service in New Mexico, the Second Colorado was 
stationed at Fort Riley, and served also from Kansas City, Independence, Westport, 
Hickman’s Mills, Pleasant Hill, and Harrisonville, Missouri.  Its detachments en-
gaged in almost constant fighting around central Missouri, and the regiment was 
also charged with protecting Kansas citizens from guerillas. 
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“The newspaper began printing in the fall of 1864 under the direction of Pvt. 
Oliver Wallace from the third floor of the Union Hotel in Kansas City, on a press 
ordered from New York that was badly damaged in its shipment west; it continued 
printing from ‘the north side of the parade ground’ at Fort Riley when the regiment 
moved there in January 1865” – Rein.  Each issue of the newspaper was printed 
as four pages, with the third page left blank for the use of soldiers to write letters, 
notes, or other comments on copies they were sending away.  The first issue, how-
ever, has only two pages of printed text, and the eighth issue is the only one with 
printed text on all four pages. 

The printed material itself contains news of the regiment, information on military 
affairs and engagements, both local and national, as well as poetry, history, letters, 
gossip, and other items.  Issue number 11 of January 1865 contains a defense of 
the actions of Colonel John Chivington and the Third Colorado Cavalry in the 
Sand Creek Massacre, in which hundreds of Cheyenne and Arapaho were killed.  
The editors of the Soldier’s Letter applauded Chivington’s troops, and argued that 
they did not go far enough in their violence.  The issue of May 27 (one of six issues 
printed on blue paper) contains poems commemorating the assassinated Abraham 
Lincoln, and has the text bordered in black.  “But the bulk of its pages was dedicated 
to reflections on the righteousness of American governmental institutions, politics, 
and the eradication of slavery.  This regimental paper reflected and shaped com-
munity identity by reinforcing regimental identity and pride when the companies 
of the Second Colorado were separated from each other and, more important, by 
asserting Colorado’s membership within America’s national identity.  The Soldier’s 
Letter provided a means of connecting soldiers to each other, the war effort, and 
the American nation” – Miller. 

Both Confederate and Union armies produced various regimental newspapers 
which provide important perspectives into the lives of Civil War soldiers; however, 
the Soldier’s Letter was published longer and more regularly than most, and therefore 
can provide unique insight into the history of the unit over the course of much 
of its active service.  This is the first complete run of the Soldier’s Letter we have 
handled, having had two individual issues in the past, as well as a volume contain-
ing forty-nine of the fifty issues (lacking the four-page issue number 8), which is 
now at Yale.  OCLC locates scattered issues at several institutions, including what 
appears to be a complete run at the Denver Public Library.  Rare Book Hub lists 
only one offering, of a single issue, in 2013.  When individual issues do appear in 
the market (which is quite infrequent), they are usually priced $1500 to $2500. 

Any issues of Civil War camp newspapers are rare, and a complete run of one 
is especially so.  This volume stands head and shoulders above any other collection 
for having been presented to the creator and commander of the Second Colorado 
Cavalry, Colonel James H. Ford. 

 DORNBUSCH II:162. Chandra Miller, “The Soldier’s Letter and American Identity 
Among Civil War Soldiers in Kansas” in Kansas History, Winter 1999, pp.285-86. Christopher 
Rein, The Second Colorado Cavalry: A Civil War Regiment on the Great Plains (Norman, Ok., 
2020), pp.6, 168-69, 181-83, 224. $50,000.
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 A Remarkable Collection
of Confederate Constitutions and Acts

 25. [Confederate Constitutions]: [Devine, Thomas J.]: [SIX CONFED-
ERATE IMPRINTS, INCLUDING THE FIRST TWO CONFED-
ERATE CONSTITUTIONS AND THE LAWS OF THE FIRST 
THREE SESSIONS OF THE CONFEDERATE PROVISIONAL 
CONGRESS, IN A SAMMELBAND COMPILED BY TEXAS SE-
CESSIONIST JUDGE THOMAS JEFFERSON DEVINE]. [Various 
places: various publishers], 1861-1862. Six works bound in one volume, pagi-
nations as below. Contemporary sheep, ruled in blind. Some shelf wear, small 
holes in spine. Text variously foxed and tanned, signed by Thomas Jefferson 
Devine on front board and several pages inside.  Very good. In a cloth chemise 
and half black morocco and grey cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

A remarkable collection of some of the earliest and most basic political documents 
of the Confederate States of America, gathered together in a volume by Thomas J. 
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Devine, a leading Texas secessionist and jurist.  Included here are the first print-
ings of the first two versions of the Confederate constitution, as well as the official 
proceedings of the first three provisional Confederate congresses.  It is through 
these proclamations, acts, and laws that the Confederacy built itself and defined 
itself in opposition to the United States.  Interestingly, the constitutions are closely 
modeled on that of the United States, with clearer and more forceful defenses of 
slavery, but resting on the same foundations of representative government, a bicameral 
legislature, a multi-tiered judiciary, and a chief executive and vice president.  The 
acts of the first three sessions of the Provisional Congress show the Confederacy 
in the process of building its political structure, as every bit of a civic framework 
is developed and enacted. 

Thomas Jefferson Devine (1820-90), who compiled this collection, was born in 
Nova Scotia and studied law in Mississippi and at Transylvania University.  After 
receiving his degree he moved to Texas, where he settled in San Antonio with his 
family and began practicing law.  Devine was appointed San Antonio city attor-
ney, and then was elected a district judge, a post he held for ten years.  He was a 
member of the Texas Secession Convention in 1861, and was appointed a member 
of the Committee of Public Safety.  He supervised the surrender of federal troops 
and supplies in Texas.  He was appointed a judge of the Confederate Western Dis-
trict of Texas, and also served as a diplomatic representative for the Confederacy 
in Mexico.  At the end of the Civil War he returned to Mexico so as not to have 
to take the oath of allegiance to the federal government, but when he returned 
to Texas, he was arrested and imprisoned in New Orleans.  Along with Jefferson 
Davis and Clement Clay, Devine was one of only three Confederates charged with 
treason during the war.  He was pardoned without a trial, and his citizenship was 
restored in 1867.  As a prominent Texan and Confederate jurist, the political and 
legal documents Devine collected in this volume would have been of the utmost 
interest and importance to him. 

1) [Confederate Imprint]: Congress of the Provisional Government. Constitution of the 
Provisional Government of the Confederate States of America. Montgomery, Al.: 
Shorter & Reid, 1861. 15,[1]pp.  The first official publication of the Confeder-
ate States of America, this is the first version of the Confederate constitution, 
as adopted on February 8, 1861.  The secession convention, with representatives 
from six states (South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and 
Louisiana), met in Montgomery on Monday, February 4 and crafted this con-
stitution in short order.  They modeled their constitution on that of the United 
States, but with several important differences: the right to own slaves was more 
explicitly stated; cabinet officers were to have seats on the floors of both legislative 
houses; the importation of slaves was prohibited; the President (who served for 
six years and was limited to one term) was granted a line item veto; the fugitive 
slave law was strengthened; and slavery in Confederate territories was protected.  
Printed in an edition of 1000 copies, this is a seminal document in the political 
history of the Confederacy. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 1. STREETER SALE 1274. 

De RENNE II, p.619. 
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2) [Confederate Imprint]: Constitution of the Confederate States of America. Montgom-
ery, Al.: Shorter & Reid, 1861. 22pp.  The first official printing of the approved 
version of the Confederate constitution, published immediately after its adoption 
by the Confederate Constitutional Congress in Montgomery on March 11, 1861.  
In order of printing, it is preceded only by the several preliminary versions (with 
some differences in wording) printed for the use of members of the Conven-
tion.  This edition lists those voting for the constitution on the last page.  It 
was approved by members of the six states that had met the month before, as 
well as representatives from Texas. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 8. CONFEDERATE 
HUNDRED 15. HARWELL, CORNERSTONES OF CONFEDERATE COLLECTING 

2. STREETER SALE 1276. 
3) [Confederate Imprint]: Acts and Resolutions of the First Session of the Provisional 

Congress of the Confederate States. 1861. Montgomery, Al.: Barrett, Wimbish & Co., 
1861. 131,[1]pp.  The first printing of the first collected acts of the Provisional 
Congress of the Confederate States of America, covering all the legislation passed 
in the month and a half of its existence.  It was here that the framework of the 
government was created, with measures enacted respecting economic, military, 
and political affairs.  Included are bills for the establishment of departments 
of State, War, and the Navy; legislation to build an executive mansion for the 
Confederate President; revenue laws; a law for free navigation of the Mississippi 
River, and many, many more.  With an index.  The official record of a funda-
mentally important event in Confederate history. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 23. 

4) [Confederate Imprint]: Acts and Resolutions of the Second Session of the Provisional 
Congress of the Confederate States. 1861. Montgomery, Al.: Shorter & Reid, 1861. 
100pp.  Included are ninety laws passed in May 1861, in the wake of the Con-
federate attack on Fort Sumter.  The second bill passed is a resolution of thanks 
to General Beauregard and his troops for their conduct in the assault on Fort 
Sumter.  A bill passed two days later officially recognizes a state of war existing 
between the C.S.A. and the U.S.A.  Other acts admit Virginia and Arkansas 
to the Confederacy; raise additional military forces; provide for loans and the 
printing of money; establish a patent office, etc.  Parrish & Willingham locate 
only ten copies. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 25. 

5) [Confederate Imprint]: Acts and Resolutions of the Third Session of the Provisional 
Congress of the Confederate States, Held at Richmond, Va. Richmond: Enquirer Book 
and Job Press, 1861. 94,[2]pp.  The third session of the Confederate Provisional 
Congress met from late July to the end of August 1861, and was the first to 
meet in Richmond, the previous two having convened in Montgomery, Alabama.  
Many of the laws focus on providing aid to the people of Missouri, some attend 
to raising revenue and creating a judicial system, while others address issues of 
the abduction of enslaved people and the treatment of alien enemies and their 
property. Indexed. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 27. 

6) [Confederate Imprint]: An Act to Alter and Amend an Act Entitled “An Act for the 
Sequestration of the Estates, Property and Effects of Alien Enemies, and for Indem-
nity of Citizens of the Confederate States....”[caption title]. [Richmond. 1862]. 
11pp.  This act amends a law passed in August 1861 by the third session of the 
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Provisional Congress, dealing with the estates and property of “alien enemies.”  
It allows for the raising of funds from the sale of property in the Confederacy 
owned by citizens of the Union.  Parrish & Willingham locate only six copies 
of this scarce printing. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 66. 

 Devine: New Handbook of Texas II, p.613. $60,000.

 Charters of the British Colonies

 26. [Constitutions]: A LIST OF COPIES OF CHARTERS, FROM 
THE COMMISSIONERS FOR TRADE AND PLANTATIONS, 
PRESENTED TO THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF COM-
MONS, IN PURSUANCE OF THEIR ADDRESS TO HIS MAJ-
ESTY, OF THE 25th OF APRIL 1740.... London. 1741. [2],12,10,14, 
12,21,18pp. Folio. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine 
with raised bands. Moderate wear and rubbing to boards; spine rubbed and 
ends chipped. Light tanning, a few spots of faint foxing. Armorial bookplate 
of Lord Lyon of Brodie on front pastedown (see below). Very good. 

The first collected edition of American colonial charters, all foundational docu-
ments for the respective states.  Included are the charters of Maryland (in Latin), 
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, 
Massachusetts Bay, and Georgia.  “Each 
charter is printed with its own signature-
marks and pagination as if for separate 
publication” – De Renne. 

“Although [the] charters al lowed 
recipients considerable latitude in their 
operations, they also outlined the basic 
institutional structure of the colonial cor-
poration, the constraints on its powers, and 
the obligations it had to meet to remain in 
the good graces of the crown....Within a 
few years of its founding, the Massachu-
setts Bay colony included a house com-
posed of two deputies from every town.  
While Maryland’s 1632 charter granted 
the proprietor ‘absolute Power’ to make 
laws, it also stated that this was to be done 
with ‘the Advice, Assent, and Approbation 
of the Free-Men of the...Province.’  The 
Charter of Liberties that William Penn 
issued in 1701 mandated an annual as-
sembly composed of four representatives 
from every county” – Hrdlicka. 
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Alexander Brodie, Lord Lyon, was a prominent Scottish politician from Moray.  
He sat in the House of Commons from 1720 to 1754, first as MP for Elginshire, 
and later for Caithness and Inverness Burghs.  For much of his career he was Lord 
Lyon King of Arms, the most junior of the Scottish Great Officers of State, re-
sponsible for regulating the heraldry of Scotland, which he enforced with diligence. 

An important and rare American constitutional item, this is the only copy to 
appear at auction in over sixty years. 

 EUROPEAN AMERICANA 741/99. DE RENNE, pp.91-94. JCB (3)I:678. SABIN 
41430. ESTC T80993. James Hrdlicka, Colonists, Citizens, Constitutions, p.22. $7500.

 Queen Elizabeth Writes King Charles IX
Regarding What Would Be Only a Temporary Peace in France

 27. Elizabeth I: [MANUSCRIPT LETTER, SIGNED, FROM QUEEN 
ELIZABETH I TO KING CHARLES IX OF FRANCE REGARD-
ING THE PEACE BETWEEN CATHERINE DE MEDICI AND 
THE HUGUENOTS, MAY 29, 1568]. Greenwich. May 29, 1568. [1]p. 
manuscript on an 11¾ x 16¼-inch sheet. Verso with embossed paper seal and 
address panel. Oblong folio. Previously framed, old folds, old expert repairs 
to two tears along center vertical fold (no text affected). Light tanning. Very 
good. 
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An important letter from Elizabeth’s court, written to Charles IX of France, with 
a wonderful example of her distinctive signature with flourishes and the words, 
“Vostre bon[n]e soeur & cousine...” (your good sister and cousin). 

The letter discusses the tenuous Peace of Longjumeau between the French 
Crown (engineered by Catherine de Medici) and the Huguenots: 

...And we pray to God, the Giver of Peace, that this pacification may be ratified 
in such a way that no future malice may be able to affect it.  All this we have 
more amply stated to the said Sieur de Beaumont, who after having declared 
his mission has with our permission and passport, gone towards Scotland....
As well as this he has also heard from our own mouth the present state of our 
good sister the Queen of Scotland, and of our good intention of proceeding 
with her...[translated from the French]. 

As Queen Regnant, Catherine initially compromised with the Huguenots; how-
ever, continued attacks by Huguenot forces (and tacit support of the Huguenots by 
England and other foreign Protestant rulers) drove her to take increasingly hardline 
positions against them.  The Peace ended the Second War of Religion in France, 
although resources and cash were already running low on both sides.  The Peace of 
Longjumeau ended up serving simply as a truce, while each side rebuilt its forces; 
fighting resumed a few months later. 

A fascinating glimpse into two vital issues during Elizabeth’s reign.  $67,500.

 The First Printing of the English Bill of Rights,
with Other Critical Acts Establishing the Modern English

System of Government, and the Theoretical Basis
for the American Revolution

 28. [English Bill of Rights]: William III (King of England, 1689-1702) 
and Mary II (Queen of England, 1689-1694): AN ACT DECLAR-
ING THE RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES OF THE SUBJECT, AND 
SETTLING THE SUCCESSION OF THE CROWN. [bound in:]
[SAMMELBAND OF EIGHTY PARLIAMENTARY ACTS]. Lon-
don. 1685-1692. Various paginations. Small folio. Later suede, gilt leather 
label. Corners rubbed, boards a bit scuffed. Later ownership inscription and 
modern bookplate on front pastedown. First leaf backed with tissue. Light 
scattered tanning and foxing, a few marginal dampstains. Last few leaves 
dampstained, but generally quite clean internally. Very good. In a half morocco 
and cloth clamshell case, spine gilt. 

A sammelband containing eighty Parliamentary Acts, from the end of the reign of 
King James II and the early portion of the reign of William and Mary, including the 
first printing of the English Bill of Rights passed by Parliament in December 1689. 

The English Bill of Rights was the culmination of the coup d ’état known as the 
Glorious Revolution in which James II was deposed and William of Orange and 
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his wife Mary (daughter of James II) were brought in to replace him.  James II, a 
Catholic monarch, fathered a legitimate son in 1688, creating the possibility of a 
Catholic succession in Protestant England.  James II had already ruffled quite a few 
feathers by trying to reestablish Catholicism, displacing Anglicanism as the only 
official church in England; he was also considered to be too pro-French and was 
highly autocratic.  The leading Whig noblemen, joined by a few key members of the 
Tory party, called on William of Orange to lead an army from the Netherlands to 
claim the throne.  James II fled England in December 1688, leaving the Protestant 
William and Mary to rule the kingdom jointly. 

The “Act Declaring the Rights and Liberties of the Subject...” provides for 
several immutable political and civil rights, including the freedom from unilateral 
royal interference with the law, extending also to a prohibition on the imposition 
of new taxes.  The act also addresses the freedom to petition the monarch; freedom 
of election of Parliamentary members, and freedom for those members to speak out 
freely and without reprisals while in Parliament; freedom for Protestants to bear 
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arms; and freedom from a standing army in times of peace, requiring Parliament’s 
consent to convene the army.  It also specifically overturns as unlawful and unjust 
several of the acts passed by James II. 

Not only did the English Bill of Rights add to the rights set forth in the Magna 
Carta, it also established very clearly the order of succession to the reign of Wil-
liam and Mary.  The throne would go to any of Mary’s heirs or issue, thence to her 
sister, Anne of Denmark, and finally to any of William’s heirs by later marriages.  
It also specifically barred a Catholic from the throne.  The enactment of this new 
set of laws was the beginning of modern-day British Parliamentary government, 
moving power out of the hands of the monarch and into those of Parliament and 
a ministerial system.  The English Bill of Rights also served as a model for the 
founding documents of both the United States and Canada. 

Some of the other acts in the sammelband which led up to the passing of the Bill 
of Rights are of particular note, as well as key pieces of legislation in establishing 
the new relationship of the Crown, the Parliament, and the people.  Other acts in 
this volume cover a wide range of subjects.  Some repeal previous acts passed by 
James II, while others govern trade or the military.  One specifically provides for the 
“Rebuilding, Finishing and Adorning” of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London.  Another 
deals with the complete cessation of trade with France.  At least half a dozen acts 
deal with the taxation on wine, beer, or spirits, and two with the taxation of tobacco. 

Overall, an illustrious collection of English laws, including the foundational 
document of British and American government. 

 ESTC R236544. $22,500.

 Dozens of Tracts on English Politics

 29. [English Pamphlet Tracts]: [FIVE SAMMELBANDS CONTAINING 
FORTY-ONE PAMPHLETS ON POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS 
AFFAIRS IN LATE 17th- TO EARLY 18th-CENTURY GREAT 
BRITAIN, INCLUDING MATERIAL CONCERNING THE JA-
COBITE REBELLION AND ANTI-CATHOLIC SENTIMENT]. 
London; Edinburgh. 1681-1735. Five volumes. The first four volumes listed 
below in contemporary or slightly later (non-uniform) calf bindings, sammel-
band E below in contemporary half calf and marbled boards; raised bands, 
three of the volumes with gilt-stamped spines, one with a gilt label. Boards 
with general rubbing and wear. Some tanning and occasional irregular trim-
ming. In good plus condition overall. 

An assemblage of five sammelbands collecting forty-one English and Scottish 
pamphlets addressing religious and political issues in Britain at the beginning of 
the 18th century.  Published during a period of renewed strife, they contain much 
immediate reaction to and strong opinion about contemporary events such as the 
Jacobite Rebellion, and present varying arguments concerning sectarian disagree-
ments of the era.  The general subjects of each of the sammelbands are: Sammelband 
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A: Jacobite Rebellion (fifteen titles); Sammelband B: The Case of the Episcopal 
Clergy (three titles); Sammelband C: William Pulteney & Robert Walpole (four 
titles); Sammelband D: Jean-Baptiste Girard Affair / English Anti-Catholic Tracts 
(six titles); Sammelband E: Miscellaneous English Religious Tracts (thirteen titles).  
A full list of the titles in the five sammelbands is available on request, and on our 
website.  $5250.

 Rare Editions of a Series of Important Constitutional Pamphlets,
Edited by Noah Webster’s Great-Grandson

 30. Ford, Paul Leicester, editor: [COLLECTION OF FOURTEEN 
“PAMPHLETS ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED 
STATES, PUBLISHED DURING ITS DISCUSSION BY THE 
PEOPLE, 1787 – 1788” EDITED AND REPRINTED BY PAUL 
LEICESTER FORD]. [Brooklyn: The Historical Printing Club, 1887-
1888]. Fourteen pamphlets, individually paginated (see below). Original blue-
grey wrappers, gilt labels. Wrappers a bit chipped or soiled, some fraying to 
extremities on most spines. Internally near fine. Very good plus. In a teal cloth 
slipcase and chemise, spine gilt. 

A complete collection of this highly scarce series of pamphlets on the United States 
Constitution, edited and published privately by Paul Leicester Ford, including an 
edition of Noah Webster’s Examination into the Leading Principles... edited from the 
author’s personal notes.  Ford was the great-grandson of Noah Webster as well as 
an accomplished historian, bibliographer, and novelist.  He began publishing com-
pilations of historical materials at eleven years old, and his early works focused on 
the bibliography and genealogy of his great-grandfather.  The Historical Printing 
Club was a joint project between Ford, his brother Worthington, and his father.  
Together, largely thanks to Ford’s remarkable historical detective work and access 
to his family’s impressive library, they reprinted many important works in American 
history that were thereto lost, forgotten, or effectively unavailable, including many 
of the works in this collection of pamphlets which remain rare in any form.  He also 
wrote biographies of several of the founding fathers, produced a landmark collec-
tion of the works of Thomas Jefferson, and authored two highly successful novels, 
The Honorable Peter Stirling and Janice Meredith.  Ford’s life was tragically cut short 
when he was murdered in his own home by his other brother, Malcolm, over an 
inheritance dispute.  “There was no carelessness or haste [in his work]; his power 
of sustained effort being matched by his willingness to take minute pains” – DAB. 

Each pamphlet reprinted in this collection, the first time many of these docu-
ments “long lost to sight” were made available in close to a century, is preceded by 
its original publication information and a brief introduction by the editor.  Each of 
these pamphlets is also listed individually in Ford’s Bibliography and Reference List 
of the History and Literature Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution of the United 
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States, 1787-8, as “a few copies separately printed.”  They appear more commonly 
in the single-volume work published by Ford in 1888. 

These privately printed pamphlets are quite scarce, unlike the collected single-
volume edition published in 1888.  OCLC records no individual one of these 
pamphlets at more than five institutions, and many of them at three or fewer.  An 
extremely rare full set of this early private printing of some of the most important 
works surrounding the U.S. Constitution, produced by a noted bibliographer, scholar, 
and descendent of Noah Webster. 

A list of all fourteen pamphlets is available on request, and on our website. 
 DAB VI, p.518. ANB 8, p.247. FORD, CONSTITUTION (entries as noted above).
 $1250.

 A Great Monument of American Photography

 31. Gardner, Alexander: GARDNER’S PHOTOGRAPHIC SKETCH 
BOOK OF THE WAR. Vol. II. Washington: Philp & Solomons, [1865]. 
[53]pp. of text. Mounted on guards throughout, tinted lithographic titlepage 
with lettering within integral pictorial borders. Fifty original albumen silver 
print photographs (each approximately 7 x 9 inches), each mounted on card 
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within a lithographed frame with letterpress caption, each image accompanied 
by a page of letterpress description. Oblong folio. Original publisher’s black 
morocco, gilt, spines gilt, a.e.g. Corners slightly worn. Light dampstaining. 
About very good. In a half morocco clamshell case. 

The second volume of this work, the most famous collection of Civil War photographs, 
which was published in an edition of no more than 200 sets.  It includes many of 
the most celebrated and recognizable images of the war.  The photographs in this 
volume are organized chronologically, beginning after Gettysburg and Vicksburg 
in September 1863 and ending with the dedication of the monument at Bull Run 
to commemorate the Union soldiers who had died there.  Unlike Matthew Brady, 
who was in the habit of placing his name on images made by his field operators, 
Gardner specifically credits each image to the particular photographer responsible, 
shedding light on the work of some of the most distinguished American photog-
raphers of the day.  In addition to Gardner, the Sketch Book... includes work by 
Timothy O’Sullivan, William Pywell, D.B. Woodbury, David Knox, Barnard & 
Gibson, J. Reekie, and others. 

These images form perhaps the most important pictorial record of the Civil 
War.  According to Taft, this work “is one of the most important sources of infor-
mation that we have on the subject, as from it we learn the names of many men 
who actually made the photographs of the Civil War, and were employed by Brady 
and Gardner.”  “The photographs show the terrain of the battles..., encampments, 
headquarters of the troops, officers and enlisted men, soldiers in drill formation 
and in the field under fire, and the ruins left after the battles.  Limitations in the 
process of photography did not permit work during the battles; the photographs 
are remarkable documents of the circumstantial evidence for war.  Recent investiga-
tions suggest that not every site was recorded just as found by the photographer but 
that a certain amount of rearranging, including actually moving the corpses, was 
undertaken in some situations.  The captions, conceived in poetic rather than terse 
journalistic terms, suggest that the authors saw their work as having the human 
significance we see in many of the photographs of today” – Goldschmidt & Naef. 

Gardner’s work was published by the Washington, D.C. firm of Philp & Solo-
mons, and carried the rather hefty price of $150.  The one hundred photographs 
that were included were selected from a collection of over 3,000 negatives, and the 
lithographic titlepages were designed by Alfred R. Waud (though designated A.R. 
Ward on the titlepages), one of the most important illustrators of the day.  The 
publishers issued two slightly separate versions of the book, one in 1865 and the 
other in 1866.  This volume is from the 1865 issue, with the caption “Incidents of 
the War” on each mount. 

 HOWES G64. SABIN 26635. GOLDSCHMIDT & NAEF, TRUTHFUL LENS 68. 
NEVINS II, p.14. Julie L. Mellby, “Gardner’s Photographic Sketch Book of the War” in 
Princeton University Library Chronicle (Winter 2006), pp.435-40. $50,000.
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 King George III Admits
War with Napoleon “seems now so certain”

 32. George III: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM KING 
GEORGE III TO BRITISH SECRETARY OF STATE LORD 
HAWKESBURY, JUST SIX DAYS BEFORE THE OUTBREAK OF 
THE NAPOLEONIC WARS, WARNING THAT “WAR SEEMS 
NOW SO CERTAIN” WITH FRANCE AND TASKING HIM TO 
CREATE A “MANIFESTO” BLAMING FRANCE’S ACTIONS 
“SINCE THE CONCLUSION OF THE PEACE AS THE CAUSE 
OF THE STEPS WE HAVE BEEN OBLIGED TO TAKE”]. Wind-
sor. May 12, 1803. [1]p., on an 8¾ x 6¾-inch sheet. Left margin reinforced 
with thicker paper, old folds. Mostly minor losses along left margin, just 
touching first letters of several words. Very good. 

A royal letter of profound import written entirely in the hand of King George III, 
and signed “George R.”  Here the British King writes hastily to Lord Hawkesbury, 
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his Secretary of State, outlining the lack of recent communications from his emis-
saries in Paris who were conducting peacetime negotiations with Napoleon after the 
failure of the Treaty of Amiens the year before.  King George III mentions receiving 
dispatches from Lord Whitworth, who was serving as the King’s ambassador to 
France at the time; interestingly, it was Whitworth to whom Napoleon threatened 
war if Great Britain did not evacuate Malta just a few months earlier, in February 
1803.  Whitworth himself evacuated France the day after the present letter was 
written, in full knowledge that peace negotiations were over.  The King also relates 
the failure of French General Jacques Lauriston to arrive in London, presumably 
for last-minute peace talks to prevent conflict.  The King states that Lauriston’s 
activities were likely intended to buy time for French negotiators. 

King George III then writes portentously, beginning the second and final para-
graph: “War seems now so certain that Lord Hawkesbury cannot too soon form the 
negotiations between this country and France into a Manifesto and state the conduct 
of the latter fully since the conclusion of the Peace as the cause of the steps we have 
been obliged to take....”  In other words, the King is ordering his secretary of state, 
Lord Hawkesbury, to state Great Britain’s case for war with France.  This is very 
likely the first admission by the King himself of the reality of impending war with 
France.  Six days after the present letter was written, Great Britain declared war on 
France, sparking the long series of armed conflicts known as the Napoleonic Wars, 
which would culminate a dozen years later at the Battle of Waterloo. 

Important letters signed by King George III are rarely offered in the market.  
Rarer still are letters composed entirely in his hand and signed by him, as in the 
present example.  Cheffin’s Auctions in England sold a follow-up to the present 
letter (also to Lord Hawkesbury and dated two days later, on May 14) for £11,430 
in January 2019.  That letter was bought for £55 in 1966.  By comparison, the 
present, earlier letter was bought by H. Richard Dietrich for $92 at Parke Bernet’s 
Fitzgerald sale, on November 6, 1963.  It has remained part of the Dietrich American 
Foundation collection since then. 

A momentous political and diplomatic communication from the King of England 
to his secretary of state, resigned to the fact that war with Napoleon is at hand.

  $20,000.

 A Remarkable Manuscript by One of Custer’s Superiors
Blaming the Little Big Horn Catastrophe

on Custer’s Failure to Follow Orders:
An Unpublished Essay by General John Gibbon

 33. [Gibbon, John]: [ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT BY 
GENERAL JOHN GIBBON ENTITLED “CUSTER AND HIS 
ORDERS,” BEING AN ACCOUNT OF DELIBERATIONS AND 
PLANNING LEADING UP TO THE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE 
BIG HORN, AND GIBBON’S REFLECTIONS ON CUSTER’S 
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FAILURE TO FOLLOW HIS ORDERS]. [N.p. ca. 1890]. 19pp., plus 
an additional nine lines of manuscript note on two other slips of paper. Main 
text written on 9¾ x 7½-inch sheets. Approximately 2500 words total. Several 
sheets with penciled cross-outs, but very easily readable overall. Minor edge 
wear. Near fine. In a half green morocco and white cloth folding case, spine 
gilt, leather labels. 

An exceedingly interesting and important firsthand account of the planning lead-
ing up to the massacre at the Little Big Horn in June 1876, written by Gen. John 
Gibbon, who was involved in the planning and operations, and was one of Custer’s 
superior officers.  Gibbon and his troops were among the first to arrive at the scene 
of the battle, and helped to bury Custer’s dead and evacuate the survivors. 

A major question surrounding the Custer tragedy was whether or not Custer 
exceeded or ignored his orders in attacking the Sioux before the arrival of Gibbon 
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and his reinforcements.  This manuscript recounts the deliberations conducted 
by Gen. Alfred Terry and his officers, including Custer and Gibbon, and gives a 
great deal of information on the decision-making process, the plans at which they 
arrived, and the orders under which Custer was to operate.  Gibbon wrote about 
his experiences in the Sioux Campaign in an 1877 article called “Last Summer’s 
Expedition Against the Sioux and Its Great Catastrophe,” which also appeared as a 
chapter in his posthumously published memoir, Adventures on the Western Frontier.  
The information in the present manuscript is not included in either of those works, 
however, and to our knowledge the present manuscript is completely unpublished. 

Gibbon begins by explaining that on June 21, 1876 he and his 7th Infantry troops 
were camped on the north bank of the Yellowstone River, with Custer and his 7th 
Cavalry camped on the south bank.  He relates that the two separate columns had 
already conferred three times and were about to meet for a fourth conference, all 
under the supervision of commanding Gen. Alfred Terry.  Gibbon writes that at 
the first conference with Terry he offered Terry the services of his trusted scout, 
Mitch Bouyer, who eventually died with Custer’s men: “I little thought that I was 
sending poor faithful Mitch to his death.”  Gibbon also briefly discusses his second 
conference with Terry, before describing a third conference, which took place in 
Gibbon’s tent.  At that meeting Terry chastised Major Marcus Reno for “following 
the Indian trail up the Rosebud instead of at once returning & reporting what he 
had discovered; thus not only losing precious time, but running the risk of being 
discovered by the Indians.” 

Gibbon continues: 

Shortly afterwards Custer’s command made its appearance on the southern 
bank & I accompanied Genl. Terry on the [ship] Far West across the River 
& Custer found us on board....We sat down at a table & with a map before 
us discussed the situation.  My Crow scouts had reported seeing smoke in the 
valley of the Little Big Horn and hence it was inferred there must be a camp 
of Indians somewhere along that stream.  The question discussed was how to 
approach them & strike them to the best advantage....I think Genl. Terry had 
already made up his mind, when the discussion took place, to send Custer with 
a command to follow up the trail discovered by Reno....In the course of the 
discussion I proposed the question what would the Indians probably do when 
they were disturbed.

Gibbon goes on to discuss the various questions that were posed, and impressions 
that were given, at the meeting.  Among these was the presumption that the Sioux 
would attempt to “escape” rather than stand and fight.  Gibbon notes that they 
were ignorant of the “desperate fight” that Crook had waged at the headwaters of 
the Rosebud just a few days earlier. 

Very importantly, Gibbon writes: 

I suggested it would be advisable for Custer to keep on up the Rosebud; instead 
of following the trail over into the Little Big Horn valley, & after crossing over 
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nearer to the mountains approach the supposed Indian camp from the south.  
This would not only interpose his force between the Indians & their refuge (the 
Big Horn Mountains) but would give my command the requisite time to get 
up, as I had the longest distance to pass over.  This was agreed to apparently 
on the part of all....Custer was directed to examine the head of that valley and 
endeavor to send a messenger down it to communicate to Genl. Terry news of 
his progress & any information of importance he may have gained.  This was 
regarded as a matter of some considerable moment as it would bring us news 
of the other columns & might possibly cause a modification of our movement.

Gibbon concludes by discussing Custer’s failure to follow his orders, and why he 
may have done so: 

It is now a matter of history that Genl. Terry received no message from Custer...
nor received any message from him of any kind, nor ever saw him again.  It is 
also well known that Custer did not follow the line of march marked out for 
him at the conference.  It is difficult to account for Custer’s failure to endeavor 
to communicate with Genl. Terry, as desired...except upon the supposition that 
when in the vicinity of the head of that valley on the day he struck the Indians 
camp his mind may have been so engrossed by his preparations for the conflict 
before him as to cause him to overlook it for the time....His reasons for not 
conforming to the “desires” of his Dept. Comdr. as expressed in the letter of 
instructions can never now be known....This is a case which forms no exception 
to the general rule which prevails in all well disciplined military bodies that the 
wishes of the commander are always when possible to be construed as orders.

John Gibbon (1827-96) was born in the Holmesburg neighborhood of Philadelphia 
and attended West Point, graduating in 1847.  During the Mexican-American War 
he was stationed in Florida, helping to keep the peace between American settlers 
and Seminole Indians and assisting the evacuation of Seminoles to Oklahoma 
Territory.  This experience kindled in him a sympathy for American Indians that 
would last the rest of his life.  Gibbon taught artillery at West Point and produced 
an influential treatise on the subject.  Despite family ties to the Confederacy, he 
fought for the Union during the Civil War and was involved in many important 
battles, including Antietam.  At Gettysburg he led forces against Pickett’s Charge, 
and was wounded on Cemetery Hill.  Later Gibbon helped block the Confederate 
escape route at the Battle of Appomattox Courthouse, and he was one of the three 
commissioners who received the Confederate surrender at Appomattox.  After the 
Civil War he commanded an infantry unit in Montana Territory and took part in 
the 1876 campaign against the Sioux.  Gibbon’s men were among the first to arrive 
at the scene of the battle of the Little Big Horn, and helped to bury Custer’s dead 
and evacuate the survivors.  The following year he led a bloody attack on the Nez 
Perce, led by Chief Joseph, at the Battle of the Big Hole.  Afterward, Gibbon and 
Chief Joseph would become friends.  In 1885, Gibbon, now a brigadier general, 
took command of the Department of Columbia, and placed Seattle under martial 
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law during the anti-Chinese riots of 1886.  Aside from his Artillerists Manual of 
1859, Gibbon wrote two other books, Personal Recollections of the Civil War and 
Adventures on the Western Frontier, both published posthumously. 

An exciting, informative, and unpublished firsthand account of the planning 
that preceded the massacre of Custer and his men at the Little Big Horn, by one 
who was intimately involved in the process.  $37,500.

 Hamilton Confesses to His Affair with Mrs. Reynolds

 34. Hamilton, Alexander: OBSERVATIONS ON CERTAIN DOCU-
MENTS CONTAINED IN No. V & VI OF “THE HISTORY OF 
THE UNITED STATES FOR THE YEAR 1796,” IN WHICH THE 
CHARGE OF SPECULATION AGAINST ALEXANDER HAM-
ILTON, LATE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, IS FULLY 
REFUTED. Philadelphia: Printed for John Fenno, by John Bioren, 1797. 
37,[1],lviii pp. Gathered signatures, stitched, as issued. Text moderately 
tanned, most prevalent on the titlepage. Old tideline in the lower margin of 
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ten leaves. Very good, in original unsophisticated condition, untrimmed and 
unopened. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.

The first edition of the infamous “Reynolds pamphlet,” in which Hamilton de-
scribes his affair with Maria Reynolds and admits to paying off a blackmailer.  In 
the pamphlet Hamilton takes the extraordinary step of admitting to adultery in 
order to clear his name of financial scandal in his office as Secretary of the Treasury.  
While successful in its purpose, it destroyed any hope of a political career on the 
national stage, and provided salacious ammunition for his enemies.  A second edi-
tion, printed in 1800, was published by Hamilton’s opponents to keep the scandal 
alive in the election of 1800, after the Hamilton family had purchased and destroyed 
most of the original edition. 

 HOWES H120. EVANS 32222. SABIN 29970. FORD 64. SHEIDLEY 36. REESE, 
FEDERAL HUNDRED 68. $32,500.

 Arguing for the Rights of Women within the Family Unit

 35. Hickox, George A.: TRACTS OF CONNECTICUT WOMAN SUF-
FRAGE ASSOCIATION. No. 1. LEGAL DISABILITIES OF MAR-
RIED WOMEN IN CONNECTICUT. Hartford: Case, Lockwood & 
Brainard, 1871. 40pp. Original self-wrappers. Minor foxing to outer leaves, 
light toning. Very good. 

A scarce political tract on women’s suffrage by George A. Hickox, a Litchfield, 
Connecticut lawyer, newspaper editor, and women’s suffrage advocate.  At the 
time he wrote the present pamphlet Hickox was one of the vice presidents of the 
Connecticut Woman Suffrage Association, along with Harriet Beecher Stowe and 
a dozen other women’s suffrage supporters.  In the present essay Hickox employs 
his legal acumen to clarify the position of women within the marriage laws of 
Connecticut, dividing his summation into three sections: “I. The wife’s personal 
subjection to the husband.  II. Her want of legal authority over their children.  
III. Her property.”  He then provides a detailed legal analysis of each portion, and 
concludes that “The wife should be given entire control of her own person, joint 
authority with her husband over the children they nurture, and over the property 
they accumulate.”  Hickox characterizes the inequality between husband and wife, 
and the resulting absolute dependence of the wife on the husband, as an “evil” which 
“affords the tyrannical husband every opportunity for oppression.”  He argues for 
“wise legislation” to correct this imbalance and dependence, and “concede to the 
wife the independence she earns in the Family.”  $950.

 Arguing for a Woman’s Right to an Education

 36.  Higginson, Thomas Wentworth: WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE TRACTS. 
No. 4. OUGHT WOMEN TO LEARN THE ALPHABET? [wrapper 
title]. Boston: For Sale at the Office of “The Woman’s Journal,” 1871. 20, 
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4pp. Original self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Mild soiling to outer leaves, 
even toning. Very good. 

A scarce suffrage tract reprinted from The Atlantic Monthly of February 1859, in 
which noted author, abolitionist, and supporter of women’s rights Thomas Went-
worth Higginson chronicles the historical difficulties faced by women in their ef-
forts to become educated.  Higginson cites history and mythology to highlight the 
unnecessary and unfair practices and arguments that have led to women’s “historic 
position of degradation.”  Women, argues Higginson, have been victims of a past 
that has been largely “a period of ignorance, of engrossing physical necessities, and of 
brute force – not of freedom, of philanthropy, and of culture.”  Higginson contends 
that “the long subjection of woman has been simply that humanity was passing 
through its first epoch, and her full career was to be reserved for the second.”  In 
other words, the present “times are altering the whole material position of woman” 
through “inevitable social and moral changes” such as education.  “A new era is 
begun,” argues Higginson, and “the time has come for woman to learn the alphabet.” 

Following Higginson’s text is the “Constitution of the American Woman Suffrage 
Association,” consisting of five articles.  The preamble of the constitution states 
that the organization formed because “a truly representative national organization 
is needed for the orderly and efficient prosecution of the Woman Suffrage move-
ment in America....” 

Scarce, with just twelve copies in OCLC. 
 KRICHMAR 3784 (ref ). OCLC 14225747. $875.

 The Rare Map of a Critical Revolutionary Battle

 37. Hills, John, and William Faden: SKETCH OF THE SURPRISE AT 
GERMAN TOWN BY THE AMERICAN FORCES COMMAND-
ED BY GENERAL WASHINGTON OCTOBER 4th 1777. London: 
William Faden, March 12, 1784. Copper-engraved map in full original wash 
color, with troop positions heightened in original color. Sheet size: 223/8 x 
277/8 inches. Very good. 

Hills’ magnificent plan of the Battle of Germantown, the only printed map of one 
of Washington’s most daring attacks at a critical moment in the Revolutionary War. 

On August 25, 1777, British forces under Sir William Howe landed at the head 
of the Chesapeake Bay.  After sharp battles with Washington’s army at Brandywine 
and Paoli, both British victories, Howe seized Philadelphia on September 26.  While 
Washington’s forces retreated to the north, Howe made his main encampment of 
nine thousand British troops and Hessian mercenaries at Germantown, a hamlet 
five miles north of Philadelphia.  He left a further three thousand under Cornwallis 
to garrison the city.  Washington felt that his force of eleven thousand troops could 
overwhelm Howe if they were able to mount a stealth attack.  As depicted on this 
map, Germantown was spread for about two miles down a main road below which 
the Wissahickon Creek descended from a steep gorge to flow into the Schuylkill 
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River.  Howe made his headquarters on a small rise to the south of the town, while 
his troops were spread out across the main road (today’s Germantown Avenue). 

On the morning of October 4, Washington divided his force into four columns, 
marked by points B, C, D, and E on the map.  He placed his more experienced 
Continental troops in the two center columns, commanded by generals Nathanael 
Greene and John Sullivan.  Sullivan’s force advanced into the town through a thick 
fog, which delayed and confused the attacking force and bought precious time for 
the surprised defenders.  A British force under Colonel Musgrave responded by 
counterattacking and then making a strategic retreat.  These developments allowed 
the Hessian commander, the Baron von Knyphausen, to advance his forces, while 
further British brigades under generals Grey, Agnew, and Stern moved in to shore 
up the defense of the town, forcing the Americans to retreat to the north.  Each 
of these steps in the action is marked by a letter keyed to the extensive caption in 
the lower corner of the map. 

By mid-morning Washington’s element of surprise had been totally negated, and 
the British had succeeded in mounting an organized defense from the Americans, 
who seemed themselves to be surprised by this reversal of fortune.  Lines under 
American General Adam Stephen, who was later said to have been inebriated at 
the time, advanced but faltered badly upon being engaged by British lines under 
General Grant.  He was also able to repel Greene’s American lines.  A sharper 
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and better choreographed attack would likely have resulted in a crushing defeat 
for the British and would have regained control of the capital.  While the weather 
played a part, Washington had erred in placing his less effective militia columns on 
the right and left flanks.  While the British were initially put on the defensive by 
Washington’s central columns, General Stephen’s lamentable effort to follow through 
on the planned pincer movement essentially sealed the fate of the enterprise and 
effectively ended the active part of the campaign.  The British were able to spend 
the coming months enjoying a secured Philadelphia, while Washington and his men 
were to endure a winter in purgatory at Valley Forge. 

The present map represents the only printed battle plan of this crucial engage-
ment printed during the Revolutionary era.  It is closely based on a manuscript 
map drafted by John Hills, one of four known manuscripts of the subject made 
shortly after the battle (the others being drafted by John André, John Montresor, 
and an anonymous sketcher).  It seems that William Faden, then London’s most 
esteemed map printer, had a great deal of difficulty in obtaining any source map 
for the Germantown conflict.  While he was able to print maps of other aspects of 
the Philadelphia campaign in short order, Faden did not come out with the pres-
ent map until 1784, including it in his Atlas of Battles of the American Revolution.  
Hills was one of the most talented and prolific British surveyors working during 
the Revolutionary War and a direct eyewitness to many of the events he portrayed 
on his maps.  Serving as an ensign in the 38th regiment and later as a lieutenant in 
the 23rd regiment, his abilities were greatly valued by his superiors even though his 
mercurial personality resulted in frequent violent altercations with fellow officers 
and civilians alike.  While serving in the Philadelphia Campaign of 1777-78 and 
later actions in the New Jersey theatre, he drafted a magnificent series of manu-
script battle plans and larger regional campaign maps.  It would appear that he was 
apprised of the most advanced British surveys, having had access to the original 
maps contained in the archives of the Proprietors of East Jersey, and possibly West 
Jersey.  He also seems to have been in contact with various local surveyors in both 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania.  His greatest work was the manuscript atlas of New 
Jersey he made for Sir Henry Clinton, now preserved in the Library of Congress.  
After the war Hills settled in Philadelphia, where he produced fine maps of various 
locations in the Philadelphia-New York corridor. 

A Revolutionary War map of great rarity and importance. 
 NEBENZAHL, BATTLE PLANS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 129. 

STREETER SALE 806. PHILLIPS, MAPS, p.129. STEVENS & TREE, COMPARATIVE 
CARTOGRAPHY 17a. SNYDER, CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, fig. 52. GUTHORN 
57/7. $20,000.

 Important Activities in Favor of Woman Suffrage

 38. [Hooker, Isabella B.]: ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONNECTI-
CUT WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION, HELD AT HART-
FORD, SEPTEMBER 9, 1870. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE 
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COMMITTEE [wrapper title]. Hartford: Case, Lockwood & Brainard, 
1871. 24pp. Small octavo. Original self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Slight 
tanning to edges of wrappers, light even tanning and a few spots of foxing 
throughout. Near fine. 

Rare copy of the Report of the Executive 
Committee for the second annual meet-
ing of the Connecticut Woman Suffrage 
Association (CWSA).  Submitted and 
signed in type by the co-founder and 
chairman [sic] of the executive commit-
tee, Isabella Beecher Hooker, this report 
provides updates on the progress of the 
suffrage movement, both in Connecticut 
and nationwide.  Also included are up-
dates on movements in Great Britain and 
Europe, including a brief list of prominent 
figures in Britain supporting women’s suf-
frage.  There are excerpts from notable 
speeches and articles by John Stuart Mill, 
Francis W. Newman, and the reproduc-
tion of a letter from J.H. Howe, Chief 
Justice of Wyoming Territory, to Myra 
Bradwell, prominent Chicago lawyer and 
suffrage activist, explaining (despite his 
initial reservations) the success Wyoming 
courts have had in impaneling women as 
jurors (as part of the founding documents, 
Wyoming Territory granted suffrage to white women for all elections). 

By the late 1860s the women’s suffrage movement in America had grown quite 
strong with several national, state, territorial, and city suffrage movements at work.  
Isabella Beecher Hooker and Frances Ellen Burr founded the Connecticut Woman 
Suffrage Association in 1869 at a meeting attended by Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, and William Lloyd Garrison.  As Hooker writes: 

It becomes more and more evident that as a political measure, our main reliance 
must be upon the action of Congress passing an amendment to the Federal 
Constitution.  On this account we urge every member of the Society to keep on 
hand forms of petition that they may obtain signatures from time to time, and 
return them to the Secretary as soon as filled.  Of the importance of flooding 
Congress with these petitions from all parts of the country, no one can doubt.

Partnering with the National Woman Suffrage Association, the CWSA focused 
on women’s suffrage at the local level, and although Connecticut did not vote in 
favor of woman’s suffrage until the Nineteenth Amendment had already passed in 
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Congress, the CWSA was able to gain small victories towards woman’s suffrage, 
such as earning women the right to formally vote on local matters such as school 
and library expenditures. 

This title, issued as Number 2 in the “Tracts of Connecticut Woman Suffrage” 
series, is rare; we could find only one instance at auction.  OCLC lists eight copies: 
Connecticut Historical Society, Harriet Beecher Stowe Center, Yale, University of 
Georgia, Massachusetts Historical Society, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity – Harrisburg, and the American Antiquarian Society. 

 OCLC 30571151, 664231162. $3000.

 The Colonial Governor of Massachusetts
Aggravates Revolutionary Tensions

 39. Hutchinson, Thomas: THE SPEECHES OF HIS EXCELLENCY 
GOVERNOR HUTCHINSON, TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND 
HELD ON THE SIXTH OF JANUARY, 1773. WITH THE AN-
SWERS OF HIS MAJESTY’S COUNCIL AND THE HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES RESPECTIVELY. Boston: Printed by Edes and 
Gill..., 1773. 126pp. Original plain blue-grey wrappers, stitched as issued. 
Half of front wrapper lacking, wrapper chipped along spine and very lightly 
stained. Occasional light tanning. Very good. Untrimmed. 

 

Fine evidence of the growing schism 
between crown and colonies with re-
gard to the nature of political power 
and authority.  “These speeches were 
printed in the Massachusetts Gazette 
and Boston Weekly News-Letter between 
January and March of 1773.  The House 
ordered 700 copies printed for itself 
and 100 for the Council on March 6, 
1773” – American Independence.  “When 
[Samuel] Adams organized the cor-
respondence committees in November 
1772 and initiated the movement by 
publishing the ‘Rights of the Colonists,’ 
Hutchinson gave life to the movement 
by delivering before the General Court, 
on Jan. 6, 1773, an elaborately argued 
address designed to prove that since ‘no 
line can be drawn between the supreme 
authority of Parliament and the total 
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independence of the colonies’ the Parliamentary supremacy must be admitted; and ‘if 
the supremacy of Parliament shall no longer be denied, it will follow that the mere 
exercise of its authority can be no grievance’” – DAB.  The complete text of this 
address is printed herein, along with other speeches made during the same session.  
These speeches immediately preceded the explosive publication of Hutchinson’s 
letter back to England, leaked via Franklin. 

 HOWES H854. EVANS 12856. AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE 97. DAB IX, pp.439-
43. SABIN 34086. $3750.

 Not Quite THe FederalisT,
but Still Favors the Constitution

 40. [ Jackson, Jonathan]: THOUGHTS UPON THE POLITICAL SITU-
ATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IN WHICH 
THAT OF MASSACHUSETTS IS MORE PARTICULARLY CON-
SIDERED. WITH SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONSTI-
TUTION FOR A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. ADDRESSED TO 
THE PEOPLE OF THE UNION. By a Native of Boston. Worcester: 
Isaiah Thomas, 1788. [2],209pp. Original blue wrappers. Wrappers soiled and 
stained, spine perished but cords intact. Front wrapper, front free endpaper, 
and title-leaf detached. Some light scattered foxing and soiling. Good plus. 
Untrimmed. In a paper chemise and slipcase, paper label. 

An important argument in favor of adopting the Constitution.  “Jackson arrives in 
a most leisurely manner at his conclusion that the Constitution should be ratified...
he condemns opulence and drunkenness as unbecoming to a republic, and warns 
the country to be on guard against European influence in either politics or fashion” 
– Streeter.  He points out the Constitution’s scalability in particular, supposing it 
could prove just as adequate for the governance of as many as twenty states and 
“twelve or more millions of people.”  Jonathan Jackson (1743-1810) was a Harvard 
graduate who became a successful merchant in Newburyport, Massachusetts.  He 
was a Massachusetts delegate in the Continental Congress and became the first U.S. 
Marshal for his home state as well.  He also founded the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences along with John Hancock and others, was president of the Bos-
ton Bank, and was the great-grandfather of Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes.  While most sources attribute this work to Jackson, some suggest it could 
also be the work of either George R. Minot or James Sullivan. 

A significant document in the history of the U.S. constitution, in unsophisti-
cated condition. 

 HOWES J23. EVANS 21173. SABIN 35441. ESTC W28300. FORD, CONSTITUTION 
82. STREETER SALE 1051. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 18 (note). HALKETT & 
LAING 6, p.42. $3000.
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 A Magnificent Jefferson Letter,
Discussing the Peace Treaty of 1783, the State of America,

and NoTes oN THe sTaTe oF VirgiNia

 41. Jefferson, Thomas: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM 
THOMAS JEFFERSON TO FRANÇOIS-JEAN DE CHASTEL-
LUX, COMMUNICATING THE OFFICIAL RATIFICATION OF 
THE TREATY OF PARIS, THE CURRENT STATE OF THE NEW 
NATION, AND THE FORTHCOMING PUBLICATION OF HIS 
Notes oN the state of VirgiNia]. Annapolis. January 16, 1784. [2]pp. 
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on a single folded folio sheet. Old faint fold lines, upper and lower edges gilt. 
Blind stamp of the Chastellux Archives in upper right corner of first leaf. Fine. 
In a half blue morocco box and chemise, spine gilt. 

An outstanding letter written by Thomas Jefferson to François-Jean de Chastellux, 
shortly after the ratification of the definitive Treaty of Paris by the United States 
Congress of the Confederation, noting its recent approval and the imminent dispatch 
of an official copy to Paris.  The letter continues to discuss at length the condition 
of the newly independent United States, refuting the rumors of potential anarchy 
being circulated in Europe, but lamenting the lack of available hard currency in the 
country.  “This letter is reminiscent of others written by [ Jefferson] at the opening 
of the Revolution in which he endeavored by private communications to influence 
opinion of America abroad” – Founders Online. 

Jefferson goes on to discuss the potential publication of his Notes on the State 
of Virginia and gives encouragement to Chastellux to publish more widely his own 
account of his experiences in America during the Revolution.  Chastellux served 
as a major general in the French army under Rochambeau and travelled widely in 
America from 1780 to 1783.  Howes calls the narrative of this time that Chastellux 
eventually published in its complete form in 1786 “the first trustworthy record of 
life in the United States.”  After the war Chastellux remained in friendly com-
munication with many vital figures of the Revolution and the early United States, 
including Jefferson and George Washington. 

Jefferson begins his missive with a mention of the final ratification of the Treaty 
of Paris, which had occurred two days earlier, on January 14, 1784: 

Lt. Colo. Franks being appointed to carry to Paris one of the copies of our 
ratification of the Definitive treaty, and being to depart in the instant of his 
appointment furnishes me a hasty opportunity of obtruding myself on your 
recollection.  Should this prove troublesome you must take the blame as having 
exposed yourself to my esteem by letting me become acquainted with your merit.

The principle purpose of the letter, however, is a brief appraisal of the state of the 
new country, disavowing reports of “anarchy” reaching Europe: 

We are diverted with the European accounts of the anarchy and opposition 
to government in America.  Nothing can be more untrue than these rela-
tions.  There was indeed some dissatisfaction in the army at not being paid 
off before they were disbanded, and a very trifling mutiny of 200 souldiers in 
Philadelphia.  On the latter occasion, Congress left that place disgusted with 
the pusillanimity of the government and not from any want of security to 
their own persons.  The indignation which the other states felt at this insult 
to their delegates has enlisted them more warmly in support of Congress; and 
the people, the legislature and the Executive themselves of Pennsva. have made 
the most satisfactory atonements.

Any unrest that does or did exist, Jefferson tells Chastellux, is related to monetary 
issues resulting from the prosecution of the war: 
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The greatest difficulty we find is to get money from them.  The reason is not 
founded in their unwillingness, but in their real inability.  You were a witness to 
the total destruction of our commerce, devastation of our country, and absence 
of the precious metals.  It cannot be expected that these should flow in but 
through the channels of commerce, or that these channels can be opened in the 
first instant of peace.  Time is requisite to avail ourselves of the productions 
of the earth, and the first of these will be applied to renew our stock of those 
necessaries of which we had been totally exhausted.

The final section of the letter is devoted to the discussion of prospective publications, 
with Jefferson encouraging Chastellux to publish fully a narrative of his travels in 
America and announcing his intention to see his own writings on Virginia, circulated 
previously only in manuscript, into print: 

I am in daily hopes of seeing something from your pen which may portray us 
to ourselves.  Aware of the bias of self love and prejudice in myself and that 
your pictures will be faithful I am determined to annihilate my own opinions 
and give full credit to yours.  I must caution you to distrust information from 
my answers to Monsr. de Marbois’ queries.  I have lately had a little leisure to 
revise them.  I found some things should be omitted, many corrected, and more 
supplied and enlarged.  They are swelled nearly to treble bulk.  Being now too 
much for M.S. copies, I think the ensuing spring to print a dozen or 20 copies 
to be given to my friends, not suffering another to go out.  As I have presumed 
to place you in that number I shall take the liberty of sending you a copy....

The private printing of Notes... alluded to here by Jefferson was eventually produced 
in Paris in 1785 in an edition of 200 copies and is one of the great high points in 
printed Americana. 

A remarkable Jefferson letter, written to a key French ally and respected writer 
in his own right, touching on important events and conditions in the early United 
States, as well as on classic and influential accounts of America. 

 PAPERS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 6, pp.466-67. FOUNDERS ONLINE, “From 
Thomas Jefferson to Chastellux, 16 January 1784.” http://founders.archives.gov/documents/
Jefferson/01-06-02-0359. $115,000.

 A Striking Portrait of John Paul Jones

 42. [ Jones, John Paul]: Rugendas, Johann Moritz: JOHANN PAUL IO-
NES. BEFEHLSHABER EINER SCHWADRON IN DIENSTEN 
DER 13 VEREINIGTEN PROVINZEN VON NORD-AMERIKA. 
1779. Augsburg: J.J. Haid und Sohn, [ca. 1779]. Mezzotint portrait, 14 x 10¼ 
inches. A near fine copy, from the estate of Viscount David Eccles. Framed. 

An excellent, iconic portrait of American naval officer and hero John Paul Jones 
(1747-92).  Jones is depicted three-quarter length, in uniform, holding a telescope 
in his right arm.  To the rear are a towering cliff and a burning ship.  Jones is con-
sidered America’s most famous naval hero of the Revolution, and the British reviled 
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him as a pirate because of his raids along the Irish coast and his bold attack on the 
British port of Whitehaven.  His greatest victory was the capture of the British 
Serapis by his flagship, Bonhomme Richard, in 1779.  $4500.

 A Leading Revolutionary Becomes a Leading Anti-Federalist,
Attacking the Constitution

 43. [Lee, Richard Henry]: OBSERVATIONS LEADING TO A FAIR 
EXAMINATION OF THE SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT, PRO-
POSED BY THE LATE CONVENTION; AND TO SEVERAL ES-
SENTIAL AND NECESSARY ALTERATIONS IN IT. IN A NUM-
BER OF LETTERS FROM THE FEDERAL FARMER TO THE 
REPUBLICAN. [New York]. 1787. 40pp. Modern polished calf, gilt-tooled 
boards and edges, spine gilt. Tanning and foxing. Very good. 

A fundamentally important early critique of the just-drafted Constitution.  “The 
Letters of a Federal Farmer, was, to the anti-Federalists what The Federalist was to the 
supporters of the Constitution” – Ford.  Lee thought the proposed federal government 
would degenerate into bureaucracy, or eventually into an aristocracy.  He instead 
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favored strong individual states, joined in 
a loose federation to work together on for-
eign affairs, defense, and coinage.  He also 
opposed the Constitution over the absence 
of a Bill of Rights, and felt the people 
were underrepresented in the House.  His 
work takes the form of five letters, writ-
ten on consecutive days in October 1787, 
just a few weeks after the conclusion of 
the Constitutional Convention.  Richard 
Henry Lee was a leading anti-Federalist, 
and his Letters “became a sort of textbook 
for the opposition” (DAB).  He is per-
haps best known for motioning the Lee 
Resolution, the formal assertion passed by 
the Second Continental Congress which 
declared the American colonies free and 
independent states.  Despite his ardor in 
splitting from Great Britain, his support 
did not extend to the Constitution; indeed, 
there was no greater political figure, except 
possibly Patrick Henry, opposed to the 
Constitution in Virginia. 

No less a commentator than Chancellor Kent called Lee’s argument “one of 
the most plausible and ingenious that was written against the new Constitution” 
(quoted in the Streeter Sale catalogue).  This is the second issue of the first edition 
of the Observations..., with the date corrected on the titlepage. 

 EVANS 20455. ESTC W21305. HOWES L216, “aa.” FORD 87, 90. STREETER SALE 
1044. DAB XI, pp.117-20. ANB 13, pp.389-92. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 17.

 $15,000.

 The Proclamation Which Began the Civil War:
Abraham Lincoln’s First Presidential Proclamation,

Calling Up Troops to Suppress the Rebellion on April 15, 1861
“...to maintain the existence of our national Union”

 44. Lincoln, Abraham: BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES. A PROCLAMATION [caption title]. Washington. April 15, 
1861. Broadside, 10 x 8 inches. Quarto, on a folded folio sheet, conjugate 
blank. Penciled date at top of sheet. Fine. In a blue morocco case, gilt. 

President Abraham Lincoln’s first proclamation, calling for troops to suppress the 
rebellion of the secessionist states and “maintain the existence of our National 
Union,” issued two days after the fall of Fort Sumter.  A document of the greatest 
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consequence for the nation, this momentous proclamation was also an important 
antecedent of the Gettysburg Address, embodying Lincoln’s first official articulation 
of a central theme of his presidency and the war effort – the “perpetuity of popular 
government.”  This Department of State circular is the only separate, contemporary 
printing, and – for an officially printed state paper of such profound significance 
– is exceedingly rare; the only known copies are the present one and the copy in 
the National Archives. 

On Sunday morning, April 14, 1861, President Lincoln, who had been in office a 
mere six weeks, received news that Fort Sumter had fallen and met with his cabinet 
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and military advisers to address the crisis.  Later that day he sat down to formulate 
his response: a proclamation calling 75,000 state militiamen into federal service.  
He found his legal precedent for doing so in the Militia Act of 1795, passed in the 
wake of the Whiskey Rebellion: 

...whenever the laws of the United States shall be opposed, or thereof obstructed, 
in any state, by combinations too powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary 
course of judicial proceedings, or by the powers vested in the marshals by this 
act, it shall be lawful for the president of the United States to call forth the 
militia of such state, or of any other state or states, as may be necessary to 
suppress such combinations, and to cause the laws to be duly executed.... 

Lincoln wrote the principles and much of the language of this clause into the open-
ing paragraphs of his Proclamation: 

Whereas the laws of the United States have been, for some time past, and 
now are, opposed, and the execution thereof obstructed, in the States of South 
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, by 
combinations too powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial 
proceedings, or by the powers vested in the Marshals by law: Now, therefore, 
I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, in virtue of the power in 
me vested by the Constitution and the laws, have thought fit to call forth, and 
hereby do call forth, the militia of several States of the union, to the aggregate 
number of seventy-five thousand, in order to suppress said combinations, and 
to cause the laws to be duly executed.

Had Lincoln indicated that he meant only to defend Washington, the consequences 
of the Proclamation might have been very different.  Instead, he spoke of sup-
pression and deemed “it proper to say that the first service assigned to the forces 
hereby called forth will probably be to repossess the forts, places and property 
which have been seized from the Union...,” although he added that “the utmost 
care will be observed...to avoid any devastation, any destruction of or interference 
with property, or any disturbance of peaceful citizens in any part of the country.”  
Either way, this was all too much for other southern states, where it was interpreted 
as a declaration of war.  Secessionists were incensed and southern Unionists felt 
betrayed.  Within two days Virginia seceded, and Arkansas, Tennessee, and North 
Carolina soon followed. 

Lincoln appealed “to all loyal citizens to favor, facilitate, and aid this effort to 
maintain the honor, the integrity, and the existence of our National Union, and the 
perpetuity of popular Government....”  Lincoln calls on Senator and Representa-
tives to assemble to “consider and determine such measures as, in their wisdom, 
the public safety and interest may seem to demand.”  He chose the resonant date 
of July 4 for the Congress to assemble in this extraordinary session. 

In the North the result was a nearly unanimous outpouring of patriotism.  The 
President’s political opponent, Stephen Douglas, rose to the occasion and declared 
his support, urging others to rally to the Union cause, ensuring unanimity across 
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the political spectrum.  Lincoln’s theme of union and democratic government had 
found its mark, and would later receive its highest expression in the final passage 
of the Gettysburg Address: “that government of the people, by the people, for the 
people, shall not perish from the earth.” 

While the text of this proclamation was widely printed in newspapers, this State 
Department circular was the only official separate printing, and on the evidence of 
this copy – recently found among the papers of U.S. Representative, Senator, and 
Civil War general Gilman Marston of New Hampshire – was circulated to members 
of Congress, among others.  An inscription, most likely in Marston’s hand, appears 
on the verso, reading simply: “President’s Proclamation.” 

Not recorded in OCLC, Monaghan, Stern, or the online catalogue of the Lin-
coln Library.  The Library of Congress, which owns Lincoln’s manuscript draft of 
the proclamation, does not have a copy, as confirmed through consultation with 
Clark Evans, the resident Lincoln expert at the Library of Congress.  We know 
of only two other copies, one in the collections of the National Archives and the 
other in private hands. 

A truly rare and highly consequential proclamation, marking the official begin-
ning of the Civil War. 

 William L. Miller, President Lincoln: The Duty of a Statesman (New York, 2008), pp.91-
95. $125,000.

 Lincoln’s Amnesty Proclamation:
A Most Uncommon and Interesting Printing

 45. Lincoln, Abraham: PROCLAMATION OF AMNESTY. THE FOL-
LOWING PROCLAMATION IS APPENDED TO THE MES-
SAGE. PROCLAMATION [caption title]. [N.p., perhaps Virginia. 
Late 1863 or early 1864]. 3pp. on a single folded sheet. [with:] OATH OF 
ALLEGIANCE. [N.p., perhaps Harper’s Ferry, Va., 1864]. Single sheet, 3 
x 7¾ inches. The Oath affixed to a partial manuscript ledger report recording 
lost military stores for an unidentified unit in 1863, which is itself glued to 
the verso of the last blank page of the Amnesty Proclamation. Minor toning, 
light foxing, some wrinkling. Overall very good. In a cloth chemise and green 
half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

An exceedingly rare separate printing – perhaps by a military field press – of 
President Abraham Lincoln’s December 1863 presidential proclamation offering 
amnesty to citizens of the Confederacy, providing they take an oath that they “will 
abide by and faithfully support all proclamations of the President made during the 
existing rebellion having reference to slaves” (i.e. the Emancipation Proclamation).  
When the number of persons in any state taking the oath reached ten percent of 
the number of voters in 1860, this group of loyal voters could form a state govern-
ment that could be recognized by the President.  The Amnesty Proclamation was 
issued with President Lincoln’s third Annual Message to Congress (i.e. State of the 
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Union Address), on December 8, 
1863.  It was appended (per the 
language in the title here) to the 
official printing of that address, 
but also printed separately. 

The present printing, almost 
certainly executed in the weeks af-
ter Lincoln’s State of the Union, 
was likely hastily composed from 
the text of the official printing of 
the proclamation.  The work car-
ries no imprint information of any 
kind and bears the hallmarks of a 
military field press printing. 

Toward the c lose of 1863, 
with the Confederate Army in 
full retreat, discussions in Con-
gress centered on how to restore 
the Southern states to the Union.  
“The crisis which threatened to 
divide the friends of the Union is 
past,” announced Lincoln.  Now it 
was the duty of Congress to ensure 
that all citizens in the South, re-
gardless of race, were guaranteed 
the equal protection of the law.  A 

number of competing proposals emerged from deliberations, but in the end, during 
his message to Congress on December 8, 1863, Lincoln declared reconstruction of 
the South a wholly executive responsibility and “offered ‘full pardon...with restora-
tion of all rights of property, except as to slaves,’ to all rebels who would take an 
oath of future loyalty to the Constitution and pledge to obey acts of Congress and 
presidential proclamations relating to slavery” (Donald, p.471). 

Those excluded from taking the oath were the highest ranking members of the 
Confederacy – government officials, judges, military and naval officers above the rank 
of army colonel or navy lieutenant, former congressmen, and “all who have engaged 
in treating colored persons or white persons otherwise than lawfully as prisoners 
of war.”  Lincoln further encouraged the Southern states to make provisions “in 
relation to the freed people of such State, which shall recognize and declare their 
permanent freedom, provide for their education, and which may yet be consistent, 
as a temporary arrangement, with their present condition as a laboring, landless, 
and homeless class.” 

“Lincoln indicated that this was only one plan for reconstructing the rebel South, 
and while it was the best he could think of for now, he would gladly consider oth-
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ers and possibly adopt them.  He might even modify his own classes of pardons, 
if that seemed warrantable....Afterward almost everybody but die-hard Democrats 
seemed happy with the plan” (Oates, p.371). 

The proclamation is accompanied by a partially-printed Oath of Allegiance dated 
1864 and datelined Harper’s Ferry, Virginia.  The oath requires the taker to “solemnly 
swear, that I will support, protect and defend the Constitution and Government of 
the United States against all enemies....”  It is signed in type by Henry A. Urban, 
Lieutenant and A.D.C. [Aide-de-Camp].  The oath is printed with a blank space 
for the name of the person taking the oath and the date.  There is also a space for 
people who know the oath-taker and “certify on honor that we know Mr. [blank] 
to be a true and loyal man to the Federal Government.”  The Oath is affixed to a 
partial manuscript ledger report recording lost military stores for an unidentified 
unit in 1863 

This printing of the Amnesty Proclamation is just as interesting as the govern-
ment broadside printing or the first pamphlet printing, as this edition would have 
also been used in the field by Union troops encountering Confederate rebels.  The 
composition of the beginning of the seventh paragraph is consistent with the first 
pamphlet printing of the Amnesty Proclamation (Monaghan 191) and not the 
broadside printing.  The text here begins “Therefore I, Abraham Lincoln...”; in the 
broadside printing “Therefore” is present at the end of the preceding paragraph.  
The simple and somewhat loose execution of the composition seen here is consistent 
with field press printings, as is the lack of an imprint of any kind.  Perhaps this 
simple production was intended for Union troops to literally hand to Confederate 
soldiers to read.  The presence of the portion of the ledger and the Oath of Alle-
giance lends credence to the notion that this edition of the Amnesty Proclamation 
was produced for use by the military. 

This printing of the Amnesty Proclamation is not in Monaghan, OCLC, or 
in any reference work we could find.  In fact, we could find no other three-page 
editions of the Amnesty Proclamation at all.  Surely printed in small numbers to 
begin with, it is perhaps a unique surviving example. 

 MONAGHAN 191 (ref ). SABIN 41162 (note). David Herbert Donald, Lincoln (New 
York, [1995]), p.471. Stephen B. Oates, With Malice Toward None: A Life of Abraham Lincoln
(New York, [1977]), p.371. $10,000.

 The Best Work on the French and Indian War

 46.  Mante, Thomas: THE HISTORY OF THE LATE WAR IN 
NORTH-AMERICA, AND THE ISLANDS OF THE WEST-IN-
DIES, INCLUDING THE CAMPAIGNS OF MDCCLXIII AND 
MDCCLXIV AGAINST HIS MAJESTY ’S ENEMIES. London: 
Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1772. [4],viii,542pp. plus errata and 
eighteen folding engraved maps. Large quarto. 20th-century red morocco by 
Worsford, richly gilt, t.e.g., gilt inner dentelles. Some light shelf wear. Light 
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scattered foxing. Some maps reinforced or repaired discreetly with linen in 
gutter margin. Very good. 

The best contemporary account of the French and Indian War, justly celebrated for 
its cartography and textual content, and one of the great rarities of colonial Ameri-
cana, complete with all maps and the elusive errata leaf.  Virtually all of Mante’s 
account relates to the war in North America, with detailed narratives of Braddock’s 
campaign and the other frontier and Canadian campaigns of the conflict.  The 
work is particularly desirable for its contemporary descriptions of Pontiac’s War, 
a campaign in which the author participated as major of brigade to Col. Dudley 
Bradstreet.  In addition, the introduction includes an interesting account of young 
George Washington’s escape in 1753 from assassination by an Indian who acted as 
his interpreter and guide.  Mante evidently took great care to gather information 
that was both historically and cartographically accurate for the present work. 

The maps are praised by all bibliographers as being by far the best relating to 
the war, and include several seminal maps which are the most accurate produced 
to that time.  They comprise: 

1) “Fort Beau Sejour, & the adjacent Country Taken Possession of by Colonel 
Monckton” 
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2) “Lake Ontario to the Mouth of the River St. Lawrence” 
3) [Map of Lake George and vicinity] 
4) “A Plan of Fort Edward & Its Environs on Hudsons River” 
5) “Communication Between Albany & Oswego” 
6) “Attack on Louisbourg” [by Amherst & Boscawen] 
7) “The Attack of Ticonderoga” [by Major General Abercromby] 
8) “Plan of Fort Pitt or Pittsbourg” 
9) “Guadaloupe” 
10) “Attack on Quebec” [by Wolfe & Saunders] 
11) “A Sketch of the Cherokee Country” 
12) “The River Saint Lawrence from Lake Ontario to the Island of Montreal” 
13) “A Plan of the Attack upon Fort Levi” 
14) “River St. Lawrence from Montreal to the Island of St. Barnaby...& the Islands 

of Jeremy” 
15) “A View of the Coast of Martinico Taken by Desire of Rear Adml Rodney” 
16) “Part, of the West Coast, of the Island of Saint Lucia” 
17) “Plan of the Retaking Newfoundland” [by Colville & Amherst] 
18) “Attack of the Havanna” [by Albemarle & Pococke] 

Sabin writes of this great rarity: “Copies with all the maps are scarce.  It is prob-
able that but few were printed, although the large and beautiful plans and military 
maps (which gave it so great a value), must have made its production a work of 
much expense.” 

 CHURCH 1092. HOWES M267, “c.” STREETER SALE 1031. FIELD 1003. SABIN 
44396. BEINECKE, LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 283. $80,000.

 The Most Influential State Constitution

 47. [Massachusetts]: [Adams, John]: A CONSTITUTION OR FRAME 
OF GOVERNMENT, AGREED UPON BY THE DELEGATES 
OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, 
IN CONVENTION, BEGUN AND HELD AT CAMBRIDGE ON 
THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER, 1779, AND CONTINUED BY AD-
JOURNMENTS TO THE SECOND OF MARCH, 1780.... Boston: 
Printed by Benjamin Edes & Sons, 1780. 53pp. Half title. Dbd. Leaves loos-
ening or detached. Small chips in upper and lower corners of first four leaves 
with no loss of text. Paper flaw in lower corner of fifth leaf with minor loss, 
gathering C likely supplied at an early date; generally quite clean. Overall, very 
good. In blue cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

First printing of the first Massachusetts state constitution, a document of capital 
importance in the framing of subsequent state constitutions as well as the United 
States Constitution.  A slightly more radical constitution was proposed in 1778 with 
expanded suffrage, among other differences, but it was rejected by the people.  The 
present constitution begins with a long declaration of the rights of Massachusetts 
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citizens (including freedom of the press and protection from unreasonable searches), 
and then spells out the roles and powers of the executive, legislative, and judicial 
branches.  “In some respects the constitution of 1780 remedied the defects of its 
predecessor of 1778.  A bill of rights assured to each citizen ‘the security of his 
person and property’ as an unassailable condition to the social contract.  A strong 
executive with extensive veto powers, an independent judiciary appointed for good 
behavior, and a senate representing property effectively restrained the house of 
representatives, the only popular branch of government” – Handlin.  There is also 
a section continuing the special privileges of Harvard College, and another en-
couraging the appreciation of literature in the commonwealth.  The Handlins note 
that John Adams’ role was pre-eminent in the crafting of the 1780 constitution.  It 
is a constitution that served as a guide for other states and for the Constitutional 
Convention of 1787.  See the Handlins’ Commonwealth for an extended discussion 
of the creation and importance of the Massachusetts constitution. 

“Despite the title, Massachusetts is declared to be a free and independent 
Commonwealth (not State), and its people are referred to repeatedly as ‘subjects.’  
Freedom of religion is guaranteed to all Protestants, except that Catholics are barred 
from holding office.  (However, there is nothing to keep them from coming to New 
York to run for office.)  Enfranchisement is based solely on property” – Eberstadt.  
This octavo edition is the first issue, followed by a more common folio issue.  A 
state constitution of great influence. 

 EVANS 16844. ESTC W15133. SABIN 45691. EBERSTADT 166:71. ROSENBACH 
8:752. Oscar & Mary Handlin, Commonwealth (Cambridge, 1969) pp.24-31. REESE, REVO-
LUTIONARY HUNDRED 64. $5000.

 First Folio Printing of the Ratified Massachusetts Constitution,
with a Seal Designed and Engraved by Paul Revere

 48. [Massachusetts]: [Adams, John]: THE CONSTITUTION OR 
FRAME OF GOVERNMENT FOR THE COMMONWEALTH 
OF MASSACHUSETTS. Boston: Benjamin Edes and Sons, 1781. 24pp. 
Woodcut seal on titlepage (see below). Folio. Dbd. Lower outer corner of title-
page torn (no text affected), first two leaves detached but present. Occasional 
underlining in a contemporary hand, a few spots of foxing, even tanning. Very 
good overall. In a burgundy chemise and half red morocco and burgundy cloth 
slipcase, spine gilt. 

The first folio edition of the final ratified Massachusetts constitution, issued after 
corrections and revisions had been made to a second printing of the octavo edition 
by Edes and Sons the previous year.  This ratified constitution for the Common-
wealth was the product of the convention adjourned in March of 1780.  The present 
constitution begins with a long declaration of the rights of Massachusetts citizens 
(including freedom of the press and protection from unreasonable searches), and then 
spells out the roles and powers of the executive, legislative, and judicial branches.  
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“The people’s rejection of the 1778 constitution...ensured that Massachusetts would 
now hold a true constitutional convention, establishing a crucial precedent that 
would be repeated on both the federal and state levels for years to come.  In 1779 
all freemen at least twenty-one years old could vote for delegates to represent them 
at a gathering in Cambridge.  The convention’s only job was to write a constitution 
and to arrange for its ratification by the people.  When the convention met, it ap-
pointed a committee to produce a draft.  The committee asked one of its members, 
John Adams, to handle the bulk of the work” – Hrdlicka. 

“In some respects the constitution of 1780 remedied the defects of its predeces-
sor of 1778.  A bill of rights assured to each citizen ‘the security of his person and 
property’ as an unassailable condition to the social contract.  A strong executive with 
extensive veto powers, an independent judiciary appointed for good behavior, and a 
senate representing property effectively restrained the house of representatives, the 
only popular branch of government” – Handlin.  There is also a section continuing 
the special privileges of Harvard College, and another encouraging the apprecia-
tion of literature in the commonwealth.  The Handlins note that John Adams’ role 
was pre-eminent in the crafting of the 1780 constitution.  It is a constitution that 
served as a guide for other states and for the Constitutional Convention of 1787.  
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See the Handlins’ Commonwealth for an extended discussion of the creation and 
importance of the Massachusetts constitution. 

The state seal featured on the titlepage, quite similar to the current state seal, 
was almost certainly designed and engraved by Paul Revere.  In an article in The 
Revere House Gazette, Paul Revere House Research Director Patrick Leehey writes 
that the case for “Revere actually having done the work is fairly strong.”  In 1780, 
Secretary of the Commonwealth John Avery appointed Nathan Cushing to oversee 
the creation a new state seal.  In his report to Avery, Cushing described the new 
design (though he does not note who actually designed it) as: 

Sapphire, an Indian dressed in his shirt, moggosins, belted proper – in his 
right hand a bow.  Topaz – in his left an arrow, its point towards the base – of 
the second on the Dexter side of the Indian’s head, a Star.  Pearl for one of 
the United States of America. – Crest, on a wreath a dexter arm cloathed & 
ruffled proper, grasping a broad sword, the Pommel & hilt.  Topaz – with this 
motto, – “Ense petit placidam sub Libertate quietam” and around the seal, 
“Sigillim reipublicae Massachusettensis.” 

Avery’s final report was dated December 13, 1780; ten days later Paul Revere billed 
the state for “engraving a seal.”  “Because the Avery document was included in the 
Revere Family Papers, and because Revere billed the state for engraving the seal 
only ten days later, it seems reasonable to assume that Cushing, or some other of-
ficial, gave the work to Revere” – Leehey, p.4. 

This folio edition is quite rare in the market, and this is the first complete copy 
we have handled in more than twenty years.  An important and influential state 
constitution, in an unusual format and with a significant illustration by Paul Revere. 

 EVANS 17229. SABIN 45691. ESTC W33383. REESE, REVOLUTIONARY HUN-
DRED 64 (ref ).  James Hrdlicka, Colonists, Citizens, Constitutions, p.22. Patrick Leehey, “Did 
Paul Revere Design the Massachusetts State Seal?” in The Revere House Gazette, No. 132 (Fall 
2018). Oscar & Mary Handlin, Commonwealth (Cambridge, 1969) pp.24-31. $9500.

 A Pair of Imprints, Printed on the Same Sheet,
Regarding an At-Large Seat from Massachusetts

to the Third Federal Congress

 49. [Massachusetts]: [Elections]: COMMONWEALTH OF MASSA-
CHUSETTS THE SELECTMEN OF THE TOWN OF Sherburne 
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT, VIZ SUFFOLK, ESSEX AND MID-
DLESEX. GREETING. THESE ARE IN THE NAME OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, TO WILL AND 
REQUIRE YOU...TO GIVE IN THEIR VOTES...[caption title and 
beginning of text]. [Printed with:] THESE CERTIFY, THAT THE RE-
TURNS FROM THE SEVERAL TOWNS, WITHIN THE FIRST 
DISTRICT, VIZ – SUFFOLK, ESSEX, AND MIDDLESEX, RE-
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SPECTING THE CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO REP-
RESENT THE PEOPLE, THEREOF, IN THE CONGRESS OF 
THE UNITED STATES, HAVE BEEN EXAMINED...[beginning 
of text]. [N.p., but likely Boston: Printed by Thomas Adams, February 15, 
1793; June 30, 1792]. Two separate texts printed on one folio sheet, 13½ x 
8¼ inches. Paper seal affixed to upper left corner. Original folds, minor edge 
wear. Near fine. 

An apparently unrecorded pair of election documents recording early ballot vote 
tallies and a subsequent call for another ballot for the two remaining candidates 
for the at-large seat in the First District of Massachusetts for the Third United 
States Congressional seat in 1792.  The elections for the Third Congress in 1792 
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were important in the political development of the United States, as they fur-
ther cemented the fledgling two-party system in the country.  President George 
Washington, who won unanimous reelection in 1792, remained unaffiliated with 
any political party while in office, but his allies were largely members of the Fed-
eralist Party.  The opposition to Washington’s policies generally centered on the 
Democratic-Republican Party. 

The text in the upper part of the sheet instructs qualified voters to cast a further 
ballot in the 1792 Congressional election, while the bottom document lists the two 
remaining candidates for the at-large seat in the first district, Samuel Holten and 
Benjamin Austin.  The later imprint is at the top of the present sheet, while the 
earlier vote tally is printed at the bottom.  The later imprint, dated February 15, 
1793, calls for “the freeholders and other inhabitants of the town of Sherburne duly 
qualified to vote for Representatives” to assemble and cast their ballots, which the 
Selectmen will “sort and count.”  The earlier document is a certified return declar-
ing vote totals for Holten and Austin, with Holten receiving 1,100 and Austin 
garnering 1,260. 

The 1792 elections for the Massachusetts’ First Congressional District were 
hotly contested.  After some redistricting based on the 1790 census, Massachusetts’ 
representation in the House jumped from eight to fourteen seats; the First District 
received an at-large seat along with one representative for each county – Suffolk, 
Essex, and Middlesex.  With no single member winning a majority of the vote in a 
series of ballots for the at-large seat, the balloting continued into the fall, and then 
into the spring of 1793 before it was settled.  The first vote was held on November 
2, 1792; the second on January 14, 1793; and the election was settled on the third 
ballot on April 1, when Samuel Holten won almost seventy percent of the vote as 
an anti-administration candidate.  The document printed at the bottom here must 
have been an early preliminary ballot, as it reports more votes for Austin than it 
does for Holten, and it is dated four months before the first official ballot was cast 
in the at-large race. 

The four candidates eventually elected to the Third Congress from the Massa-
chusetts First District were Samuel Holten (at-large), Benjamin Goodhue (Essex), 
Samuel Dexter (Middlesex), and Fisher Ames (Suffolk).  Three of the four elected 
from the First District of Massachusetts were allies of President Washington: 
Goodhue, Dexter (who unseated the anti-administration Gerry), and Ames.  Samuel 
Holten was the only anti-Washington representative from the First District of 
Massachusetts, and would help turn the majority of the House of Representatives 
to the anti-administration faction, though it was a narrow majority. 

The top document is filled out for the town of Sherburne.  Both documents are 
signed in manuscript by John Avery, the First Secretary of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts.  Avery served in this position from 1780 until his death in 1806.  
Both documents are also signed in print by Governor John Hancock.  While not 
yet reporting final results for the 1792 race, this document does call for the final 
ballot which decided the election, and provides an important view of federal-period 
electoral politics in Massachusetts. 
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No copies of either of these imprints appear in OCLC.  Evans records a couple 
of documents similar to the first imprint here, both for the selectmen of an un-
named town in the Second District, with copies at the American Antiquarian 
Society, the New York Public Library, and the Library of Congress.  Regarding the 
second document, OCLC records the only known copy of a similar report naming 
eleven candidates for the Congressional race in the Third Southern District of 
Massachusetts in 1794, also signed in ink by John Avery, located at the American 
Antiquarian Society. 

Rare, ephemeral evidence of a crucial Federal-era election in Massachusetts. 
 [All references:] Upper document: EVANS 25781. FORD BROADSIDES 2692. ESTC 

W10390. BRISTOL B8059. SHIPTON & MOONEY 46503. FORD BROADSIDES 2663. 
ESTC W953. Lower document: BRISTOL B8737. SHIPTON & MOONEY 47112. ESTC 
W10358. OCLC 950918045. $3250.

 Superb George McClellan Letter
on His Mexican-American War Service

 50. McClellan, George B.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM 
GEORGE McCLELLAN TO CAPT. GEORGE WASHINGTON 
CULLUM, ABOUT HIS MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR SERVICE 
WITH THE ENGINEER CORPS]. West Point, N.Y. November 14, 
1848. [7]pp. on three quarto sheets (one bifolium, and two loose sheets). Two 
horizontal mailing folds, light foxing to last two sheets, a few very short fold 
separations. Very good. 

An unpublished report by George Brinton McClellan on his Mexican-American 
War service, written while a first lieutenant in the Corps of Engineers to his com-
manding officer, Capt. George Washington Cullum, additionally docketed with 
McClellan’s signature on the verso of the last leaf. 

McClellan (later commander of the United States Army during the Civil War) 
was a young graduate from West Point when he received his first taste of combat as 
a lieutenant with Company A of the Corps of Engineers in the Mexican-American 
War.  At the war’s close he returned to West Point, where his regiment helped with 
the instruction of young engineers.  This letter was drafted at the request of his 
West Point commanding officer, George Washington Cullum, who wanted a full 
report on the company’s activities in Mexico.  For most of the war the company was 
commanded by Capt. Gustavus Woodson Smith, who later fought against McClel-
lan as a Confederate major general.  McClellan’s report reflects the dangerous and 
unglamorous nature of military engineering work from their arrival under Zachary 
Taylor’s command to the conclusion of the war.  In the campaign for Tampico the 
company “performed a great deal of hard & useful labour in repairing the road, 
making bridges &c, for which the men...have never received one word of credit in 
any official paper.”  Of the siege of Vera Cruz, McClellan recalls “cutting the road 
for the investing corps, the handsome manner in which they supported the recon-
noitering officers & their constant & untiring exertions in doing the work of at least 
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10 times their number in the trenches.”  Again he laments the lack of recognition 
and hopes the Chief Engineer will “do it the justice denied by others.”  From there 
they rushed to the Battle of Cerro Gordo, with “wretched & insufficient” trans-
portation which forced them to “literally push the wagons up every hill we came 
to.”  He then describes the march on to Puebla and Mexico City, followed by the 
journey back to West Point.  An engaging account of the war by a major historical 
figure.  $7500.

 Illustrated Songster Celebrating
American Military Triumphs in Mexico and Beyond

 51. [Mexican-American War]: [Taylor, Zachary]: THE ROUGH AND 
READY SONGSTER: EMBELLISHED WITH TWENTY-FIVE 
SPLENDID ENGRAVINGS, ILLUSTRATIVE OF AMERICAN 
VICTORIES IN MEXICO. By an American Officer. New York & St. 
Louis: Nafis & Cornish, [1848]. 250,vi pp., including twenty-five engravings 
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(ten of them full-page, including frontispiece portrait), titlepage vignette, and 
tail pieces. 24mo. Original sheep, gilt pictorial spine. Boards rubbed and lightly 
scuffed, corners bumped, small nick in head of spine. Scattered light foxing, 
old tideline in final forty pages. Good. 

An attractive little volume of songs pro-
duced to celebrate American victories in 
the Mexican-American War, and to bolster 
Gen. Zachary Taylor’s (ultimately success-
ful) bid for the Presidency in 1848.  In-
cluded are the lyrics, without music, to 
scores of songs, including celebrations of 
American victories at Veracruz, Monterey, 
Puebla, Buena Vista, and the capture of 
Mexico City.  The engravings show several 
of these crucial battles, and the frontispiece 
is a portrait of Taylor himself.  There are 
songs in memory of other famous American 
military heroes, such as Washington, Jack-
son, and John Paul Jones, as well as lyrics 
celebrating ordinary soldiers from Ohio, 
Connecticut, Kentucky, and elsewhere.  
Other songs commemorate victories dur-
ing the Revolution and the War of 1812, 
and several songs laud Texas, including the 
Battle of the Alamo, the death of Crockett, 
“song of the Texian Ranger,” “Texas War Cry,” and more.  Though well represented 
institutionally, this little songbook is rather scarce in the market. 

 GARRETT, p.278. TUTOROW 4212. SABIN 73463. $1250.

 The First Constitution of Mexico

 52. [Mexico]: CONSTITUCION FEDERAL DE LOS ESTADOS UNI-
DOS MEXICANOS, SANCIONADA POR EL CONGRESO GEN-
ERAL CONSTITUYENTE, EL 4 DE OCTUBRE DE 1824. [Mexico 
City]: Imprenta del Supremo Gubierno de los Estados unidos Mexicanos, en 
Palacio, 1824. [4],xviii,62,[4],iii,[3],12pp. 16mo. Contemporary mottled calf, 
boards and spine tooled in gilt. Small chip at head of spine, boards a bit worn 
and stained. Leather inlaid ownership label on front board with ink ownership 
signature of the same name (“Jose Paulino Alvarado”) on front free endpaper. 
Very clean internally. A very good copy. In a half morocco and marbled paper 
clamshell box, spine gilt. 

The first edition of the constitution of Mexico as a sovereign state, including the 
area from Texas to California.  It is also printed with the Acta Constitutiva, which 
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established the provisional government and 
set the stage for the Constitucion which would 
take over later that year.  The 1824 constitu-
tion set up a federal republic of nineteen states 
(including Coahuila y Texas), four territories 
(including Alta California, Baja California, 
and Nuevo Mexico), and Mexico City as a 
federal district.  It also established Catholi-
cism as the official and only sanctioned re-
ligion, stripped indigenous groups of special 
protected status they had experienced under 
Spanish rule, and provided only a small frac-
tion of the Mexican population with suffrage.  
This constitution technically remained in ef-
fect, despite considerable revisions, until the 
Federal Constitution of the United Mexican 
States in 1857, which provided somewhat 
more rights and protections for its citizens. 

A beautiful copy of this vital document 
in the history of Mexico. 

 HOWES E197. PALAU 59642. SABIN 
48379. GRAFF 2767. STREETER TEXAS 1086 
(ref ). STREETER SALE 211. $7500.

 Rules for the Mexican National Guard, Just as the French Invade

 53. [Mexico]: SECRETARIA DEL DESPACHO DEL GOBIERNO 
DE OAXACA...DECRETO MUM. [sic] 22. REGLAMENTO DE 
GUARDIA NACIONAL [caption title]. [Oaxaca. December 17, 1861]. 
10pp. Later plain white wrappers. Minor foxing, a few small worm holes in 
text just touching some letters, one worm hole in lower margin not affecting 
text. Overall very good. 

An unrecorded Mexican imprint containing the rules for the Mexican National 
Guard, issued the same day that the European Tripartite Alliance seized Veracruz 
at the beginning of the Second French Intervention of Mexico.  The regulations 
were printed in Veracruz’s neighboring state of Oaxaca, which saw its own share of 
military action between Mexico and France during the intervention period between 
1861 and 1866.  The rules for the Mexican National Guard are organized in nine 
sections, including general precautions, the divisions of the guards, regulations for 
guard duty, organization of the guard, the mission of the guard, and more.  The 
organization of the guard is generally divided into infantry, cavalry, and artillery. 

In the early 1860s, Mexico owed large sums of money to French, British, and 
Spanish creditors.  Debt payments were suspended by Mexican President Benito 
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Juárez in the summer of 1861, and this move did not sit well with the country’s 
European debt holders.  This resulted in a Tripartite Alliance between France, Great 
Britain, and Spain to recover their money, and a naval operation by all three nations 
was organized.  Shortly after arriving in Mexico, Great Britain and Spain withdrew 
from the alliance after discovering France’s true, imperialistic motive – to establish 
a French regime in Mexico.  The result was the Second French Intervention of 
Mexico, a series of battles and political clashes between Mexico and France that 
would range across the country until 1866.  The United States, by then entangled 
in the Civil War, was none too happy about this European interference just south 
of its border and threatened war against France if they did not withdraw.  Ulti-
mately, the French-installed Emperor Maximilian would reign from 1864 until his 
execution in 1867. 

We could locate no other copies of the present pamphlet in OCLC or the 
trade.  $1500.

 The Attempted Missouri Constitution of 1845

 54. [Missouri]: CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI; 
MADE IN CONVENTION, AT THE CITY OF JEFFERSON, A.D. 
1845. Jefferson: James Lusk, 1846. 26pp. Original printed wrappers, stitched. 
Rear wrapper partially torn away and rumpled. Some soiling and wrinkling to 
outer margins of text, else rather clean. Vertical tear into text on p.21 with no 
loss of text. Very good. Untrimmed. In a green cloth chemise and half green 
morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

The proposed Missouri Constitution from the convention of 1845.  The first Mis-
souri Constitution was passed in 1820, just prior to statehood in 1821.  This is the 
second proposed constitution, drafted due to the growing population of the state.  
It was not, however, ratified by the voters, and thus was not adopted.  A twenty-
three-section “Declaration of Rights” includes exemption from military service on 
account of religious belief, strong defense of freedom of speech and worship, and 
a provision that “migration from this State cannot be prohibited.  The question of 
slavery is not addressed.  The constitution was not amended again until 1865, when 
Missouri passed a constitution with draconian loyalty oaths, designed to exclude 
all but the most fervent Unionists from public life.  Scarce in the trade: Rare Book 
Hub records only three copies sold since 1953. 

 MISSOURI IMPRINTS 481. $2750.

 Monroe Opposes Federal Funding for Internal Improvements

 55. Monroe, James: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM PRES-
IDENT JAMES MONROE, REGARDING HIS OPPOSITION TO 
PUBLICLY FUNDED IMPROVEMENTS TO INFRASTRUC-
TURE]. Washington. July 9, 1821. [4]pp. Quarto, on a folded folio sheet. 
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Old fold lines. Separating at vertical fold; several folds neatly repaired with 
tissue. Some bleed-through of ink, some dampstaining to center of sheets. 
Still quite legible. Good. 

A significant letter written by President James Monroe to an unidentified recipient 
in which he takes a strong stand, in the spirit of Jefferson, to oppose publicly funded 
improvements to the transportation system or indeed any internal improvements.  
This was a heady topic in the years following the close of the War of 1812 when 
American trade and technology were advancing rapidly.  Monroe had recently won 
his second term as President and here mentions he is writing a position paper on 
the topic.  In part, he promises “perfect simplicity and candour.  You may recollect 
that soon after I came into this office, I considered it my duty, to take my stand 
against the powers of the general government in regard to internal improvements: 
that I declared in a message to Congress, that I did not think that it possess’d 
that power, & that I should be compelled to refuse my assent to any bill founded 
on that principle.”  He notes that he has corresponded with James Madison and 
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has prepared a statement to be included in his third annual address (later decided 
against).  “I have been guided by principle only, aided by my own experience and 
observations, and by the lights which virtuous & enlightened men have shed on it.” 

He continues by noting, however, that if he doesn’t have to say anything on the 
subject, that is probably for the best: 

...I have thought for the present, that I ought to say nothing on any particular 
controversy which is discussed before the public.  Regarding this office which I 
hold, I have thought it fair to my country, if I appeared at all, to appear, when 
called on by some obligation bearing on that office, such as to reject or approve 
a law, or by a full exposition, founded on general principles, and dictated by 
a sense of duty....If I publish this paper I shall probably do it before the next 
meeting of Congress; if I do not publish it before that time, if the object is not 
acted on, in the next session, it probably will not be while I remain in office.

James Monroe (1758-1831) served as ambassador to France in 1794-96, then as 
special envoy to negotiate the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, and later as Secretary 
of State for most of the Madison administration.  Monroe’s presidency (1817-25) 
has been characterized as the Era of Good Feeling, due in part to his balanced ap-
proach to appointments and political decisions.  $8500.

 The Second Year of the Utah War,
with the Extremely Rare Issues Printed in Fillmore City

 56. [Mormons]: THE DESERET NEWS BEING A WEEKLY JOUR-
NAL FOR THE DIFFUSION OF GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 
AMONG THE LATTER DAY SAINTS. “TRUTH AND LIBER-
TY.” Great Salt Lake City & Fillmore City: The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints, 1858. [2]pp. followed by fifty-two issues (March 10, 
1858 through March 2, 1859), approximately 8pp. each. Folio. Contemporary 
three-quarter calf and marbled boards. Rubbed and scuffed. Occasional minute 
foxing and browning. Titlepage and preceding blank leaf detached. Very good. 

An extremely rare complete volume of this important Mormon newspaper, covering 
the critical second year of the Utah War and the abandonment of Salt Lake City.  
With Colonel Albert Johnston’s Army of Utah camped on the outskirts of the city, 
Buchanan’s special envoy, Thomas Kane, worked furiously with the Mormon leader-
ship to negotiate terms for the occupation of Salt Lake City.  Although he convinced 
the Mormons to accept Buchanan’s newly appointed governor, Albert Cumming, 
the defiant Brigham Young declared a massive exodus southward with instructions 
that, should trouble with the Army develop, the Mormons were to burn all their 
settlements and abandon the territory.  The press of The Deseret News joined what 
became known as “The Move,” the largest of the many Mormon withdrawals.  From 
May to September (numbers 9-26) The Deseret News was printed in Fillmore City, 
148 miles south of Salt Lake.  Articles from this troubled time include numerous 
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editorials decrying the unfair treatment of Utah, especially in light of more grievous 
concerns in Kansas and the South. 

Of particular import is the June 16 issue, which reprints Buchanan’s proclamation 
of April 6 declaring Utah to be in rebellion.  It also includes word of the creation 
of the Department of the Platte, established specifically to protect communications 
with the Army of Utah from Indian and Mormon raids.  On July 7, The Deseret 
News printed Cumming’s June 14 proclamation of universal pardon for participants 
in the harassment of Johnston’s army.  With a governor in power proving friendly 
to Mormon concerns and freedom from federal prosecution ensured, the remaining 
summer passed peacefully.  By September the “Mormon War” was considered over 
and The Deseret News resumed publication in Salt Lake City. 

A compelling chronicle of troubles in Utah, and quite rare.  Flake locates only 
five copies of this volume. 

 FLAKE 2822. McMURTRIE (UTAH), pp.21-33, 86. $15,000.
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 The Constitution of a Vital Association
for African-American Women

 57. [National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs]: [African Ameri-
cana]: CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION OF COLORED WOMEN ORGANIZED 1896 
:: INCORPORATED 1904 [wrapper title]. [Washington, D.C.? 1926]. 
24pp. 12mo. Printed dark orange wrappers, stapled. Light wear to wrappers, 
front wrapper with minor discoloration along lower edge. Ink stamp correction 
on front wrapper (see below).  Interior near fine. Very good. 

Rare 1926 printing of the Constitution 
and By-Laws of the National Association 
of Colored Women, now the National 
Association of Colored Women’s Clubs 
(NACWC), one of the leading organi-
zations for African-American women.  
Founded in 1896, the association became 
the NACWC when it incorporated in 
1904, and adopted the motto “Lifting as 
We Climb” to demonstrate to “an ignorant 
and suspicious world that our aims and 
interests are identical with those of all 
good aspiring women.”  The Constitution 
begins in a familiar key, with the Preamble 
declaring: “We, the Colored Women of the 
United States of America, feeling the need 
of united and systematic effort, and hoping 
to furnish evidence of moral, mental and 
material progress made by our people; do 
hereby unite in a National Association.”  
Twelve Articles follow, specifying topics such as “Purpose,” “Membership,” “Finance,” 
“Officers,” and “Departments” created to focus the work of the NACWC, such as 
“Health and Hygiene,” “Educational Standards and Achievements,” “Fine Art,” and 
“Peace and Foreign Relations.”  Also included are the “Articles of Association” and 
the association’s charter, both filed in St. Louis in 1904.  On the verso of the front 
wrapper is a photo of the organization’s Washington headquarters, and on the rear 
wrapper is a map of the U.S., delineating the regions of the NACWC. 

Included under Article VII is the “Resolution of the Frederick Douglass Memorial 
and Historical Association” (FDMHA), which states that the FDMHA “be adopted 
by the National Association of Colored Women as an affiliated body which the 
National Association of Colored Women shall perpetually support.”  Later in the 
pamphlet is a reprint of the “Act to Incorporate the Frederick Douglass Memorial 
and Historical Association,” passed by Congress in 1900.  When Frederick’s widow, 



Helen Douglass, died in 1903, a substantial mortgage remained on the Douglass 
home at Cedar Hill.  Ongoing fundraisers kept up with payments, but in 1916 at 
their biennial meeting, the NACWC voted to pay off the remaining mortgage in 
time to celebrate the centennial of Frederick Douglass’ birth in 1917.  The NACWC 
also funded the restoration of the Douglass home in 1922, and several subsequent 
restorations. 

The NACWC was formed in July 1896 at the First Annual Convention of the 
National Federation of Afro-American Women in Washington, D.C., as a merger 
of the National Federation of African-American Women, the Woman’s Era Club 
of Boston, and the Colored Women’s League of Washington, D.C., along with 
numerous African-American self-improvement and charitable organizations from 
around the country.  The meeting was convened by Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, 
with Harriet Tubman, Margaret Murray Washington, Frances E.W. Harper, Ida 
B. Wells-Barnett, Mary Church Terrell, Helen Appo Cook, and Anna Julia Coo-
per.  The immediate impetus was reacting to an 1895 editorial by James W. Jacks, 
president of the Missouri Press Association.  Responding to an open letter from 
Florence Balgarnie of the English Anti-Lynching League in which she called on 
American journalists to help battle lynching, Jacks wrote: 

The Negroes in this country are wholly devoid of morality.  They know noth-
ing of it except as they learn by being caught for flagrant violations of law 
and punished therefor....They consider it no disgrace but rather an honor to 
be sent to prison and to wear striped clothes.  The women are prostitutes and 
all are natural liars and thieves....Out of 200 in this vicinity it is doubtful if 
there are a dozen virtuous women of that number who are not daily thieving 
from the white people.

At the conference Ruffin stated: 

The reasons why we should confer are so apparent....We need to talk over not 
only those things which are of vital importance to us as women, but also the 
things that are of special interest to us as colored women, the training of our 
children, openings for our boys and girls, how they can be prepared for occu-
pations and occupations may be found or opened to them, what we especially 
can do in the moral education of the race with which we are identified, our 
mental elevations and physical development, the home training it is necessary 
to prepare them to meet [the] peculiar conditions in which they find them-
selves, how to make the most of our own...opportunities, these are some of 
our questions to be discussed.

The cover includes the association’s motto and its colors, which were originally 
printed as “Purple and Gold.”  On this copy that phrase has been crossed out with 
an ink stamp, and below it, also stamped in ink, are the words: “Colors: Royal Purple 
and White.”  Both the motto and colors are still used by the association. 



Only three copies are listed in OCLC: New York Public Library, Emory Uni-
versity, and Boston Public Library.  An important document in the ongoing effort 
to secure autonomy and equality for African-American women. 

 OCLC 26884558. $2000.

 “This is pre-eminently the birth-day of womanhood”

 58. [National Woman Suffrage and Educational Committee]: Hooker, 
Isabella Beecher, [et al]: AN APPEAL TO THE WOMEN OF THE 
UNITED STATES BY THE NATIONAL WOMAN SUFFRAGE 
AND EDUCATION COMMITTEE, WASHINGTON, D.C. Hart-
ford: Case, Lockwood & Brainard, Printers, 1871. 4pp. on a single folded 
quarto sheet. Light edge wear. Near fine. 

An important publication by the Na-
tional Woman Suffrage and Educa-
tional Committee, published in Hart-
ford just after the group’s national 
convention in Washington, D.C. and 
ahead of the group’s next national con-
vention on May 11, 1871 in New York 
City.  The text boldly “calls upon all 
women who love their children and 
their country” to take up the cause of 
suffrage, asserting: “This is pre-emi-
nently the birth-day of womanhood.” 

The main thrust of the text argues 
for women’s suffrage on a Constitu-
tional basis, asserting that women were 
already granted full citizenship and the 
right to vote under the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Amendments.  The authors 
call for women to assert their right to 
vote by going to the polls and, if neces-
sary, by suing in court.  This last point 
was a strategy developed by Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and 
other suffragists to seek remedy for the 
right to vote through the judicial sys-
tem, a strategy that came to be known 
as the “New Departure.”  The National 
Woman Suffrage and Educational Committee was formed, in large part, to carry 
out this new strategy. 
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The present text calls for “some test case be brought upon full consultation with 
the National Committee, that the ablest counsel may be employed and the expenses 
paid out of the public fund.”  The most notable test case of the New Departure 
came the next year, when Susan B. Anthony registered to vote in Rochester, New 
York and then cast a ballot in the 1872 presidential election.  She was arrested for 
her “crime,” and the resulting trial saw Anthony convicted of illegally voting, for 
which she was ordered to pay a $100 fine.  Anthony never paid the fine, nor was 
she ever penalized further for refusing to do so.  The text also prints the group’s 
“Declaration and Pledge of the Women of the United States concerning their Right 
to and their Use of the Elective Franchise,” which was adopted at their first national 
convention in January 1871.  The declaration reads, in part: 

We, the undersigned, believing that the sacred rights and privileges of citizenship 
in this Republic were guaranteed to us by the original Constitution, and that 
these rights are confirmed and more clearly established by the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Amendments, so that we can no longer refuse solemn responsibilities 
thereof, do hereby pledge ourselves to accept the duties of the franchise in our 
several States, so soon as all legal restrictions are removed.

The text continues by reporting the creation of the board of the National Woman 
Suffrage and Educational Committee, with an office in Washington, D.C., “pro-
posed to make the centre of all action upon Congress and the country,” and a call 
to distribute “thousands and thousaads [sic] more” suffrage-related publications 
across the country.  The text ends with a fundraising call, specifically for women 
to send in their names, recorded by the Secretary in a Pledge Book, and suggested 
donations of $1, along with a request for donations to establish a printing fund, to 
publish “a series of tracts on subjects vitally affecting the welfare of the country.” 

The text is dated April 19, 1871 and signed in print at the end by the officers 
and notable members of the National Woman Suffrage and Educational Com-
mittee.  These include Isabella Beecher Hooker (President), Josephine S. Griffing 
(Secretary), Mary B. Bowen (Treasurer), Paulina Wright Davis, Ruth Carr Denison, 
and Susan B. Anthony. 

A fundamental document in the women’s suffrage movement. 
 KRICHMAR 1866. Stanton, et al, History of Woman Suffrage II, p.485. $4250.

 The Rejected 1781 Constitution of New Hampshire

 59. [New Hampshire]: AN ADDRESS OF THE CONVENTION FOR 
FRAMING A NEW CONSTITUTION OF GOVERNMENT FOR 
THE STATE OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, TO THE INHABITANTS 
OF SAID STATE. New Hampshire: Printed, and to be Sold, at the Print-
ing-Offices in Portsmouth and Exeter, 1781. 63,[1]pp. This copy lacks the 
added titlepage to be inserted between pages 16 and 17. Small quarto. Modern 
half calf and marbled boards, gilt leather label. Small hole in titlepage with 
no loss of text. Contemporary ownership inscriptions of “Simeon Ladd” and 
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“Josiah Ladd” and later pen and pencil annotations on titlepage. Verso of p.63 
with contemporary annotations, errata statement crossed out in a contemporary 
hand but somewhat legible. First four leaves trimmed closer than remainder 
of text with no loss of text. Light staining and foxing, long horizontal tear 
in upper margin of leaf F1 caused by opening, only touching page number; 
minor staining to last two leaves. About very good. Untrimmed, except for 
first gathering. 

An early printing of the first proposed constitution for New Hampshire, from that 
state’s constitutional convention of 1781-83.  The constitution is on pages 17-63; 
the remainder of the text consists of an address by George Atkinson and Jona. M. 
Sewall which introduces the proposed document.  This form of the New Hampshire 
constitution was rejected, but a revised version proposed in 1783 was approved by 
the state’s delegates and citizenry.  Further revisions were proposed in the following 
decade, and a final version with amendments was approved and published in 1792. 

Daniel and Zechariah Fowle, Revolutionary printers who did not shy away from 
criticizing both the British and colonial American governments, are the only print-
ers of record at Exeter and Portsmouth in 1781; this work is presumed to be theirs. 

 EVANS 17249. ESTC W36761. $3000.

 17th-Century Bradford Imprint
Setting Up Courts in New York City

 60. [New York]: AN ORDINANCE OF HIS EXCELLENCY AND 
COUNCIL FOR THE ESTABLISHING COURTS OF JUDICA-
TURE FOR THE EASE AND BENEFIT OF EACH RESPECTIVE 
CITY, TOWN AND COUNTY WITHIN THIS PROVINCE OF 
NEW-YORK [caption title]. [New York: William Bradford, 1699]. 4pp. 
Royal arms above title. Folio. Dbd. Leaves nearly separated at gutter, small 
closed tears near lower gutter of each leaf. Small hole (ink burn) in lower part 
of second leaf costing three letters, light soiling and a few fingerprints, light 
even tanning. Very good. 

An important early ordinance printed by famed colonial printer William Bradford, 
in which the Crown authorizes Governor Richard Coote to establish “such and so 
many Courts of Judicature and publick Justice within the said Province...as [he] 
shall think fit and necessary....”  This ordinance includes provisions to empower all 
justices of the peace to oversee cases of “Debt and Trespasses to the value of Forty 
Shillings, or under” without a jury; it also establishes a Court of Common Pleas in 
each county in the colony and reaffirms many components of the 1691 Judiciary 
Act, which established the Supreme Court of Judicature of the Province of New 
York.  The document is dated “this fifteenth day of May in the eleventh year of the 
Reign of Our Sovereign Lord William the Third...1699” and signed in type on page 
4: “Pursuant to an Order of Council, We do Report, this to be a proper Scheam 
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for erecting the Courts of Judicature of this Province, which is humbly submitted, 
W. Smith, John Guest, Ja. Graham.” 

The printer, William Bradford (1663-1752), was the “pioneering printer of the 
English middle colonies” (DAB) – the first in both Pennsylvania and New York.  
He originally settled in Pennsylvania, where he began operating a printing press in 
1685 and a bookstore in 1688.  Controversies within the Quaker community, with 
Bradford supporting the dissident, George Keith, led to the temporary seizure of 
his types and paper in 1692, and in 1693 he moved to New York as the colony’s 
first public printer.  Bradford’s “accomplishments were not inconsiderable and his 
importance as a printer remains untarnished.  His establishment was a veritable 
seed farm for future printers, having had as apprentices John Peter Zenger, Henry 
DeForest, James Parker, and his own son, Andrew; and he was himself the pro-
genitor of four generations of printers and publishers.  He printed New York’s first 
lawbook (1694), the first published proceedings of an American legislature (New 
York, 1695), the first New York paper currency (1709), the first American Book of 
Common Prayer (1706), the first history of New York (1727), and the first cop-
perplate plan of the city (1730), as well as New York’s first newspaper” (Alexander 
J. Wall, Jr., “William Bradford, Colonial Printer, A Tercenary Review” in Proceedings 
of the American Antiquarian Society, October 1963, pp.361-384). 
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Bradford printed two editions of this ordinance in 1699: this edition is paginated 
and the caption title has nine lines; the other edition is unpaginated and the title 
has seven lines. 

Although easily accessible online, physical copies of this ordinance are rare.  
OCLC lists fewer that fifteen copies in U.S. libraries. 

 EVANS 889. CHURCH 787. ESTC R235654. TOWER 578. $22,500.

 The Superlatively Rare North Carolina
Constitutional Convention Proceedings,

Failing to Ratify the Constitution

 61. [North Carolina]: [United States Constitution]: PROCEEDINGS 
AND DEBATES OF THE CONVENTION OF NORTH-CARO-
LINA, CONVENED AT HILLSBOROUGH, ON MONDAY THE 
21st DAY OF JULY, 1788, FOR THE PURPOSE OF DELIBER-
ATING AND DETERMINING ON THE CONSTITUTION AT 
PHILADELPHIA, THE 17th DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1787. Eden-
ton, N.C.: Hodge & Willis, 1789. 280pp., with pp.3-6 and 273-280 in fac-
simile. Original calf, neatly rebacked in calf, spine gilt, leather label. Title-leaf 
and pp.7-16 remargined, not affecting the text. Old ownership marks on verso 
of titlepage. Still, a good copy of a great rarity. 

One of the rarest works relating to the debates over the Federal Constitution, the 
journal of the debates held by North Carolina regarding its ratification, publishing 
the proceedings of North Carolina’s inconclusive first ratification convention, which 
took place in Hillsborough from July 21 to August 2, 1788. 

The U.S. Constitution was published on September 17, 1787 and passed along 
to the states for ratification.  The Constitutional Convention had ruled that, despite 
the wish for ratification to be unanimous, only nine of the thirteen states were re-
quired in order to pass the new constitution into law.  North Carolina dragged its 
heels over the matter from the beginning and was the last of the states to call for a 
ratifying convention, on December 6, 1787.  By the time the state convention met 
the next July, eleven states had already ratified the federal document (New Hamp-
shire on June 21, Virginia on June 25, and New York on July 26).  Nonetheless, 
many considered ratification a necessary step before the state could join the Union. 

North Carolina was split between the pro-Federalists, mainly low country plant-
ers and merchants, and anti-Federalists, mostly poorer farmers from the Piedmont.  
Despite the eloquent arguments of James Iredell of Edenton, leader of the Federalist 
group, the convention foundered over concern for the protection of individual rights.  
On August 2 they agreed “neither to ratify nor reject the Constitution proposed 
for the government of the United States.”  They did pass a Declaration of Rights, 
listing twenty basic liberties, and a proposed list of twenty-six amendments to the 
Federal Constitution.  Most of these concerns ended up being addressed by the Bill 
of Rights.  North Carolina was thus left in a strange limbo, generally treated as a 
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state, but not seating delegates to the first session of the first Federal Congress in 
the spring of 1789. 

When a new convention was scheduled for November 17, 1789, in Fayetteville, 
Iredell and other Federalists paid to have the proceedings of the previous convention 
published and distributed, believing it supported their cause.  This volume appeared 
on June 18, 1789.  The second convention, no doubt buoyed by the passage of the 
Bill of Rights by the U.S. Congress, swiftly ratified the Constitution on November 
21, becoming the twelfth state to do so.  It then underscored the importance of the 
Bill of Rights in its decision by becoming the third state to ratify it, on December 22. 

This work is one of the rarest of the state constitutional debates.  We have 
handled one complete copy in the past. 

 EVANS 22037. ESTC W36269. McMURTRIE (NORTH CAROLINA) 144. SABIN 
55667. $3750.

 Original Photos from the Early Days
of the Artillery Training School at Fort Sill

 62. [Oklahoma Photographica]: [U.S. Army Artillery Training School]: 
FORT SILL, OKLAHOMA THE WORLD’S LARGEST ARTIL-
LERY TRAINING POST. [Fort Sill, Ok. ca. 1918]. Forty-one mounted 
photographs with printed captions and an additional thirty original mounted 
photographs (some with manuscript captions), most about 2½ x 4½ inches, 
plus pasted-in corporal’s stripes on final album leaf. Oblong quarto. Original 
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printed thick wrappers (with wrapper title “Souvenir from Fort Sill Okla-
homa”), tied with string. Spine ends chipped, edge wear to wrappers. Photo-
graphs lightly faded, occasional adhesive residue or paper defects, particularly 
in latter half. Overall very good. 

A rare, commercially produced photo album, rendered unique by the addition of 
thirty original photographs of the U.S. Army Artillery Training School in Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma at the end of World War I. 

The first section begins with a printed one-page “Short History of the Fort 
Sill Military Reservation” and consists of mounted photographs in printed frames 
with printed captions.  This printed portion of album is divided into three parts 
with individual titles: “Fort Sill, Oklahoma: The World’s Largest Artillery Training 
Post”; “Medicine Park: Southwest Oklahoma’s Pleasure Resort”; and “Some Views 
of the Comanche and Apache Indians.”  The second section of the album consists 
of blank pages for personal photographs, here filled with thirty photographs with 
occasional manuscript captions supplied by an unnamed Army corporal.  In addi-
tion to photographs of camp buildings, artillery emplacements, and scenery in and 
around Fort Sill, the album features a number of photographs of the 1918 Victory 
Day Parade, as well as a “pageant” held at the fort where members of the Coman-
che and Kiowa tribes participated in reenactments of the early frontier days at the 
fort.  Fort Sill was also the birthplace of U.S. combat aviation in 1915, and a few 
photographs show some of the earliest military planes.  The personal photos at the 
rear of the album include a number of individual soldiers, a handful of alternate 
views of parades and events, and the owner’s actual cloth uniform stripes pasted 
in to the final page. 

A rare and interesting look at the early days of a major American military base 
at the conclusion of World War I.  OCLC records two copies of a similar souvenir 
album which also covers Camp Doniphan, but does not locate the present version 
anywhere.  $1750.

 “These are times that try men’s souls.”

 63. [Paine, Thomas]:  THE AMERICAN CRISIS. NUMBER I. BY 
THE AUTHOR OF CommoN seNse. [Contained in:] THE BOSTON-
GAZETTE AND COUNTRY JOURNAL (No. 1130)...MONDAY, 
JANUARY 13, 1777. Boston: Printed by Benjamin Edes, January 13, 1777. 
[4]pp. on a bifolium, approximately 15¼ x 10 inches. Folio. Previously folded, 
with short separations and small areas of loss at old folds, slightly affecting 
text. Light marginal dampstaining, light foxing and tanning. Good plus. Un-
trimmed. In a half morocco box. 

A very rare newspaper printing, and the first publication in Boston, of the first 
part of Thomas Paine’s famous document, The American Crisis, beginning with the 
famous watchwords of the American Revolution: “These are the times that try men’s 
souls.”  Probably the most famous line Paine ever wrote, and after the preamble of 
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the Declaration of Independence, the most ringing phrase of the American Revo-
lution, it remains in the national imagination as the epigram of the struggle for 
freedom.  The opening lines of the first number of The American Crisis continue: 

The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the 
service of his country; but he that stands it now, deserves the love and thanks 
of man and woman.  Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have 
this consolation with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the 
triumph.  What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: – ‘Tis dearness 
only that gives everything its value.
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The first pamphlet version of The American Crisis was issued by Paine through 
Philadelphia publisher Styner & Cist on December 19, 1776 to help rejuvenate 
the patriot cause among the dispirited American soldiers after the defeats on Long 
Island and the loss of New York.  Over the next four weeks it appeared in the few 
newspapers in Philadelphia and elsewhere that were still operating during the 
Revolutionary crisis. 

Reproduced by Benjamin Edes in his weekly newspaper, The Boston Gazette, on 
January 13, 1777, this printing of Paine’s The American Crisis is the first appearance 
of the tract in a Boston publication.  It occupies the entire second page of the news-
paper and is printed in three columns, with an advertisement at the end for copies 
of Common Sense available at the Fleets’ printing house.  Edes and the Gazette had 
radical tendencies from the early days of the colonies’ disputes with Great Britain, 
famously sensationalizing the news of the Boston Massacre in 1770 and publishing 
Paul Revere’s now immortal engraving of the event, and it printed the works of 
numerous significant figures in the American Revolution.  By the winter of 1777 
it was one of just three newspapers still publishing in Boston.  Three days later, on 
January 16, Paine’s work was printed by Edes’ former partner, John Gill, both in 
broadside form and in his own Boston newspaper, Continental Journal, as well as by 
Nathaniel Willis in the third city paper, The Independent Chronical. 

We are able to locate only three copies of this incredibly rare newspaper issue, at 
the American Antiquarian Society, Yale, and the Library of Congress.  A significant 
early printing of this clarion call to American patriots. 

 EVANS 15247. HOWES P16 (other eds). SABIN 58206 (other eds). REESE, REVO-
LUTIONARY HUNDRED 46. $85,000.

 Paine’s Exhortation at a Crucial Moment in the Revolution

 64. [Paine, Thomas]: THE AMERICAN CRISIS. NUMBER III. By the 
Author of CommoN seNse. Philadelphia: Printed and Sold by Styner and 
Cist, [1777]. pp.[2],27-56. Modern three-quarter morocco and marbled boards 
in antique style, spine lettered in gilt. Titlepage trimmed, slightly repaired at 
fore-edge. Light tanning and dampstaining. About very good. 

The very rare third part of the series by Paine, written to boost the morale of Ameri-
can troops.  The pamphlet is dated “Philadelphia, April 19, 1777” at the end of the 
text.  The verso of the titlepage prints proclamations by Gen. George Washington 
dated April 6 and 8, 1777, offering pardons to all army deserters who rejoin their 
corps before May 15, 1777.  Paine thus wrote the pamphlet in mid-April 1777. 

In the text Paine predicts that Philadelphia will be a target of the British armies, 
as indeed it was that summer.  He also warns of the consequence of a British victory 
over the rebellious colonists: 

Britain, like a gamester nearly ruined, hath now put all her losses into one bet, 
and is playing a desperate game for the total.  If she wins, she wins from me my 
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life; she wins the continent as the forfeited 
property of rebels; the right of taxing those 
that are left as reduced subjects; and the 
power of binding them as slaves.

 

Paine goes on to argue that complete inde-
pendence is the only path forward. 

The separate pamphlet editions of The 
American Crisis, all of which are rare, were 
printed in various cities and towns, and all 
seem to be distinguished by having caption 
titles only.  The older references, such as Evans 
and Howes, describe the Philadelphia print-
ings of Parts I-III, but later findings by Edwin 
Wolf 2nd and R.W.G. Vail have uncovered 
other early editions of this vitally important 
American political work.  See especially Wolf ’s 
explanation of the various Philadelphia edi-
tions of the first three parts of The American 
Crisis printed by Styner and Cist (“Evidence 
Indicating the Need for Some Bibliographi-
cal Analysis of American-Printed Historical 
Works” in PBSA 63 [1969], pp.266-68).  Ac-
cordingly, the present copy is the second state. 

 GIMBEL 20. SHIPTON & MOONEY 15494. 
HOWES P16. SABIN 58207. EVANS 15494. 
HILDEBURN 3595. ESTC W31713. REESE, 

REVOLUTIONARY HUNDRED 46. $27,500.

 American Editions of the Complete rigHTs oF MaN

 65. Paine, Thomas: RIGHTS OF MAN: PART THE FIRST. BEING 
AN ANSWER TO MR. BURKE’S ATTACK ON THE FRENCH 
REVOLUTION. [bound with:] ...PART THE SECOND. COMBIN-
ING PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE. [bound with:] LETTER AD-
DRESSED TO THE ADDRESSERS, ON THE PROCLAMATION. 
London: Printed: New-York: Reprinted for Berry, Rogers, and Berry; Thomas 
Greenleaf, 1792-1793. 76; 87,[1]; [2],38pp. Contemporary calf, rebacked with 
spine gilt, portion of original leather label preserved. Boards scuffed, outside 
edges dented. Text tanned and moderately foxed. Contemporary ownership 
signature on front pastedown and p.5, occasional pencil annotations through-
out. Good overall. 

A sammelband of three early American editions of works by Thomas Paine, which 
includes the two parts of Rights of Man, with Letter Addressed to the Addressers..., 
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which is considered the third part of Rights of 
Man.  The first part of Rights of Man was first 
printed in the United States in 1791, and several 
editions followed in that year and in 1792; the 
second part first appeared in America in 1792, 
with a number of editions in that and the fol-
lowing year.  This New York edition of Paine’s 
Letter Addressed to the Addressers is of only two 
American editions of 1793, the other printed 
in Philadelphia. 

After Burke’s expression of horror at violent 
revolution in his Reflection on the Revolution in 
France (1790), Paine responded with Rights of 
Man, wherein he “took the argument to a higher 
level.  With a force and clarity unequalled even 
by Burke, Paine laid down those principles of 
human rights where they must stand no matter 
what excesses are committed to obtain them” 
(PMM).  The present volume contains New 
York reprints of these most important works, 
together called the “clearest of all expositions of 
the basic principles of democracy” (PMM).  The 
third part consists of a bold call for a revolution 
in England and outlines a plan for calling together a convention for the purpose of 
reviewing the whole mass of British laws. 

 EVANS 24650, 25961, 25957. HOWES P31, P32, P28. GIMBEL 66 (ref ). PRINTING 
AND THE MIND OF MAN 241. ESTC W36944, W38607, W13296. $6500.

 Detained and Interrogated for Suspicion
of Participating in the Whiskey Rebellion

 66. Patterson, Robert: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM 
ROBERT PATTERSON TO WILLIAM CANON, DISCUSSING 
THE WHISKEY REBELLION IN WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, 
THE FEDERAL TROOPS SENT TO CRUSH IT, HIS DETEN-
TION AND INTERROGATION, AND AN ENCOUNTER WITH 
ALEXANDER HAMILTON]. Bedford, Pa. October 24, 1794. [3¼]pp. on 
two folio sheets, docketed on verso of second sheet. Old folds. Minor toning 
and staining. Chipped at edges of both sheets, affecting not more than ten 
letters of text. About very good. 

An intimately familiar and very anxious letter from Robert Patterson to his brother-
in-law, William Canon, as federal troops marched in to suppress the three-year 
Whiskey Rebellion.  Patterson composed this letter at Jean Bonnet ’s Tavern in 
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Bedford, Pennsylvania, a hotbed of rebel sentiment (and still in operation today).  
Patterson was travelling with a companion southeast through Pennsylvania just 
as the militia called up by President Washington was headed west to suppress the 
rebels.  He writes: 

O Billy you don’t know what danger our country is in and what distress it may 
shortly be involved in....Early in the morning we met about seven hundred of 
the army between the foot of the Alegany [sic] and the Dry-Ridge, near their 
front was Govnr. Mifflin.  These we passed without any inconvenience except 
here and there a question from the soldiers: Are you Whiskey boys?  Are you 
making your escape &c.  Then along the Dry-Ridge we met detached parties 
of light horse, droves, forage and baggage wagons &c. &c. so frequently that 
we were rarely out of sight of one company till another was in view.
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As they continued, Patterson writes that officers continued to stop and ask them if 
they knew of any insurgents, or had any knowledge of pending attacks or ambushes.  
Eventually, “we were a while with Alexr. Hamilton, Secretary [who accompanied 
the troops as an adviser], and at length we fell in company with General White 
from the Jerseys.  He interrogated us strictly and a good while and then amicably 
told us to turn back and ride along with them to the next stage where we would 
see Judge Peters and Marshal Lennox before whom he said we must appear and 
answer such questions as they would put....” 

After their second interrogation: 

I told nothing but the truth and very little of that and I believe all in such 
a manner as it would not in the least injure any of my friends.  It was not 
discovered that I had lived in a certain town...we got a certificate that we had 
been examined and found innocent, which serves us as a pass, and then we 
were dismissed after being detained three or four hours....

The massive military display, questionable detention, and invasive interrogations 
made Patterson fearful for his young nation’s prospects: “My heart inwardly throbbed 
when I viewed the sad condition our poor country must shortly be in because of a 
few rash illegal measures that had been taken by some of our countrymen.”  The 
troops “breath out dreadful threats and vengeance against all who have had an 
active part in the riots, but especially against the liberty poles and their votaries.”  
He signs the letter “P.R.” and adds a postscript urging Canon to write soon “yet 
compose your letter so that if it be intercepted, it may stand inspection.”  Why he 
chose to sign as “P.R.” is unclear, but the letter is docketed “R Paterson.” 

Patterson (1773-1854) grew up in Canonsburg, near Pittsburgh, another region 
sympathetic to the rebellion, and attended Canonsburg Academy.  He was close to 
the family of Col. John Canon (1741-98), the founder of Canonsburg; his best friend 
was the eldest son, William (1774-1858), and he later married Jane ( Jean) in 1808.  
In 1794, the same year this letter was written, he entered the University of Penn-
sylvania to study theology, and was later ordained a Presbyterian minister.  Among 
serving churches in western Pennsylvania, he became principal of the Pittsburgh 
Academy, the first institution of learning west of the Allegheny Mountains (and 
now the University of Pittsburgh).  He also ran a publishing house in Pittsburgh. 

Although Patterson bewails the plight of his fellow Pennsylvanians, the Wash-
ington administration’s suppression of the Rebellion received widespread approval.  
It demonstrated that the new government was both willing and able to suppress 
violent resistance to its laws.  Even so, the administration did not mention that the 
whiskey excise remained difficult to collect, and that many continued to refuse to 
pay the tax.  The whiskey tax was eventually repealed once Jefferson’s Democratic-
Republican Party came to power in 1801, undoing many of the policies promoted 
by the outgoing Federalist Party. 

An engaging letter, and an immediate and firsthand report on Whiskey Rebel-
lion tensions in Pennsylvania.  $5000.
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 The Unseating of William Keith

 67. [Pennsylvania]: TO THE KING’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY 
IN COUNCIL...[caption title]. [London. 1726]. [2]pp. printed on recto 
of two folio sheets. Worn along edges, some small tears and separations on 
folds neatly repaired. Overall good. In a cloth clamshell case, leather label. 

This document, probably printed for limited circulation to some British government 
body (possibly the Privy Council), publishes three petitions to the Crown relating to 
the governorship of Pennsylvania.  Sir William Keith, who was appointed lieutenant 
governor of Pennsylvania by the original proprietor, William Penn, shortly before 
Penn’s death, gained considerable popularity with the Assembly and the artisan class 
in the colony, all of whom wished for greater freedom in conducting their affairs.  
The merchant class was generally aligned with the interests of the proprietors.  Keith 
served as governor from 1717 to 1726, when the tensions in the colony erupted 
in riots, which Keith did little to suppress.  The Penn family immediately sought 
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to replace Keith with one of their Loyalists, Patrick Gordon.  In the first of these 
three petitions, William Penn’s grandson, Springett Penn, implores the King to 
appoint him to the governorship so Gordon might continue his family’s interests.  
The second petition, from Alexander Spottswood on behalf of William Keith, 
encourages the Crown to allow Keith to continue, arguing “that nothing less than 
an extraordinary Portion of Prudence could enable a Governour to conduct your 
Majesty’s subjects there in that Peace and Tranquillity which Sir William Keith 
has all along done.”  The last petition is from a group of Keith supporters, urging 
both an adequate pension for the former governor and the extension of his office. 

It is likely that this document, presenting the opposing petitions, was printed in 
London in 1726, at the point when news of the disruptions in Pennsylvania reached 
there.  Since these are petitions to the King and the affair was dealt with hastily, it 
is probable that it was printed for circulation to the Privy Council or the Council on 
Foreign Plantations to advise the Crown.  They did, removing Keith and appointing 
Gordon.  Keith remained in the colony until 1728, when he returned to England.  
Business reverses landed him in debtors prison in 1734, and he died there in 1740. 

An important document, not listed on OCLC, not in Cohen, and very rare. 
 DAB X, pp.292-93. $6500.

 The Extraordinarily Rare Session Laws
from the Revolution, Including the Flight to Lancaster

 68. [Pennsylvania – General Assembly]: THE ACTS OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMON-WEALTH OF PENN-
SYLVANIA, ENACTED INTO LAWS, SINCE THE DECLARA-
TION OF INDEPENDENCE ON THE FOURTH DAY OF JULY, 
A.D. 1776. Philadelphia [and Lancaster]: John Dunlap [and Francis Bailey], 
1779 [but printed 1777-1781]. Eighteen session laws bound in one volume. 
[71],[2],[51]-177,[1],[177]-417,[1],[395]-432,[2],[459]-488pp. Folio. Early 
20th-century black morocco, spine gilt with raised bands. Very good. 

First editions (with the exception of the first two parts, which are second printings) 
of the so-called “Dunlap Laws,” the excessively rare session laws of Pennsylvania 
passed during the Revolution and printed by John Dunlap, and in some instances 
Francis Bailey.  Both the meetings of the Assembly and the printing of the laws 
themselves were conducted under gravely difficult conditions, as evidenced by the 
displacement of the meeting (and printings) from Philadelphia to Lancaster, when 
the British occupied the city between September 1777 and June 1778.  This col-
lection includes all four of Dunlap and Bailey’s Lancaster printings, which are the 
most difficult examples to find of the early Pennsylvania session laws. 

The session laws collected here document the creation of the state’s new political 
and civic structure, spelling out the roles and responsibilities of the governor, the 
Assembly, and the courts, the organization of the state militia and the requirements 
for serving therein, the creation of taxes and other means of raising public funds, 
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and much, much more.  Within these laws 
are found much of the day-to-day politics 
and business of running a state during 
the Revolution, with details of the war 
dominating.  The very first laws establish 
a quorum, authorize the courts, issue Con-
tinental currency, establish a militia, and 
cover many military matters.  By the third 
session the legislature had been forced to 
flee Philadelphia in advance of the British 
invasion, and the next four session laws 
were printed in Lancaster by Francis Bai-
ley and John Dunlap.  The fourth sitting 
of the second General Assembly recon-
vened in Philadelphia on August 4, 1778.  
Virtually all of the laws in this period are 
concerned with the prosecution of the 
war, whether condemning and punish-
ing traitors, organizing supplies, passing 
military regulations, or controlling prices.  
But there is much of importance besides; 
in January 1780 the Assembly passed “An 
Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” 
as well as incorporating the American 

Philosophical Society.  Beginning with the Fourth General Assembly in October 
1779, Thomas Paine became the Clerk, and all the published laws are subscribed 
by him in type until September 1780. 

This collection contains the journals of eighteen sessions of the Pennsylvania 
legislature representing the period from November 28, 1776 (the first meeting of 
the Pennsylvania General Assembly) through the fourth sitting of the Fifth General 
Assembly in 1781 (this last work and one other here known only in two copies).  
The only two comparable collections of Pennsylvania laws are those formed in the 
19th century by Pennsylvania lawyer Charlemagne Tower and one set of twenty-
eight laws sold by this firm (lacking one very rare imprint included here).  In his 
catalogue of the Tower collection, noted bibliographer Charles Hildeburn calls 
Tower’s grouping of Pennsylvania laws “unequalled,” and rightly so, as it spanned 
more than 100 years and contained more than 150 separate items.  Tower’s collection 
of colonial American laws, which contained all of the Pennsylvania laws found in 
the present collection, was given to the Historical Society of Pennsylvania in 1890.  
The collection here includes Tower’s numbers 757 through 773, a complete run of 
Pennsylvania session laws for the years 1776 to 1781. 

The present collection of eighteen session laws from 1776 to 1785 outstrips the 
holdings of the next nearest institutions: the Library of Congress, which has only 
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sixteen of the titles, and the American Antiquarian Society, which holds only twelve.  
The next nearest after that is the University of Pennsylvania, with only seven of 
the titles.  Of the eighteen printings of laws in this collection, two are known in 
only one other copy each (the fifth and last items); most other works are known in 
fewer than six copies.  It is likely that the laws were produced in very small num-
bers, mainly for the use of the legislators, and the earlier ones would have suffered 
losses in the British invasion of Philadelphia and eastern Pennsylvania in 1777. 

A remarkable collection of rare and important Revolutionary-era Pennsylvania 
laws.  A full list of the titles in this collection is available on request, and on our 
website. 

 EVANS 16427, 16428, 15540, 15968-15972, 16429-16433, 17289-17291. HILDEBURN 
3902, 3580, 3730, 3731, 3901, 3902, 4016, 4017, 4120. TOWER COLLECTION 763, 757-
762, 764-773. $25,000.

 Beautiful Handcolored Engraving
Celebrating the Treaty of Ghent

 69. Plantou, Julia: Chataigner, engraver: PEACE OF GHENT 1814 AND 
TRIUMPH OF AMERICA [caption title]. Philadelphia: P. Price Jr., [ca. 
1817]. Engraving with contemporary hand coloring and printed caption, 13 
x 16½ inches. Slight chipping to edges, particularly to lower left corner, faint 
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dampstain in lower right corner. Very good. See the cover of this catalogue 
for a color illustration.

A large allegorical engraving celebrating the end of the War of 1812.  The caption 
explains that “Minerva represents the wisdom of the United States” and “dictates 
the conditions of peace” as Hercules forces Britannia to accept the treaty.  In the 
background an obelisk features the names of major American military figures of the 
war, including Jackson, Harrison, Decatur, and Porter.  An inset below the engraving 
reads “Under the Presidence of Madison Monroë Secretary of State,” surrounded 
by the names of the first twenty states (through Mississippi). 

The original painting from which this print was modelled was created by Julia 
Plantou, a French painter who emigrated to America in 1816.  Her work was exhibited 
in Washington, D.C. in 1817, and prints were made as she and her husband toured 
with the painting to other cities across the country.  The engraving is attributed to a 
rather mysterious Philadelphia engraver known only as “Chataigner.”  Some suggest 
this may refer to the French engraver, Alexis Chataigner, though that artist’s death 
in Paris in 1817 makes the identification somewhat uncertain. 

This print is rare, with OCLC recording only the copy at the Library of Con-
gress, and Rare Book Hub noting only two copies sold at auction since 1912.  We 
also locate a copy at the Yale University Art Gallery.  A beautiful and vibrantly 
colored tribute to America’s perseverance and victory in what has been called the 
“Second War for American Independence.” 

 OCLC 167815670. $4750.

 Striking French Views of the American Revolution

 70. Ponce, Nicolas: RECUEIL D’ESTAMPES REPRESENTANT LES 
DIFFERENTS EVENEMENS DE LA GUERRE QUI A PROCURE 
L’INDÉPENDANCE AUX ETATS-UNIS L’AMÉRIQUE. Paris: chez 
M. Ponce et chez M. Godefroy, [1784]. Engraved throughout: titlepage with 
integral text and vignettes, fifteen plates and maps with integral explanatory 
text (twelve views, two maps, and a final plate celebrating the peace of 1783). 
Quarto. Original French blue boards. Very good. In a blue half morocco and 
cloth case, spine gilt. 

This collection of striking views is one of the few contemporary publications to 
illustrate scenes from the American Revolution.  The first leaf is an engraved title-
page with explanatory text and vignettes of battles.  The plates illustrate the tarring 
and feathering of a tax collector; the battle of Lexington; the surrender at Saratoga; 
the attack of French forces on the island of Dominica; the surrender of Senegal; 
the capture of Grenada; Galvez capturing Pensacola; the capture of Tobago; the 
surrender of Cornwallis; three more scenes of fighting on Guadeloupe; two maps; 
and the final plate is a series of vignettes commemorating the Treaty of Versailles 
in 1783.  Howes notes that this is the first French book to name the United States 
in the title. 
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 HOWES C576, “aa.” SABIN 68421. CRESSWELL 303-307, 333-342. OCLC 3944245. 
BEINECKE, LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 359. $4500.

 Building a Better Killing Machine:
Unrecorded Broadside Announcing

the First Patented Machine Gun in America

 71. [Reynolds, John Andrus]: REYNOLD’S [sic] IMPROVED LAND 
& MARINE BATTERY [caption title]. [Elmira, N.Y. ca. 1855]. Printed 
broadside, 16¼ x 8¼ inches, including engraved illustration. Printed on light 
blue paper. Old folds. Mild wear and rumpling; two archival tape repairs on 
verso to small closed tears at edges, not affecting text. A few spots of light 
soiling. Very good. Matted. 

An apparently unrecorded broadside advertising John A. Reynolds’ “Improved Land 
& Marine Battery,” the first rapid-firing gun to receive a United States patent.  
Ironically but perhaps unsurprisingly, it was invented by a physician. 
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The head of the broadside features an engraving of the weapon, which “gives a 
very fair representation” of the new “Battery.”  The text explains that the Battery is 
composed of “twenty-five barrels, but the number, in any additional machines which 
may hereafter be constructed, may be diminished or increased indefinitely.  The 
barrels are three feet three inches long, and placed side by side.  They carry a two 
ounce conical or Minnie ball, or, if desired, a three ounce hollow ball.”  Effectively, 
Reynolds automated a standard rifle of the period: “The whole time required to 
perform the various motions of loading, priming, firing, swabbing, &c., is about six 
seconds; so that, allowing for no interruptions, twelve volleys, or three hundred single 
shots, would be the maximum work of a minute with a twenty-five barrel battery.”  
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For comparison, an experienced infantry soldier during the Civil War could load 
and fire five rounds per minute.  Furthermore, according to the text of the patent, 
all of this can be done with “the eye of the operator being kept upon the sights, 
while his hands are at liberty for turning the machine in the desired direction.” 

The broadside proceeds to explain the obvious advantages the battery would 
provide in combat situations, both on land and at sea.  It also notes that Reynolds 
brought his original prototype to the War Department for potential evaluation.  As 
well, “During the year 1855 the inventor of this Battery visited all the important 
military stations in England, France, Belgium, Germany, Prussia, Austria and 
Russia, with a view to elicit such information as might be of advantage to him in 
constructing his present machine....He now offers his first improved machine to his 
Government, trusting that its merits will be duly canvassed at the earliest possible 
moment.”  Reynolds secured patents in both the United States and Great Britain 
in 1855, though it does not appear that he made much progress beyond that.  If 
the War Department did test Reynolds’ invention, it was never adopted for military 
use.  Other similar designs were patented during this time, but it was not until the 
famed Gatling gun appeared in 1861 that a machine gun entered regular military 
use.  Although the army did not officially adopt the Gatling gun until 1866, several 
were purchased personally by Union generals during the Civil War, and were first 
used during the Siege of Petersburg, Virginia in 1864-65. 

John Andrus Reynolds (1813-91) was born in Whitesboro, New York and 
worked as a physician in Elmira for most of his life.  We could find no listings for 
this broadside in OCLC, in the trade, or at auction.  An important piece in the 
development of a now-ubiquitous tool of warfare. 

 U.S. Patent US13293, July 17, 1855. Letters Patent (U.K.) No. 1304, July 31, 1855.
 $5750.

 The Most Famous Narrative of the French and Indian War

 72. Rogers, Robert: JOURNALS OF MAJOR ROBERT ROGERS: 
CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL EXCURSIONS 
HE MADE UNDER THE GENERALS WHO COMMANDED 
UPON THE CONTINENT OF NORTH AMERICA, DURING 
THE LATE WAR. London: Printed for the Author, and sold by J. Millan, 
1765. viii,236pp. followed by [1]p. “advertisement” for subscribers to a second 
volume (which never appeared), [2]pp. publisher’s advertisement. Half title. 
Antique-style tree calf, tooled in gilt, spine gilt with raised bands. Occasional 
light foxing. Very good. 

First edition of this classic narrative of the French and Indian War.  Rogers acted 
as a scout for the 1755 expedition against Crown Point, and in 1756 he became 
captain of an independent company of Rangers.  He made scores of raids against 
the French in New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, going as far west as the shores of 
Lake Huron.  His exploits, detailed in this book, made him the most romantic and 
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famous figure of the war in America.  The book has served as the basis for much 
romantic fiction, most notably Kenneth Roberts’ Northwest Passage.  Rogers went 
on to briefly lead British rangers at the outset of the Revolution, raising recruits to 
fight against the American rebels. 

 HOWES R419, “b.” GAGNON II:1828. GREENLY MICHIGAN 16. BELL R366. 
JCB 1474. LANDE 760. WINSOR V, pp.592-93. CLARK II:58. THOMSON 996. SA-
BIN 72725. TPL 393. VAIL 563. STREETER SALE 1029. GRAFF 3555. FIELD 1315. 
SIEBERT SALE 178. REESE & OSBORN, STRUGGLE FOR NORTH AMERICA 
66. $11,500.

 Roosevelt Tries to Control the Message
After the Explosion of the U.S.S. Maine

 73. Roosevelt, Theodore: [TYPED LETTER, SIGNED, WITH SEV-
ERAL PENCIL EMENDATIONS, FROM THEODORE ROOS-
EVELT AS ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY TO CAP-
TAIN CHARLES O’NEIL, CHIEF OF THE ORDNANCE BU-
REAU, DISCUSSING THE DISCRETION NEEDED BY THE 
NAVY DEPARTMENT IN THE WAKE OF THE EXPLOSION OF 
THE U.S.S. MAINE]. Washington, D.C. February 28, 1898. [2]pp. typed 
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letter, signed, on Navy Department, Office of the Assistant Secretary letter-
head. Original mailing folds, mild wrinkling, light even toning. Very good. 

A rare look behind the scenes of the United States Navy Department after one 
of the most notorious incidents in its history, an event which led directly to the 
Spanish-American War.  On February 15, 1898, as it sat in Havana Harbor just off 
the coast of Cuba, the U.S.S. Maine exploded.  The ship sank quickly, killing 260 
of the 400 American midshipmen on board.  The Maine had been sent to Cuba to 
protect American interests following a rebellion that had broken out against Spanish 
colonial rule on the island.  Almost immediately, blame for the explosion was aimed 
squarely at Spain, though the American government never said so directly.  Still, 
most Americans citizens, as well as those in Congress, laid responsibility at Spain’s 
door.  By April 1898, just two months after the present letter was written, Spain and 
the United States were at war in Cuba.  Theodore Roosevelt himself would resign 
his Navy appointment on May 10, 1898 and head to Cuba with his Rough Riders. 

The explosion that sent the Maine to the bottom of Havana Harbor remains 
controversial to this day.  The morning after the event Captain Philip R. Alger, a 
math professor at the United States Naval Academy, chemist, and explosives expert, 
put up a bulletin at the Navy Department claiming the explosion came from inside 
the Maine.  Roosevelt immediately ordered Alger to remove the bulletin until an 
official inquiry could be performed.  In the present letter, written thirteen days after 
the explosion, Roosevelt writes to Captain O’Neil, head of the Ordnance Bureau, 
and references the incident with Alger, asking: 
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...don’t you think it inadvisable for Prof. Alger to express opinions in this matter?  
Captain Bradford [chief of the Bureau of Equipment] has all along believed 
that Prof. Alger is absolutely in error in his views.  He believes the explosion 
was not accidental.  Captain Clover [head of the Office of Naval Intelligence] 
is inclined to the same belief.  I should certainly feel that it was not advisable 
for either of them to make public any such statement, and it seems to me that 
it is inadvisable for Prof. Alger to make these statements.

Roosevelt then asks O’Neil to relate “your views about the matter unofficially,” 
adding that “Mr. Alger cannot possibly know anything about the accident.” 

That last sentence is curious.  Conspiracy theorists might latch onto the notion 
that in calling the incident an “accident,” Roosevelt is perhaps trying to put forth 
or propagate the mine theory less than two weeks after the affair.  He is at least 
trying to control the message coming from the Navy Department, as he writes: 

All the best men in the Department agree that, whether possible or not, it cer-
tainly is possible that the ship was blown up by a mine which might, or might 
not, have been towed under her; and when we have a court sitting to find out 
these facts it seems to me to the last point inadvisable for any person connected 
with the Navy Department to express his opinion publicly in the matter, and 
especially to give elaborate reasons for one side or the other.  The fact that Mr. 
Alger happens to take the Spanish side and to imply that the explosion was 
probably due to some fault of the Navy, whether in the Construction Depart-
ment, or among the officers, has, of course, nothing to do with the matter. 

The “court sitting” Roosevelt mentions here occurred the next month.  A U.S. Navy 
Court of Inquiry ruled in March 1898 that the Maine was destroyed by a mine, 
but did not identify a culprit.  The mine theory prevailed in the century following 
the sinking of the Maine, even after a second inquiry following the raising of the 
Maine in 1911.  However, in 1976, following the erosion of trust in the government 
and its military resulting from the Vietnam War (a conflict accelerated by a naval 
incident at the Gulf of Tonkin in 1964), a group of American naval investigators led 
by Admiral Hyman Rickover concluded that the explosion on the Maine was indeed 
caused by spontaneous combustion in the ship’s coal bins that ignited its stock of 
ammunition.  It seems that Professor Alger was correct from the very beginning.  
We will not go so far as to ask “What did TR know, and when did he know it?,” 
but the mine theory certainly seems like a fait accompli here, and perhaps the story 
the U.S. Navy and the federal government as a whole wanted people to believe. 

Perhaps ironically, and certainly fortuitously, the explosion of the Maine helped 
precipitate the very war from which Roosevelt’s legend grew to atmospheric levels.  
TR and his Rough Riders fought bravely in Cuba in the summer of 1898, and their 
exploits earned them a hero’s welcome upon their return.  Shortly thereafter, in the 
Election of 1900, Roosevelt rode his notoriety from the Spanish-American War all 
the way to the White House. 
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Roosevelt’s original manuscript version of the present letter is held in his papers 
at the Library of Congress.  H. Richard Dietrich purchased the present document 
for $287.50 from a Charles Hamilton auction on May 21, 1965.  It has remained 
in the Dietrich American Foundation since then.  $8500.

 Presentation Copy,
with the Scarce Mezzotint Portrait of Captain Allen

 74. Rowles, W.P.: THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF CAPT. WM. 
B. ALLEN, OF LAWRENCE COUNTY, TENN., WHO FELL AT 
THE STORMING OF MONTEREY, ON THE 21st OF SEPTEM-
BER, 1846. WITH AN APPENDIX, CONTAINING A NUMBER 
OF HIS ESSAYS AND SPEECHES. Columbia, Tn.: J.J. M’Daniel, 
“Democratic Herald” Book Office, 1853. 228pp. Frontispiece portrait. Origi-
nal black blindstamped cloth, front board stamped in gilt; expertly rebacked 
retaining most of original backstrip. Contemporary pencil presentation inscrip-
tion on front flyleaf (see below). Modern bookplate on rear pastedown. Foxing. 
Very good overall. 

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front flyleaf: 
“This book presented to Wm. D. Southworth 
by the father of Capt. Allen this 14 Nov. 1859.”  
William B. Allen (1824-1846) was elected to the 
Tennessee legislature in 1845 and participated in 
the contentious debates over Texas and the Or-
egon question.  At the outbreak of the Mexican-
American War he volunteered for military service, 
and was killed at the Battle of Monterey in 1846, 
just twenty-two years old.  This volume is a trib-
ute to his short but eventful life, discussing his 
college career at the University of Nashville, his 
views on the admission of Texas and the settle-
ment of the Oregon boundary, and his military 
career.  The last third of the text reprints many 
of his speeches and writings. 

This copy contains the handsome mezzotint 
frontispiece portrait of Captain Allen, not pres-
ent in all copies. The rear pastedown bears the 
bookplate of noted military history collector, 
C.R. Sanders. 

 ALLEN, TENNESSEE IMPRINTS 3299. ALLEN, TENNESSEE RARITIES 632. 
GARRETT, p.246. SABIN 73595. $1500.
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 Rare Vermont Imprint
and Early Frontier War History

 75. [Sanders, Daniel Clarke]: A HISTORY OF THE INDIAN WARS 
WITH THE FIRST SETTLERS OF THE UNITED STATES, PAR-
TICULARLY IN NEW-ENGLAND. Montpelier, Vt.: Wright & Sibley, 
1812. 319pp. 12mo. Contemporary calf, gilt label. Boards rubbed and a bit 
scuffed. Text tanned, light foxing and soiling throughout, occasional horizontal 
tears into text. Trimmed close at outer margin, sometimes with loss of a few 
letters. Contemporary ownership inscriptions in pencil and ink on front and 
rear endpapers. Good plus. 

A rare work on the history of the early wars with Native Americans on the New 
England frontier, written by the first president of the University of Vermont.  
Beginning with the earliest interactions of white settlers and native populations, 
Sanders carries the tale all the way through General Hull’s surrender the year this 
was written.  While none too kind to Native Americans, this book was one of the 
earliest to outwardly criticize the attitudes of colonial New Englanders towards 
indigenous populations.  “This book aroused bitter criticism because of its stric-
tures on colonial bigotry and cruelty to the natives...” – Streeter.  Bibliographers 
long told the story of its suppression to only a handful of copies, but while there 
certainly were bitter reviews and the work is quite rare, more recent bibliographers 
(notably Marcus McCorison in Vermont Imprints) have suggested that rumors of 
its wholesale destruction were greatly exaggerated.  It is now considered one of the 
best overall histories of American frontier conflict. 

The author, Daniel C. Clarke, was a Massachusetts native who became a teacher 
and preacher after graduating from Harvard.  As the first president of the Uni-
versity of Vermont, he was also its sole instructor for the first six years, personally 
attending to every course, maintaining the buildings, and even performing much 
of the groundswork himself.  Tragedy struck Clarke in 1812, when the college was 
forcefully taken and converted into a barracks by American military forces: “Sand-
ers at this time was almost overwhelmed with misfortunes: his book, A History..., 
published anonymously at Montpelier in 1812, had aroused bitter criticism because 
of its strictures on colonial bigotry and cruelty to the natives; his wife was a victim 
of occasional attacks of insanity; five of his eight children had recently died in an 
epidemic.  Now he was without employment and with few resources save a claim 
on the University for arrears of salary” – DAB.  He ultimately pulled through his 
troubles, living several more decades in relative quiet as a preacher. 

 CHURCH 1306. HOWES S84, “aa.” PILLING, PROOF SHEETS 3474. FIELD 1351. 
GILMAN, p. 240. SABIN 76366. McCORISON 1420. STREETER SALE 727. DAB XVI, 
p.331. ANB 19, p.246-247. HALKETT & LAING 3, p.83. $2750.
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 A Key Revolutionary Map, with an Inset of Bunker Hill

 76. [Sayer, Robert, and John Bennett, publishers]: THE SEAT OF WAR, 
IN NEW ENGLAND, BY AN AMERICAN VOLUNTEER, WITH 
THE MARCHES OF THE SEVERAL CORPS SENT BY THE 
COLONIES TOWARDS BOSTON, WITH THE ATTACK ON 
BUNKERS HILL. London: Printed for R. Sayer & J. Bennett, Septem-
ber 2, 1775. Copper-engraved map, with original color. Two insets along the 
right side titled “Plan of Boston Harbour from an Actual Survey” and “Plan 
of the Town of Boston with the Attack on Bunker’s Hill in the Peninsula of 
Charlestown.” Plate mark: 18¼ x 21½ inches. Sheet size: 21¼ x 27¼ inches. 
Expertly conserved, with a few instances of renewed color. In very good con-
dition, with large margins. 

A rare and dramatic Revolutionary war map of New England, showing George 
Washington’s troops marching on British-occupied Boston, with a large inset plan 
of the Battle of Bunker Hill showing Charlestown in flames: among the earliest 
pictorial representations of the Battle of Bunker Hill.  This copy is printed on a 
large, full sheet with ample margins. 

Published by Sayer & Bennett shortly after news of the Battle of Bunker Hill 
reached London, the map celebrates the British victory in the battle, but gives a 
portent of the impending siege of Boston and the eventual Battle of Dorchester 
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Heights.  The general map of New England provides a backdrop for illustrations 
of American troops, most notably including the “march of General Washington” in 
western Massachusetts, but also showing militia marching from New Hampshire, 
Connecticut, and Rhode Island, all converging on Boston.  Two smaller insets along 
the right side of the map, each printed from a separate plate, depict a general plan 
of Boston Harbor, and a plan of Boston and Charlestown showing the Battle of 
Bunker Hill. 

The latter inset is quite dramatic and of great significance.  Charlestown is 
shown under attack by British forces, with the town in flames as British warships 
bombard it from the water, and a British battery fires across the Charles River from 
Cornhill in Boston; the locations of the British and American forces on Breed’s 
Hill are shown, as the two armies face each other in battle.  A large encampment 
of British regulars is shown on Boston Commons, surrounding the Liberty tree.  
The inset would later be re-engraved and used in Newcastle and Boston editions 
of Murray’s Impartial History of the War. 

It is believed that this inset is a graphic representation of information on the battle 
derived from a June 25, 1775 letter written by General Burgoyne to Lord Stanley: 

...Howe’s corps ascending the hill in the face of entrenchments, and in a very 
disadvantageous ground, was much engaged; and to the left the enemy pouring 
in fresh troops by the thousands, over the land; and in the arm of the sea our 
ships and floating batteries cannonading them: strai[gh]t before us a large and 
noble town in one great blaze; the church steeples, being of timber, were great 
pyramids of fire above the rest...the whole a picture and a complication of horror 
and importance beyond any thing that ever came to my lot to be witness to....

Sayer and Bennett published this letter as a broadside on November 27, 1775, 
nearly two months after this inset, illustrating it with a different plan of the battle. 

The earliest cartographic representation of the Battle of Bunker Hill is an August 
1, 1775 plan published by Jefferys and Faden titled “A Sketch of the Action between 
British Forces and the American Provincials on the Heights of the Peninsula of 
Charlestown.”  That map, however, shows only military movements.  The inset to 
the present map is the second printed plan of the battle and considered to be the 
first pictorial representation.  This map was produced on September 2, 1775, a 
scant two-and-a-half months after the crucially important actions it depicts.  It is 
remarkable that such detailed news was transmitted from New England to London 
and published in such a magnificent cartographic representation in so brief a period 
of time.  Not in Nebenzahl’s Atlas of the American Revolution (which reproduces a 
later version of the inset on page 55) or Phillips. 

An exciting, important, rare, and early map of the American Revolution. 
 NEBENZAHL, BATTLE PLANS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 6, 6A. Mc-

CORKLE, NEW ENGLAND IN EARLY PRINTED MAPS 775.1. KRIEGER & COBB, 
MAPPING BOSTON, p.103. SCHWARTZ & EHRENBERG, plate 117. GUTHORN, 
BRITISH MAPS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, p.66. STOKES B105. RIS-
TOW, CARTOGRAPHY OF THE BATTLE OF BUNKER HILL. SELLERS & VAN 
EE 813. $37,500.
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 A Wonderful View
of Fort Randall on the Missouri River, 1859

 77. [Schonborn, Anton]: FORT RANDALL, N.T. [manuscript title]. Fort 
Randall, Nebraska Territory. 1859. Watercolor, pen, and ink on a sheet of very 
lightly-ruled paper, 12¼ x 14¼ inches. Captioned in ink in upper margin, 
dated in lower margin. Several small chips in outer margin, not affecting im-
age. Central vertical fold. Several closed tears, expertly mended on verso. The 
colors are bright and vibrant. In very good condition overall. Matted. 

An outstanding depiction of Fort Randall in Nebraska Territory in 1859, painted 
by the talented German-American artist, Anton Schonborn (d. 1871), while he 
was touring the area as part of the Yellowstone Expedition of 1859, commanded 
by Capt. William F. Raynolds.  The fort was located on the Missouri River, in 
an area of Nebraska Territory that is just north of the boundary into present-day 
South Dakota.  Schonborn’s watercolor is a rare, attractive, and important view of 
this significant western outpost. 

The Raynolds Expedition was authorized in April 1859, and its mission was 
to explore the area along the Yellowstone River and its tributaries.  The party was 
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to ascertain information regarding the Indians dwelling in the region, gauge the 
agricultural and mineral resources of the area, study its topographical features, and 
report on its suitability for possible railroad routes and military outposts, and as 
a route for emigrants.  Anton Schonborn was the artist and meteorologist on the 
expedition.  The Raynolds Expedition departed St. Louis in late May 1859 (which 
likely explains the inked date at the bottom of this scene), and arrived at Fort 
Randall on the Missouri River on June 13.  Schonborn may well have preceded the 
main party, and so spent time waiting at the fort, allowing him to create this fine 
watercolor.  The fort, under the command of Capt. C.S. Lovell, was garrisoned by 
four companies of the 2d Infantry.  When the Raynolds party, it spent a day at Fort 
Randall before proceeding further up the river. 

Fort Randall was established on June 26, 1856 to provide protection to settlers 
and explorers along the Missouri River in Nebraska Territory.  The post also deterred 
white explorers from trespassing on Indian reservations, and was an Army supply 
depot for the upper Missouri River.  The site for Fort Randall was selected by Gen. 
William S. Harney, and was named for Col. Daniel Randall, Deputy Paymaster 
General of the Army.  Construction of the fort began in August 1856 and consisted 
of twenty-four buildings, housing 500 soldiers.  The fort protected lands between 
the Platte River in central Nebraska and the Missouri River to the north – and the 
area’s fur traders – as well as escorting wagon trains of settlers and explorers across 
the plains.  At the time the Raynolds expedition visited Fort Randall, it was the 
northernmost United States fort on the Missouri River. 

Schonborn’s watercolor is unsigned, though clearly his work, given the style of 
the image, the German script of the captions, and the time and place at which it 
was executed.  The bird’s-eye view from the other side of the Missouri River shows 
that the fort had grown substantially in the three years since its construction.  More 
than three dozen buildings are shown, as well as several other smaller structures.  
Several of the buildings are identified in manuscript, including the hospital, guard 
house, quartermaster’s stores, and the house of the fort’s trader, or sutler.  All of 
these buildings are shown on the periphery of the camp, the main part of which is 
made up of a series of large buildings (with smaller buildings just outside) forming 
a long rectangular shape surrounding a flagpole with a fully colored American flag 
at full staff.  Several of these dwellings are identified with the names of soldiers 
(almost certainly officers), including Lee, Hendershott, Lord, Lyon, Drake, Da-
vidson, Crawford, Wessells, Long, and Gardner.  A row of trees along the Missouri 
obscures several smaller buildings, and a steamboat is shown on the river.  The 
name of the boat appears to be “Mink,” and a steamboat by that name is known to 
have plied the waters of the Missouri at that time.  Possibly it was the boat that 
brought Schonborn upriver. 

Anton Schonborn was one of the most impressive topographic artists to work 
the American western frontier.  His first known work was with the Raynolds Yel-
lowstone expedition in 1859, and his last was in 1870.  He committed suicide in 
Omaha in 1871.  Of his relatively few known works, most are western military posts, 
made while on inspection tours with top military commanders such as Raynolds 
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(a general after the Civil War) and William Tecumseh Sherman.  “Schonborn left 
invaluable pictorial and social-historic documents of military posts” – Trenton and 
Hassrick.  His pictures involve “no rearrangement of elements....They reflect concern 
for detail and precision....The use of watercolor wash is subdued and is applied with 
a skillful tonality....Their charm lies in their directness and immediacy” – Stenzel.  
Finally, in the official report of the Raynolds Expedition, published in 1868, there 
is a brief report by First Lieut. John Mullins, who was a member of the Raynolds 
party.  Mullins praised Schonborn for his efforts in gathering meteorological data 
and, with regard to Schonborn’s art, wrote that “his life-like views of the country 
speak for themselves.” 

The Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, locates a total of 
fourteen works of art by Schonborn.  Our more recent census finds twenty-seven 
pieces.  Fifteen of those works are in the permanent collections of three institutions: 
Amon Carter Museum (Fort Worth, Texas), Buffalo Bill Historical Center (Cody, 
Wyoming), and Beinecke Library at Yale University.  Within those collections are 
eleven scenes in Wyoming Territory, including views of Fort Laramie.  The great 
collector of Western Americana, William Robertson Coe, donated his Schonborn 
pictures to Yale more than fifty years ago, while the Schonborn watercolors at the 
Amon Carter Museum were purchased in a single portfolio in the 1960s.  The 
Schonborns owned by the Buffalo Bill Museum were purchased at auction in 1991.  
This firm handled two very fine Schonborn watercolors of Fort Laramie and Lara-
mie Peak in the late 1990s.  Aside from a group of four rather ordinary Schonborn 
watercolors of Kansas that sold in 2007, those are the only other Schonborns we 
know of on the market since 1991. 

An outstanding and beautifully rendered watercolor of an important western 
fort on the eve of the Civil War. 

 AMON CARTER MUSEUM OF WESTERN ART. CATALOG OF THE COLLEC-
TION 1972 (Fort Worth, 1972), see figures 457-467. Franz Stenzel, Anton Schonborn Western 
Forts (Fort Worth, 1972), passim. A CATALOGUE OF MANUSCRIPTS IN THE COL-
LECTION OF WESTERN AMERICANA FOUNDED BY WILLIAM ROBERTSON 
COE, YALE UNIVERSITY (New Haven, 1952), p.215. Patricia Trenton & Peter Hassrick, 
The Rocky Mountains – A Vision for Artists in the 19th Century (Norman, 1983), pp.110,112,133. 
Phillip E. Chappell, “Listing of Steamboats Operating on the Missouri River” in Chappell’s 
History of Steamboating on the Missouri River, http://www.kchsoc.org/cultural/boatinfo/steam-
boating_onmissouririver_encrypted.pdf. $80,000.

 With the Rare Map

 78.  [Scott, Winfield]: OFFICIAL LIST OF OFFICERS WHO 
MARCHED WITH THE ARMY UNDER THE COMMAND OF 
MAJOR GENERAL WINFIELD SCOTT, FROM PUEBLA UPON 
THE CITY OF MEXICO...AND WHO WERE ENGAGED IN 
THE BATTLES OF MEXICO. Mexico: American Star Print, 1848. [24]
pp. plus map. Errata pasted to verso of titlepage. Oblong quarto. Original 
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printed wrappers, stitched as issued. Contemporary ownership inscription on 
front wrapper. Wrappers lightly soiled and chipped; small paper loss to front 
wrapper, affecting two letters in the third line of the title. Slight paper loss 
to same area on titlepage, minutely affecting text; likewise the map and first 
leaf of text, with loss becoming progressively smaller. Light soiling and wear. 
Still, a good copy of a scarce work. In a folding cloth case. 

The text, in the form of detailed tables, lists the officers with Scott, where they 
were employed, and whether they were killed or wounded, or distinguished them-
selves.   “Printed on the occupying army’s own press” – Howes.  This copy includes 
the plan of the battles in the vicinity of Mexico City, which is often lacking, and it 
includes the extra two lines of errata.  This copy bears the ownership inscription of 
Mexican-American War veteran J.R. Smith of Sackett’s Harbor, New York.  Smith 
is listed on page 14 of this work; he participated in the battles at San Geronimo 
and Contreras & Churubusco on August 19th and 20th, where he was severely 
wounded and disabled for the remainder of the campaign. 

A scarce work, in original condition, made particularly desireable through in-
teresting provenance. 

 HOWES S243, “aa.” GARRETT, p.131. HAFERKORN, pp.53-54. $2750.

 Large Illustrated 1852 Campaign Broadside for Scott

 79. [Scott, Winfield]: SCENES IN THE LIFE OF GENERAL SCOTT 
[caption title]. [N.p. 1852]. Broadside, 29 x 21 inches. Text in four columns, 
surrounded by eighteen engraved illustrations. Light creases, paper repair in 
upper left blank margin. Very good. Matted. 

A scarce illustrated broadside for Major General Winfield Scott’s monumentally 
unsuccessful 1852 presidential bid.  The sheet features four columns of text about the 
war hero’s accomplishments, surrounded by eighteen engravings illustrating his life.  
The illustrations include several scenes from the Mexican-American War (including 
the bombing of Vera Cruz and the storming of Chapultepec), two images of Scott 
meeting with American soldiers of Irish birth taken prisoner by the British at the 
Battle of Queenston Heights (no doubt with the Irish vote in mind), an illustration 
of “Scott attacked by two Indian Chiefs,” and more.  The text describes a series of 
events beginning with his service in the War of 1812, also encompassing his fighting 
on the frontier, the Patriot War along the Canadian border, and particularly his deeds 
during the Mexican-American War.  Despite his best efforts, Scott’s campaign was 
not to bear fruit; his crushing defeat (earning only fourteen percent of the electoral 
vote) to the relatively unknown Franklin Pierce was so devastating that it resulted 
in the dissolution of the Whig party, which was replaced by the newly-formed 
Republican party.  Several of the engravings are signed “Jocelyn,” which has led 
some to attribute them to abolitionist painter and engraver Nathaniel Jocelyn of 
New Haven.  In fact, they are the work of Albert H. Jocelyn of New York, whose 
work (including some identical illustrations) also appears in Scott’s 1852 campaign 
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biography, The Life of General Scott.  OCLC locates this print at eleven institutions.  
A scarce and well-illustrated relic of the Whig party’s last presidential campaign. 

 MILES 332 (ref ). $1500.

 Celebratory Photomontage for the 13th Amendment

 80. [Slavery]: [Powell, George May]: [PHOTOMONTAGE OF THE 
MEN WHO PASSED THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT, 
ABOLISHING SLAVERY ]. [New York: Powell and Co.], 1865. Single 
oval silver albumen photomontage, 10 x 8¾ inches, mounted on a larger sheet. 
Mount slightly tanned and foxed. Photograph a bit faded and with some 
minimal soiling, else quite clean. Very good overall. 
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A photographic montage featuring portraits (mostly from Mathew Brady’s studio) 
of Lincoln, Vice President Hamlin, and the 157 senators and congressmen who 
voted to pass the Thirteenth Amendment, abolishing slavery.  The man in the center 
of the montage is Schuyler Colfax, the journalist and representative from Indiana 
who became Vice President under Andrew Johnson.  This photomontage became 
quite popular at the time, and was also printed in a much smaller stereocard for-
mat measuring about three by two and a half inches.  An identification key to the 
figures in this photograph was printed separately (modern reproductions of the key 
are included here).  An uncommon contemporary tribute to the men who finally 
brought an end to slavery in the United States, with copies at Cornell, the Morgan, 
National Portrait Gallery, Gilder Lehrman Institute, University of Rochester, and 
Henry Ford Museum. 

The creator of this montage, George May Powell, was a man of diverse talents 
and influence.  He served as founder of the Evangelical Press Association and 
Oriental Topographical corps (where he lead an expedition through Egypt and 
North Africa to create educational maps of Palestine and the Holy Land for school 
children), was president of the National Forest Council and Intensive Agricultural 
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Society, and ran unsuccessfully for congress on the Prohibition ticket.  He was also 
a long-time supporter of President Lincoln and worked in the Treasury Department 
during the Civil War. 

 Cornell University, Lincoln’s Unfinished Work (online). $1750.

 Political Conflict in Northern Mexico

 81. [Sonora]: Gándara, Manuel Maria: EL GOBERNADOR DEL DE-
PARTMENTO DE SONORA. A SUS HABITANTES. Arizpe, Mex-
ico. September 18, 1838. Broadside, 8½ x 12 inches. Moderate wear to edges, 
fading along fold lines, uniformly browned. Good. 

An important proclamation from Sonora governor Manual Maria Gándara urging 
his people not to support the insurrectional designs of Gen. D. José Urrea, whom 
Gándara had just defeated for the Sonora governorship.  Gándara makes reference 
to Urrea’s march on Mazatlán, where Urrea was defeated.  Gándara continues by 
highlighting the goals of his administration, including the defense of the northern 
frontier and the suppression of the Apaches.  An interesting broadside relevant 
to the political history of Sonora, then comprising a large part of Arizona.  Rare.  
OCLC locates one copy. 

 OCLC 21646296. $1250.

 The Very Rare
South Carolina Journals of 1776

 82.  [South Carolina]: JOURNAL OF 
THE PROVINCIAL CONGRESS 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1776. PUB-
LISHED BY ORDER OF THE CON-
GRESS. Charles-Town Printed, London: 
Reprinted for J. Almon, 1776. 134pp. 
Lacking the leaf of advertisements. Modern 
three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine 
gilt, gilt morocco label. A bit of light, scat-
tered foxing. Very good. 

The first British printing of the journals of the 
Provincial Congress of South Carolina for the 
momentous early months of 1776.  As is to be 
expected, the South Carolina Congress was 
much preoccupied with addressing the abuses 
committed by the British, cautious preparations 
for the probable events forthcoming, and the 
drafting of a preliminary constitution of the 
General Assembly of South Carolina.  Included 
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is correspondence with the colony’s representatives at the Continental Congress 
in Philadelphia, legislation to make military preparations, attempts to coordinate 
economic activities with neighboring Georgia, measures for dealing with Loyalists, 
and more.  Pages 106-123 contain the first draft of a constitution for South Carolina. 

The Charleston printing of these proceedings is exceedingly rare (we are unaware 
of any in the market since Maggs offered a copy in 1926), but in his Catalogue Four 
A.S.W. Rosenbach called this London printing “a very valuable Revolutionary 
pamphlet and one of great rarity.”  Indeed, this is the first copy we have handled 
in twenty-five years. 

 SABIN 87365. AMERICAN CONTROVERSY 76-144b. ROSENBACH 4:270.
 $9500.

 Rare South Dakota Printing of Its Constitution
with Official Certification from the Secretary of State:

“A remarkable copy” – Eberstadt

 83. [South Dakota]: [Hagerty, Frank]: [1889. THE STATE OF SOUTH 
DAKOTA; THE STATISTICAL, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL 
ABSTRACT. AGRICULTURAL, MINERAL, COMMERCIAL, 
MANUFACTURING, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL, AND GEN-
ERAL STATEMENTS]. [Aberdeen, S.D.: Daily News Print, 1889]. [5]-
100pp. plus 7 x 8-inch printed certificate, completed in manuscript, bound 
in. Lacking titlepage and preliminaries as well as final 2pp. index. Modern 
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brown cloth, with earlier gilt spine laid down. First leaf loose. Ex-library, with 
institutional stamp on first text page. Ink annotations on different paper pasted 
to one page. Certificate neatly split along vertical fold. Occasional chipping or 
closed tears in margins, text evenly tanned. A good copy of the text. 

One of the earliest – if not the earliest – printings of the first adopted constitution 
of the state of South Dakota, with interesting manuscript notes and certification 
by the Secretary of State for South Dakota. 

This printing of the first adopted South Dakota constitution was a part of 
Frank Hagerty’s State of South Dakota; The Statistical, Historical and Political Ab-
stract, printed in Aberdeen, South Dakota in 1889.  This copy lacks the titlepage 
and preliminaries, as well as the final two-page index from Hagerty’s book.  It was 
used by South Dakota Secretary of State A.O. Ringsrud to certify the text of the 
constitution.  The ink notes in the present copy are in the hand of Secretary of 
State Ringsrud, and they note that a constitutional article on prohibition was ap-
proved by popular vote, while a provision on minority representation was defeated 
and did not become a part of the state constitution.  Bound between page 42 (the 
conclusion of the text of the constitution) and page 43 (the beginning of the tally 
of official votes by county in 1889) is a partially-printed certificate completed in 
manuscript and signed and dated by Ringsrud on February 19, 1890 in which he 
attests that he has compared this printed version of the state constitution with the 
original on file in his office and that it is a “correct transcript therefrom.” 

In their catalogue 110, produced in 1937, the Eberstadts called this copy of the 
South Dakota constitution “A remarkable copy, containing the official certifica-
tion of A.O. Ringsrud (Sect’y. of State), signed by him and bearing the great gold 
seal of the State of South Dakota.  Beside the constitution this work contains the 
official vote by counties; geographical description; details of population, climate, 
agriculture, irrigation, live stock, timber, mineral wealth, manufactures, education, 
railroads, finances, public lands, etc.”  Hagerty’s work was published simultaneously 
with an otherwise identically titled report on North Dakota, and the two collected 
as Territory of Dakota....  All three imprints are relatively scarce, as is any Aberdeen, 
South Dakota printing from this era. 

A unique copy of an already scarce item, with great significance and highly 
important provenance. 

 EBERSTADT 110:240 (this copy). Hagerty book: ADAMS HERD 954 (“Rare”). HOW-
ES H14, “aa” (ref ). OCLC 9434887. $3750.

 Early American Periodical in the Philippines

 84. [Spanish-American War]: [First California Volunteer Infantry]: THE 
SOLDIER’S LETTER. Vol. 1. No. 1. [with:] ...Vol. 1. No. 2 [all pub-
lished]. Manila: Soldier’s Letter Publishing Co., November and December 
1898. Two issues. 40; [8],40,[6]pp. including numerous illustrations from pho-
tographs and line drawings, and printed advertisements. Original pictorial 
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wrappers. December issue wrappers a bit soiled and chipped. Scattered light 
foxing. Very good plus. 

A complete run of The Soldier’s Letter,  the self-proclaimed “First American paper 
published in Manilla [sic],” produced by the First California Volunteer Infantry 
during the Spanish-American War.  A short-lived periodical from a short-lived war, 
The Soldier’s Letter saw only these two issues; the publication of future issues was 
likely interrupted by the outbreak of the Philippine-American War at the beginning 
of February.  The First California was mustered into service on May 7, 1898 and 
arrived in the Philippines on June 30, fighting near Malate in July and participat-
ing in the capture of Manila in August.  They left the Philippines on July 26, 1899 
after several months of fighting in the Philippine-American War. 

The Soldier’s Letter was produced at the end of their first year, with the goal “to 
furnish the English reading public of Manila with the best literature obtainable.”  
The first issue contains a detailed account of the fighting at Malate with an il-
lustrated map of the Spanish and American battle lines, a humorous article about 
the difficulty felt by American soldiers trying to learn Spanish, reports on local 
sports including “the first fistic carnival that ever took place in the city of Manila,” 
and more.  There is also a lengthy editorial note explaining the challenges faced in 
publishing the first volume, including inclement weather and the three-way language 
barrier.  The second issue, advertising a circulation of 10,000 and slightly expanded 
from the first, contains numerous advertisements (including printing services, local 
clothiers, water filters, and typewriters, among other businesses), as well as several 
original works of fiction.  It also prints a prescient story of an American soldier 
learning about guerilla warfare from one of his Filipino counterparts – the exact 
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sort of tactics that would pose a great threat to American forces a few months later.  
The first issue of The Soldier’s Letter was reprinted in a second edition, which is 
found more commonly than these first printings.  A scarce and interesting artifact 
from the beginning of America’s ill-fated occupation of the Philippines. 

 OCLC 1587129, 702363657. $1850.

 The Funeral of the Stamp Act

 85. [Stamp Act]: THE REPEAL. OR THE FUNERAL PROCESSION 
OF MISS AMERIC-STAMP [caption title]. [London. After March 18, 
1766]. Engraving, 10 x 14 inches. Moderate foxing, light creasing. Very good. 

A rare and important print relating to the repeal of the Stamp Act, and one of the 
most famous political satires commenting on the Stamp Act.  The imposition of 
taxes, in the form of stamps, by the Parliament on the American colonies was one 
of the driving factors leading the movement toward independence and the American 
Revolution.  This image celebrates the repeal of the Stamp Act – and the desired 
boost in trade that would result – by mocking those leaders that supported the tax.  
The image is attributed to artist Benjamin Wilson. 

The print is full of visual allusions, puns, and signifiers.  At the center of the 
image is the funeral procession itself, led by Dr. William Scott, who, under the 
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name Anti-Sejanus, published letters in support of the Stamp Act in London’s 
Public Advertiser.  Scott holds the text of a sermon “occasioned by the death of 
Miss Americ-Stamp,” and a dog is shown urinating on his leg.  Scott is followed by 
Solicitor-General Wedderburn and Attorney General Norton, mockingly referred to 
as “Two Pillars of the Law.”  They hold black flags with the numbers 71 and 122, 
referring to the number of votes cast against repeal of the Stamp Act in the House 
of Lords and House of Commons.  They, in turn, are followed by Lord Grenville, 
carrying a small coffin (the Stamp Act was in effect for only a year), and by Lord 
Bute, who, along with other ministers, is weeping.  The entire procession is followed 
by two priests, one of whom turns his mournful gaze toward the viewer. 

Two large skulls are shown on pikes above the tomb of the Stamp Act, one 
carrying a date of 1715 and the other a date of 1745.  The dates on the skulls 
refer to uprisings by the Jacobites, supporters of King James after the Glorious 
Revolution of 1688, who continued to believe that the King’s authority came from 
God, not Parliament.  The tomb also lists the names of other acts interred there, 
such as the Star Chamber Court and various excise taxes.  Three ships are shown 
in the harbor – the Conway, Rockingham, and Grafton – their names representing 
ministers who had helped in repealing the Stamp Act.  A statue of William Pitt, 
celebrated as a defender of the colonists, is being loaded on the ships for sail to 
America.  The numbers 105 and 250 on the small loading ships signify the votes 
for repeal in the House of Lords and House of Commons.  “Stamps for America” 
are in bundles on the shore, as is “black cloth return’d from America.”  Warehouses 
filled with goods bound for America are shown in the waterfront.  The text below 
the image gives a quite detailed explanation of the scene, which has an overt pro-
American point of view. 

This is the third of six contemporary editions of this engraved scene listed by 
Stephens and George in the Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires...in the Brit-
ish Museum.  It is distinguished by the lack of an inscription on the coffin and by 
a different inscription on the slab over the vault.  The same edition as the present 
copy is pictured in Creswell’s entry 623, with no discussion of different editions.  
“This cartoon predicts the flourishing of English commerce with the repeal of the 
Stamp Act” – Cresswell. 

OCLC locates just three copies of this slightly later edition without the inscrip-
tion on the coffin, at Yale, Harvard, and the Clements Library.  These join just a 
handful more copies of the first edition in institutional holdings. 

A wonderful and rare image celebrating a significant event on the road to the 
American Revolution. 

 CATALOGUE OF POLITICAL AND PERSONAL SATIRES...IN THE BRIT-
ISH MUSEUM IV:4140. THE ENGLISH SATIRICAL PRINT: THE AMERICAN 
REVOLUTION 11. CRESSWELL 623. FOWBLE, TWO CENTURIES OF PRINTS 
IN AMERICA 87. OCLC 612209047. $10,000.
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 Civil War Letters, Including from Louisiana

 86. Stedman, Joseph: [ARCHIVE OF AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, 
SIGNED, BY LIEUT. COL. JOSEPH STEDMAN OF THE 6th 
AND 42nd REGIMENTS MASSACHUSETTS VOLUNTEERS, 
WITH ACCOUNTS OF SKIRMISHES IN BALTIMORE, A 
LONG ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF GALVESTON, AND 
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF LaFOURCHE 
CROSSING IN LOUISIANA]. [Baltimore, Md.; various locations in 
Louisiana; and Alexandria, Va.] April 24, 1861 – August 4, 1864. Seven let-
ters, totaling [32]pp., plus two unrelated letters. Old folds, minor wear. Overall 
very good. 

An interesting Civil War archive of seven letters by Lieut. Col. Joseph Stedman, 
giving Stedman’s account of his activities and experiences in the war.  The letters 
provide a unique and detailed perspective; as a private in the 6th Massachusetts, 
Stedman served during the arrest of the Maryland Legislature.  He then raised a 
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company for service with the 42nd Massachusetts and rose to the rank of lieutenant 
colonel.  The letters include detailed accounts of skirmishes in Baltimore, troop 
movements during the arrest of the Maryland Legislature, the Battle of Galveston, 
and more battle content from the Trans-Mississippi Theatre.  Most of Stedman’s 
letters are addressed to his father, mother, and sisters, with one addressed to his 
wife.  The letters are fully transcribed, ripe with legible and relevant content. 

Stedman’s letters begin with his service in Washington, D.C. and Baltimore.  
He writes his first letter from Annapolis, recounting the difficulties of landing 
there due to the “depth of water which our Team Boats drew.”  He then moves to 
Washington, D.C., and in a letter of April 29, 1861 notes that he and his fellow 
soldiers “started in regular order and had not proceeded far before we all loaded 
up for fear of an attack in the dock from the secessionists....I should have said that 
the rebels on the line of the road had torn up the track the week before and some 
of the troops had only the day before we started relaid the lines....”  The regiment 
also encounters a train wreck in which “the engine and one of the cars had run 
off in returning from the junction.  As only the engineer and fireman were on no 
one was injured.”  He gets to camp and is very tired, writing that “as an attack was 
expected that night from the secessionists we had strong guard posted around the 
field and as there were over 2000 men on the field we did not feel very much afraid 
of seeing the enemy that night.” 

Stedman’s next letter, dated May 19, 1861 from the newly-renamed Camp Butler 
at Annapolis Junction, details recent tensions in Baltimore and camp developments: 

Since I wrote you last our reg. has been to Baltimore and spent a few days and 
our company while there performed quite a feat [seizing] 2700 stands of arms 
and this in the face of an immense mob, ready to attack them if the leaders 
had not been kept in check by the police and the police owed to do their duty 
by fear of the guns of Ft. McHenry and the two regmnts encamped on Federal 
Hill.  One week ago and the next morning we found some of the guard were 
frightened on some day, post or something and mistaking it for an enemy fired, 
thus alarming the whole camp.  In the night, if a gun is fired it is a signal to 
rush to arms and the drums immediately beat and the men are all around and 
form in line ready for the worst.  As you can see these false alarms break up 
our rest but they must all be needed otherwise when a real alarm is given we 
might be caught napping and thus all killed....Yesterday our new uniforms 
came from Mass and we came out in them today for the first time.  They are 
a dark gray suit throughout and the reg made a fine appearance in this new 
costume....I rec’d my workout today as a Sergeant in Co. B which makes me 
a non commissioned officer and does not subject me to as much labor as a 
private.  I have the whole co. in charge nearly every day while on Co. drill.

Stedman’s next three letters emanate from Louisiana in 1863, where his regiment 
had been sent to provide support at the Battle of Galveston in Texas.  Arriving in 
Galveston more than a week after the battle, and after returning to Camp Mansfield 
in Carrollton, Louisiana, Stedman provides a long account of the skirmish: 
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I know you will be very anxious to hear from me at this time, especially as some 
reports have gone to the North, concerning the battle at Galveston, which are 
untrue....I will state that we started for Galveston on Saturday the 10th inst 
in a fine large steamer and all promised well for a pleasant trip.  We did not 
proceed down the river that night as we expected to, for the captain of the boat 
heard that all was not right at Galveston and we waited until morning and then 
the captain and I proceeded to the city and on arriving there we heard that 
Galveston was taken by the rebels; the first report was that all of the 42nd there 
were murdered in cold blood and without mercy, but before we returned to the 
boat I saw General Brooks and he told me that the affair was not as bad as it 
was first reported....The adjutant was in the fight and gave me a fair account 
of it. Col. B. with three companies landed at Galveston on Christmas day and 
took up their quarters on a pier running out from the shore.  There was to be a 
gun boat light on each side of them and in this way they supposed themselves 
sage.  About half past the a.m. January 1 the rebels commenced an attack on 
them by land and on the gunboats by water.  After nearly 5 hours fight they 
succeeded in taking the Harriet Lane (one of our best gun boats) and about the 
same time the commander of the squadron blew up the flag ship, the Westfield 
and then a flag of truce was raised by the rebels followed by one on our side. 

During the battle on the water our troops on land had been attacked by a 
force of between 3000 and 4000 men.  The rebels planted cannon so to destroy 
the building in which was Col. B and the men, but he led them out through a 
back entrance and ordered them to lie down behind some timbers which they 
did and then commenced to fire on the enemy.  There was a narrow passage 
of two planks which supported our men on the pier from the rebels on the 
road and as the rebels attempted to cross our men drove them back by the 
destructive fire they poured upon them.  At the time the flag of truce went 
up a boat was passing the wharf and Col. B hailed it and sent the Adjutant 
onboard one of the gun boats to see if they would not come up and take off the 
three companies.  Just as he got on board he looked back and saw the rebels 
surround our men and march them all away as prisoners of war.  When he left 
none had been killed and only about twenty wounded.  As they were all taken 
away as prisoners, he remained on board and was afterwards put on the Saxon 
where the quartermaster was, he having gone on board the day before for the 
purpose of going to N[ew].O[rleans]. with dispatches for Gen. Banks.  The 
Texan then proceeded to N.O. and reported the state of things to the Gen.  
We do not know what kind of treatment our men will receive, but we fear not 
the best that prisoners of war should have.

A few months later Stedman writes from Gentilly, Louisiana, to his sister, Loreta.  
He writes positively of New Orleans: “The air is fragrant with orange blossoms 
and a ride in a pleasant day is delightful.  I often wish some of you could spend a 
few weeks in New Orleans at this season for I know you would enjoy it much....
The contrast is quite striking to us who have always been accustomed to Northern 
winters....”  Stedman then reports on troop losses for his unit. 
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He writes next to his wife from Lafayette Square in New Orleans on June 23.  
After more than two years of war, Stedman expresses a weariness, but a hope for 
conclusion.  He decries the “uncertainty of war!”  He also reports on a recent skir-
mish by his unit that came to be known as the Battle of LaFourche Crossing, part 
of Taylor’s Operations in western Louisiana: 

When I arrived here I found that all the troops in the city had left for the 
Lafourche country, so called, which is between here and Brashear City.  A large 
body of rebels had suddenly appeared and were threatening our troops in that 
vicinity and Gen. Emory had sent all the troops he could possibly spare from 
his command to their assistance.  Lt. Col. Stickney of the 47th Mass C Vols. 
had commenced at Brashear City and he had also turned out with between 200 
and 300 men to keep the rebels from destroying the railroad because if this 
was destroyed all communication with N.O. would be cut off.  But he did not 
arrive in season, and the track was torn up for quite a distance – Sunday Lt. 
Col. Stickney made a junction with Lt. Col. Lowtelle of the 26th Mary. Vols. 
and Sunday P.M. a severe engagement ensued.  Cols. Stickney & Lowtelle 
had between 400 and 600 men and 12 pieces of artillery and opposed to them 
was 3000 rebels, many of them cavalry.  The fight lasted one hour & twenty 
minutes.  On the left of the line was 200 men of my regiment, 50 men of Co. B 
and the balance from other companies in the regiment....During the battle was 
lost 8 men killed and over 30 wounded in all, the rebel loss was much larger.  
I saw Col. Lowtelle this P.M. and he said our men did nobly.  Co B. has had 
its first battle and I am proud to hear good reports of it.  Col. Cahill of our 
Brigade is now in command and he has recd reinforcements and is prepared 
to give the rebs a good sound thrashing.

Stedman also details the current Siege of Port Hudson, which would culminate 
about two weeks later in a Union victory that reclaimed the Mississippi River for 
the North.  The last letter by Stedman in this archive emanates from Alexandria, 
Virginia over a year later.  The other two letters are unrelated to Stedman’s service, 
and were sent to members of his family. 

Joseph Stedman’s correspondence holds much of interest, especially for the 
content related to the Battle of Galveston and the Battle of LaFourche Crossing.  
Little survives reporting either battle.  Plus, Stedman’s regiment was present in 
Baltimore during a turbulent time in its history, which included the arrest of the 
Maryland Legislature.  An interesting archive of Civil War letters.  $3750.

 The Principal Military Manual
of the American Revolution

 87. [Steuben, Friedrich Wilhelm Ludolf Gerhard Augustin, Baron von]: 
REGULATIONS FOR THE ORDER AND DISCIPLINE OF THE 
TROOPS OF THE UNITED STATES. PART I [all published]. Hart-
ford: Nathaniel Patten, [1783]. 108pp. plus eight engraved folding plates. 
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12mo. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked to style, red morocco label. Con-
temporary ownership signature on front pastedown. Trimmed a bit close along 
upper edge, occasionally affecting a page number. Plate two torn in lower outer 
corner, not affecting image. Very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco 
and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 

The German-born Steuben, well trained in the highly disciplined military system 
developed under Frederick the Great, served as inspector general of the Conti-
nental Army.  In this capacity he wrote his Regulations for the Order and Discipline 
of the Troops of the United States on orders from the Continental Congress.  First 
published in 1779, the work became the standard text for the Continental Army 
and the United States Army into the early 19th century.  Fifty editions, abridge-
ments, extracts, and adaptations were printed before 1800.  Steuben’s contribution 
to American independence cannot be underestimated.  “He was unrivaled among 
the citizens of the new nation as an expert on military affairs.  His introduction 
of European military concepts to the Continental army marks the beginning of a 
truly professional military tradition in the United States” – ANB. 

Rarely found with the folding plates intact and in good condition, as in the 
present example. 

 EVANS 18267. SABIN 91395. HOWES S951, “aa.” ESTC W22971. REESE, REVO-
LUTIONARY HUNDRED 59 (ref ). $7500.

 Important Revolutionary War Guerilla Tactics Manual

 88. Stevenson, Roger: [Fergusson, Hugh Henry, editor]: MILITARY IN-
STRUCTIONS FOR OFFICERS DETACHED IN THE FIELD: 
CONTAINING, A SCHEME FOR FORMING A CORPS OF A 
PARTISAN. ILLUSTRATED WITH PLANS OF THE MANOEU-
VRES NECESSARY IN CARRYING ON THE PETITE GUERRE. 
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Philadelphia: R. Aitken, 1775. [8],vii,[1],232,[4]pp. plus twelve plates, seven 
of them folding (plates VII and VIII misnumbered VIII and VII, as issued). 
Plate IX entirely in full facsimile, plate VII in partial facsimile. 12mo. An-
tique-style three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, gilt leather label. 
Text foxed and soiled, old dampstaining throughout. Short horizontal tears 
in first and last gathering, occasionally just grazing a letter, some reinforced 
with tape. Overall, a good copy. 

 

A most important early American military 
manual, preceding the celebrated works of 
Baron Von Steuben and, appropriately, the 
first book bearing a dedication to George 
Washington.  “In a country where every 
gentleman is a soldier,” the author writes 
immediately after the dedication, “and every 
soldier a student in the art of war, it neces-
sarily follows that military treatises will be 
considerably sought-after and attended to.”  
Edited by Hugh Henry Fergusson, the pres-
ent manual was one of the most significant 
military manuals associated with the years of 
the American Revolution, encouraging and 
instructing readers in the art of “la petite 
guerre.”  Significantly, it was published in 
Philadelphia by revolutionary printer Robert 
Aitken, in the year before the Declaration 
of Independence. 

The engravings illustrate the strate-
gies promoted in the text, both historic 
and theoretical.  These celebrated guerilla 
tactics, combined with a superior geograph-
ical knowledge of local terrain, gave the 
Continentals a significant advantage over 

the regimented fighting style of the British.  In short, this is how the American 
colonies won the war.  Interestingly, Evans names the editor of this work as Hugh 
Henry Fergusson, a close acquaintance of Washington who was nonetheless a 
British sympathizer and served as General Howe’s commissary of prisoners.  The 
illustrations were engraved by the publisher, Robert Aitken, himself.  Aitken also 
engraved similar military diagrams as some of the very first images of the American 
Revolution in his Pennsylvania Magazine. 

 EVANS 14475. HOWES S981, “aa.” HILDEBURN 3290. ESTC W20757. REESE, 
REVOLUTIONARY HUNDRED 35. $2500.
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 A Rare Account of Walker’s
Filibustering Expedition to Nicaragua:

The Cowan Copy

 89. Stewart, William Frank: LAST OF THE FILLIBUSTERS; OR, REC-
OLLECTIONS OF THE SIEGE OF RIVAS. Sacramento: Henry Shi-
pley and Company, 1857. 85pp. Original pictorial green wrappers. Light wear 
at corners and spine ends. Bookplate of Robert E. Cowan on inner front 
wrapper. First two-thirds of text a bit tanned. Very good. In a folding brown 
cloth case. 

A very rare firsthand account of William Walker’s filibustering expedition to Ni-
caragua, with much on the participants and their fate after Walker’s surrender in 
May 1857.  This is California bibliographer and bookseller Robert Cowan’s copy, 
with his bookplate on the inner front wrapper. 

William Walker was one of the most fascinating and short-lived (he was executed 
by firing squad in Honduras in 1860, aged thirty-six) American filibusterers of the 
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19th century.  By the summer of 1856, capitalizing on turmoil in Central America 
and backed by powerful American interests, including Cornelius Vanderbilt, Walker 
had been installed as president of Nicaragua.  When his activities began to concern 
not only other Central American leaders, but his American backers, the writing was 
on the wall for Walker, and he surrendered to the American Navy in May 1857. 

William Frank Stewart was a captain in the Red Star Guards, “active in recruiting 
‘emigrants’ at Placerville, Coloma, and other mountain towns, and joined Walker 
with a company of 78 Californians, whose adventures during the expedition and in 
the ensuing campaigns are here recorded” (Greenwood).  Stewart and his men arrived 
in Nicaragua in March, 1857, and fought in support of Walker until his defeat at 
the Battle of Rivas the next month.  His narrative describes their activities as they 
travelled to Nicaragua, the conditions there and the battles in which they fought, 
and the aftermath of Walker’s defeat at Rivas, including their return to the United 
States, many of them badly wounded.  “He left California a supporter of Walker, 
but wound up a bitter opponent.  His account is especially interesting because it 
contains information about the movements of the surrendered troops after Walker 
and his staff left Nicaragua” – Graff.  The striking wrapper illustration is by the 
talented artist, Charles Christian Nahl.  Best known for his views of life in Gold 
Rush California, here Nahl provides a brilliant image showing the Grim Reaper 
standing in a tropical setting and pointing at a crumbling column with the words 
“Manifest Destiny” carved into it.  The body of a fallen American, his sword broken 
off near the hilt, lies at the feet of the reaper, while a crow perches on the column, 
and ominous storm clouds and lightning bolts surmount the image. 

The Graff copy is noted as being in pictorial pink wrappers.  Rare Book Hub 
lists only three copies: the Streeter copy, bought by Dawson in 1968 for $425; the 
Herschel Jones copy; and a Huntington duplicate, auctioned in 1923, which sold 
for $90. 

 HOWES S993, “b.” SABIN 91711. COWAN, p.615. GREENWOOD 883. GRAFF 3988. 
JONES CHECK-LIST 1383. STREETER SALE 2826. $8750.

 The Working Materials for the 1834 Tennessee Constitution,
Which Disenfranchised Free Black Men

 90. [Tennessee]: [ANNOTATED DRAFT COPIES OF THE TENNES-
SEE CONSTITUTION, PLUS PRINTED AMENDMENTS AND 
INSTRUCTIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY A SERIES OF HAND-
WRITTEN NOTES, EMANATING FROM THE 1834 STATE 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION]. [Knoxville. 1834]. [90]pp., plus 
two and a half folded sheets of handwritten notes. Folio. Loose and string-tied 
gatherings. Light wear, a few chips and short closed tears. Some moderate 
tanning and occasional foxing. Manuscript notes split neatly along folds. Very 
good. In a blue cloth chemise and blue morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt. 
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A remarkable series of annotated draft copies of the Tennessee state Constitution, 
plus printed amendments and corrections, with an additional two sheets of hand-
written notes, from the 1834 convention to revise the state constitution, the new 
version of which was adopted in 1835. 

Tennessee’s first constitution was adopted in 1796 in Knoxville by a convention 
of fifty-five delegates, a document that Thomas Jefferson called the “least imper-
fect and most republican of the state constitutions.”  In 1834 a state constitutional 
convention was held in Nashville with sixty delegates in attendance and presided 
over by William Carter.  It revised the constitution to reflect the state’s growing 
population (more than six times what its size had been in 1796) and to update 
the court system and address some of the problems in the original constitution.  
This 1834 revision was centered mainly on taxation to reflect the state’s increas-
ingly urban nature and the courts (providing for a state Supreme Court with three 
judges, one from each grand division of the state).  It also required the legislature 
to cherish literature and science, and established the common school fund.  Al-
though anti-slavery advocates petitioned the convention to abolish slavery, their 
efforts were rebuffed, and in fact the delegates specifically limited suffrage to white 
males, disenfranchising free Black men (who had the right to vote under the 1796 
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constitution).  The next revision of the Tennessee State Constitution would not 
take place until 1870 under Reconstruction. 

The documents included in this collection consist of the following: 
 

1) Copy of the 1796 Constitution, printed in 1834, annotated with occasional check 
marks, bound with string. 16pp. 

2) Printed document outlining the duties of the President of the convention and 
the rules of debate. 3pp. 

3) Printed document containing Articles VI through X, annotated with corrections. 
[4]pp. 

4) Printed draft section containing Articles II through XI, with annotations to last 
two leaves. 14pp. 

5) Printed draft section containing Articles II through XI, heavily annotated through-
out. 12pp. 

6) Two and a half sheets of contemporary handwritten briefs on constitutional 
amendments. 

7) Printed copy of amendments and alterations to an initial draft. [6]pp. 
8) Potential final draft of entire document, lightly annotated with scattered strike-

outs. 16pp. 
9) Printed copy of the Constitution as amended, August 1834. 18pp. 

 

An outstanding collection of material documenting the revision of the Tennessee 
state Constitution in 1834.  $16,500.

 Arguing for a Smaller British Empire
During the American Revolution

 

 91. [Towry, George Phillips]: OCCASIONAL LETTERS UPON TAX-
ATION; UPON THE MEANS OF RAISING THE SUPPLIES 
WITHIN THE YEAR, TO ANSWER THE EXPENCES OF A 
NECESSARY WAR; AND UPON SUCH MEASURES AS WOULD 
PROBABLY TEND TO SECURE GREAT-BRITAIN AND ITS 
NATURAL DEPENDENCIES THE BLESSINGS OF PEACE 
UPON A DURABLE SYSTEM. London. 1780. [4],86pp. Modern paper 
boards, printed paper labels. Very minor foxing and soiling. Very good plus. 
In a half morocco and cloth folder. 
 

Collection of letters published in local newspapers and assembled here by the author, 
identified as George Phillips Towry by presentation inscriptions in copies at the 
University of Michigan and the John Carter Brown Library.  Towry was a naval 
officer who served in the Americas for some time.  In his preface he notes that his 
object “is truly no other than to promote national security and permanent peace; 
which to him seems irreconcilable with [Britain’s] retention of so many remote, 
and several of them burthensome, or unproductive territories, bordering upon the 
dominions of other powerful states; or holding it as a state maxim, that the colonies 
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and our sister island ought to be subject to our Parliament, especially when it can-
not be made to appear to be either to their interest, or to that of the community at 
large, that such a system should continue to exist for the future.” 

Scarce.  Only a handful of copies in ESTC, and no copies appearing in auction 
records for the past forty years. 

 ESTC T107848. AMERICAN CONTROVERSY 80-87. SABIN 56626. $2750.

 Archive of the Monroe Doctrine
in Action in Peru in the 1820s

 92. [Tudor, William]: Hull, Isaac: Maling, Thomas James: [AN IMPOR-
TANT COLLECTION OF FORTY-SIX LETTERS SENT TO WIL-
LIAM TUDOR, UNITED STATES CONSUL IN PERU, WRIT-
TEN TO TUDOR BY COMMODORE ISAAC HULL, BRITISH 
NAVAL CAPTAIN THOMAS JAMES MALING, AND OTHERS 
IN PERU REGARDING THE NAVAL BLOCKADE OF CALLAO 
INSTIGATED BY SPAIN IN RESPONSE TO SIMÓN BOLÍVAR’S 
PERUVIAN REVOLUTION AND OTHER DIPLOMATIC MAT-
TERS]. [Various locations, mostly Valparaiso, Chile; and Callao and Lima, 
Peru. 1822-1827]. Forty-six autograph letters, signed, or manuscript letters, 
signed, totaling [103]pp., some with integral address leaf. All docketed at 
top right edge of verso of last leaf, likely by William Tudor himself. Origi-
nal mailing folds, light toning, occasional short tears from opened wax seals. 
Overall very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth folding 
case, spine gilt. 
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An important historical archive of letters received by William Tudor, almost all 
while he was serving as United States Consul to Peru in Lima.  The letters, from a 
breadth of correspondents, reveal the range of political, cultural, military, and legal 
issues faced by an American diplomat serving in South America during a politically 
volatile period, and are especially interesting for detailing American diplomatic ac-
tions in South America in the years just after the issuance of the Monroe Doctrine.  
The letters are particularly notable for demonstrating the views and actions of the 
United States during the Peruvian independence struggle, and showing the extent 
of the cooperation between the U.S. and Great Britain less than a decade after the 
conclusion of the War of 1812.  They also paint a picture of the revolutionary actions 
of Simón Bolívar in Peru, the tight grip on the port of Callao by Spanish stalwart 
José Ramón Rodil, and the interplay of American, British, Spanish, Chilean, and 
Peruvian officials in the region. 

William Tudor (1779-1830) was a leading citizen of Boston and the son of the 
first judge advocate of the Continental Army.  Tudor was a founder and first edi-
tor of the North American Review and helped found the Boston Athenaeum.  He 
was the first Boston citizen to refer to the city as “The Athens of America” in an 
1819 letter.  Tudor was the U.S. Consul to Peru from 1824 to 1827, and Chargé 
d’Affaires at Rio de Janeiro from 1827 until his death there in 1830. 

The most prominent correspondent in this archive is Commodore Isaac Hull 
(1773-1843), represented by twelve letters to William Tudor.  The Hull letters are 
a mixture of seven autograph letters, signed, from Hull and five manuscript let-
ters in a secretarial hand but signed by the Commodore.  Hull’s letters report on 
the naval blockade of Peru, American movements around South America, and the 
struggles of Simón Bolívar’s South American independence movement, and also 
touch on the ultimate defeat of the Spanish in Peru.  At the time these letters were 
written Hull was commander of the United States Pacific Squadron, and the letters 
emanate from Hull’s flagship, the U.S.S. United States, positioned in Callao Bay 
as part of a joint American-British blockade.  Hull had a long and distinguished 
career in the United States Navy, beginning during the Quasi War with France, 
battling Barbary pirates, and commanding the U.S.S. Constitution during the War 
of 1812.  He went on to serve as commandant of the Washington Navy Yard and 
as commander of the Mediterranean Squadron.  Letters by Hull are scarce on the 
market, especially in the quantity, quality, and intimacy of content seen here. 

In one of his letters Hull describes the extreme treatment suffered by some 
American sailors at the hands of the commander of the port of Callao.  Hull writes 
a lengthy and passionate letter decrying the “injustice and cruelty of all the proceed-
ings” which took place during the Spanish seizure of the ship, China.  Hull can no 
longer “remain inactive or insensible to the repeated wrongs of my countrymen.”  
He then relates how some seamen were threatened with swords, muskets, or gal-
lows.  Hull thinks that “my government will justify me in any measures which I 
shall be compelled to take to obtain redress for the insults and wrongs which my 
countrymen have received, and to prevent a repetition of them.”  After all, claims 
Hull, “there is not an American in this country, knowing all things which have 
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taken place, who would not be willing to sacrifice every feeling of interest to have 
their rights respected....” 

Also among Tudor’s correspondents in this collection are Royal Navy Captain 
Thomas Maling; various American merchant seamen; Michael Hogan, U.S. Consul 
and Navy Agent at Valparaiso, Chile; local Spanish officials, and more. 

In total, these letters to William Tudor shine an important spotlight on the 
American intervention in Peru and on the international political and economic 
machinations in South America during the 1820s.  The archive provides a stark 
picture of American enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine, which President Mon-
roe had just elucidated in his State of the Union Address on December 2, 1823.  
Spanish actions in Peru in the 1820s were seen as a violation of this new foreign 
policy stance by the United States, particularly the tenet covering European colonial 
involvement in the Western Hemisphere.  Of course, the Monroe Doctrine also 
served American economic interests in South America, which certainly motivated 
events such as the American blockade of Callao, and the dispersal of the Dolphin 
and the Peacock to other South American ports. 

An outstanding collection of American diplomatic correspondence from an 
important moment in South American history.  The full description of this archive 
is available on request, and on our website.  $27,500.

 First Mexican Printing of the U.S. Constitution

 93. [United States Constitution]: [Washington, George]: CONSTITU-
CION FEDERAL DE LOS ESTADOS-UNIDOS DE AMERICA, 
CON DOS DISCURSOS DEL GENERAL WASHINGTON. Mexico: 
Imprenta a cargo de Martin Rivera, 1823. [4],66pp. Small octavo. Contem-
porary mottled Mexican sheep, spine gilt. Minor edge wear, light scuffing 
to boards, short worm track on front board. Small ownership mark reading 
“JNB” branded on front and rear pastedowns, ink ownership signature of “De 
Francisco Gonzalez de Cossio” on front flyleaf. Internally clean. Very good. 

This is the first Mexican printing of the United States Constitution, accompanied 
by two important addresses by George Washington.  This work was produced in 
anticipation of Mexican independence from Spain, and the U.S. Constitution 
in particular provided inspiration to the drafters of the constitution of newly-
independent Mexico.  Written in 1824, it was the first constitution of Mexico as 
a sovereign state, and the constitution under which the colonization of Texas by 
Americans would take place.  It is ample evidence of the transnational influence 
on the United States Constitution on emerging democracies, in this case America’s 
neighbor to the south. 

All seven articles of the United States Constitution are printed in full in Span-
ish in a section that is headed by a Federal garland ornament.  The names of all 
the signers are given at the conclusion of the main text.  This is followed by a 
section printing the first twelve amendments, titled here as “Correcciones,” an 
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interesting interpretation of the role of 
constitutional amendments.  The final 
page contains the text of an amendment 
passed by the House and Senate (and 
signed in print by Senate President pro 
tem John Gaillard and House Speaker 
J.B. Varnum) prohibiting any American 
citizen from accepting a title of nobility or 
honor from a foreign government, under 
threat of losing one’s American citizenship 
and holding any further elective office.  
This “Titles of Nobility” amendment was 
passed by Congress in 1810 and came 
close to ratification by two-thirds of the 
states in the 1810s, but has to this day 
never been ratified.  The inclusion of this 
amendment is an interesting commentary 
on the priorities and concerns of Mexican 
lawmakers. 

The U.S. Constitution is preceded by 
two chapters printing addresses by George 
Washington, whose actions following the 
American Revolution and his two terms as 
President were influential well beyond the 

borders of the United States.  The first chapter prints Washington’s 1796 Farewell 
Address to the United States (“Discurso de Despedida de Washington al Pueblo 
de los Estados-Unidos”).  Designed by Washington and his principal advisors in 
drafting it – James Madison and Alexander Hamilton – as both a valedictory and 
advice to succeeding generations, the address served as a guidepost to Americans 
from the point of its publication.  The Farewell Address would have been of par-
ticular interest to the Mexican Constitutional framers. 

The second section prints Washington’s Address to the Continental Army in 
1783 (“Carta Circular del General Washington a los Gobernadores de los Estados, 
fecha en el Cuartel General de Newburgh 18 de Junio de 1783”).  In this circular 
letter General Washington announces his intention to resign his command of the 
Continental Army and retire into private life.  He also expounds in detail on the 
serious issues facing the nascent United States government.  Both of Washington’s 
addresses are printed fully in Spanish, as is the Constitution. 

OCLC records just eight actual copies over three records.  This is the first copy 
that we can find in the market in over a century, and the first copy we have handled 
of this first Mexican printing of the United States Constitution. 

 OCLC 24072481, 503926127, 1097838706. SABIN 16060. PALAU 59641, 374086.
 $15,750.
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 Answering Questions About
Virginia’s Newly Enacted Poll Tax

 94. [Virginia]: [Field, James G.:]: OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL RESPECTING THE PAYMENT OF CAPITATION 
TAX AS A PREREQUISITE TO VOTING. Richmond: R.E. Frayser, 
Superintendent of Public Printing, 1878. 6pp. Printed self-wrappers. Slight 
vertical crease, glue residue on final page. Evenly tanned. Very good. 

The opinions of Virginia’s Attorney General on the requirement of a poll tax for 
voting, a favorite method for disenfranchising minority voters in the Jim Crow 
era.  Virginia had an ever-changing relationship to the capitation tax, but it did 
not become a prerequisite for voting until 1875.  A few years later it seems there 
was still some confusion about the new law, and Attorney General James G. Field 
responds to these questions, including whether all taxes need to be paid or only 
the capitation tax, whether it was the tax for the previous or following year that 
was required, and whether those exempted from the tax were still enfranchised.  
While this pamphlet unsurprisingly avoids the issue, the implementation of a poll 
tax predictably disenfranchised a large portion of the Black voters who had become 
increasingly influential in Virginia during Reconstruction: state auditors found 
that fourteen percent of white voters had failed to pay their capitation tax in 1874, 
compared to forty-one percent of the Black voting base (Annual Reports of Officers, 
Boards and Institutions of the Commonwealth of Virginia for the Year Ending 
September 30, 1874).  The requirement was eventually repealed in 1881, but other 
methods to limit the franchise would take its place.  Not located in OCLC.  Rare.

  $1250.

 The Virginia Legislature on the Run
During the American Revolution

 95. [Virginia Laws]: ACTS PASSED AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 
BEGUN AND HELD IN THE TOWN OF RICHMOND, ON 
MONDAY THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, IN THE 
YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED 
AND EIGHTY. [with:] ACTS PASSED AT A GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, BEGUN AND HELD IN THE TOWN OF RICHMOND, 
ON THURSDAY THE 1st DAY OF MARCH, IN THE YEAR OF 
OUR LORD, 1781. Richmond: Printed by John Dixon & Thomas Nicolson, 
[1781]. Two volumes bound in one. 34; 8,[1]pp. Folio. Expertly bound to style 
in period marbled wrappers. Very good. In a morocco box. 

An important pair of Revolutionary War Virginia session laws, with much content 
relating to the conflict.  At this time British military activity had made it neces-
sary for the legislature to flee Williamsburg and move inland to greater safety 
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in Richmond.  Many of the laws relate to the conduct of the war, including acts 
relating to guards for garrison duty, an act for “procuring a supply of Money for 
the Exigencies of the War,” an act for “making good the future pay of the Army,” 
an act for clothing the Army, an act to “raise two Legions for the defence of the 
state,” an act for the recruitment of troops and supplies, and an act to exempt iron 
workers from militia duty.  Also includes acts pertaining to slavery, tobacco, land 
claims, taxation, lawful marriage, infrastructure, and much more.  Very rare, with 
only two copies of each in OCLC, one pair each at the Library of Virginia and the 
Virginia Historical Society Library. 

 EVANS 17407, 17408. ESTC W23687, W23688. OCLC 7056728, 7071256. $13,500.

 Archive on the History of Voting in America

 96. [Voting]: [Hart, Albert Bushnell]: [COLLECTION OF RESEARCH 
MATERIAL RELATING TO THE HISTORY OF VOTING IN 
THE UNITED STATES, COMPILED BY NOTED HISTORI-
AN ALBERT BUSHNELL HART, WITH HUNDREDS OF EX-
TRACTS, CLIPPINGS, AND CITATIONS, PLUS OVER FORTY 
BALLOT-RELATED IMPRINTS AND EPHEMERAL ITEMS]. 
[Various locations. 1888-1920]. Hundreds of magazine extracts, book and 
newspaper clippings, and citations, as well as forty-two pamphlets and ephem-
eral items. Housed in four cardstock folders, manuscript titles on front cover 
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and spine, Hart’s name and address stamped in ink on the front of each folder. 
Moderate wear. Creasing and minor soiling to contents, a few items chipped, 
closed tears along right edge of many items. Generally in very good condition.

A significant collection of research material on the history of the ballot in the 
United States, compiled by Albert Bushnell Hart, a prominent historian, writer, 
and editor based at Harvard University.  Hart was a part of the first generation of 
professionally trained historians in America, described as “The Grand Old Man” 
of American History by Samuel Eliot Morison.  A prolific author, Hart wrote nu-
merous volumes on American government; the material in this collection was likely 
assembled for one such work.  The present collection includes over one hundred 
magazine extracts, book and newspaper clippings, and numerous citations, as well 
as forty-four pamphlets and ephemeral items, all organized into four folders. 

Most of the material relates to voting in the United States, though some foreign 
material is also present.  One folder is dedicated to the principles and history of 
ballots; another is dedicated to absentee and mail-in voting; the third is devoted 
to the “Short Ballot”; and the fourth covers the “Australian Ballot,” also known as 
the secret ballot.  Each clipping or extract is accompanied by a citation in Hart’s 
hand, possibly in an effort to produce a comprehensive bibliography of writings on 
these topics.  Hart also often underlines passages in the extracts. 

Among the pamphlets and ephemera is material produced in support of mail-
in voting in the 1900s and 1910s, a collection of thirty pamphlets and ephemera 
produced in support of the “Short Ballot” in the 1910s (part of an effort led by 
Woodrow Wilson to centralize government 
by lessening the number of offices elected 
by popular vote), and items related to the 
secret ballot (also known as the “Austra-
lian Ballot” or the “Massachusetts Bal-
lot”).  Items in the latter category include 
a draft of the Massachusetts Ballot Law 
of 1888, the first statewide law requiring 
secret ballots, as well as a sample ballot 
for an 1889 election in Boston, provid-
ing an early example of a ballot produced 
by a state government rather than by a 
political party. 

Hart almost certainly collected this ma-
terial in order to produce a passage, chap-
ter, or whole work regarding the ballot.  
While he did not produce a book-length 
study, he did include significant passages 
on elections and the ballot in his School 
History of the United States (published in 
various editions between 1918 and 1934) 
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and We and Our History (1923).  He may have also intended the present research to 
inform an entry on the ballot for the Cyclopedia of American Government (two edi-
tions between 1914 and 1932, both of which Hart co-edited), but that assignment 
eventually fell to George H. Haynes.  Hart may have lent the present materials to 
Haynes for his entry on the ballot, as it also contains significant separate entries 
for the Short and Australian ballots. 

The collection of voting and ballot-related pamphlets and ephemera include 
works on the voting history, principles, organization, reform, distribution, and other 
issues.  A more detailed list of the collection is available on request. 

An informative and timely working collection of historical information on the 
ballot in America in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, compiled by an eminent 
historian.  $2750.

 A Remarkable Narrative of Reconstruction Politics in Florida

 97. Wallace, John: CARPETBAG RULE IN FLORIDA. THE INSIDE 
WORKINGS OF THE RECONSTRUCTION OF CIVIL GOV-
ERNMENT IN FLORIDA AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE CIVIL 
WAR. Jacksonville, Fl.: Da Costa Printing and Publishing House, 1888. 
444pp. plus frontispiece portrait and two portrait plates. Modern three-quarter 
calf and marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt, gilt leather label. Ink owner-

ship inscription of Henry C. Clark (partially 
trimmed) in upper margin of titlepage, pur-
ple ink ownership stamp reading “Henry C. 
Clark Jacksonville, Fla.” on titlepage and one 
interior text leaf. Ink notes in top margin of 
p.17, a few scattered penciled notes in text, 
otherwise quite clean internally. A very good 
copy. 

 

A controversial history of Reconstruction in 
Florida, by the longest-serving Black elected of-
ficial of the time.  John Wallace (1842-1908) was 
born a slave in North Carolina.  When Union 
troops moved through the area in February 1862, 
he seized the opportunity for freedom, and joined 
the Second Colored Infantry the next year.  He 
saw action in Florida, where he eventually settled.  
Wallace was a page at the Florida Constitutional 
Convention in 1868 and was elected constable of 
Leon County that same year.  A Republican who 
often sided with Democrats, he served two terms 
in the Florida House, followed by two terms in 
the Florida Senate.  In all, he held elective of-
fice longer than any other Black man in Florida. 
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Contrary to expectations, Carpetbag Rule in Florida, his only book, is very critical 
of his fellow Republicans and Reconstruction rule, serving as a source for genera-
tions of historians critical of Reconstruction.  Wallace’s views reflect the fractured 
nature of Republican politics in Florida during Reconstruction, as well as his own 
personal allegiances.  He recounts his experiences in government and includes a 
number of documents that reflect his views of people and events, including notes 
from the 1868 constitutional convention, legislative debates, the unsuccessful effort 
to annex West Florida to Alabama, and railroad dealings.  The book served as a 
useful tool for Democrats during the 1888 election. 

From the time of its publication many doubted that Wallace was the true author 
of Carpetbag Rule in Florida.  Some attributed it to Harrison Reed (1813-1889), 
the first Republican governor of Florida, who served from 1868 to 1873.  Reed is 
one of two other men whose engraved likeness is included here along with Wallace; 
the other is Jonathan C. Gibbs, the first and only African-American Secretary of 
State and Superintendent of Public Instruction in the history of the state of Florida.  
Others have noted that the book may have been written by Wallace’s political patron, 
William D. Bloxham, who was a leading Democrat and was elected governor in 1880. 

A scarce and controversial work by an African-American legislator in the deep 
Reconstruction South. 

 HOWES W53, “b.” SERVIES 9109. BLOCKSON 2554. WORK, p.375. LINCOVE 
1616, 1579 (note). $4000.

 A Key Work Arguing for a Stronger Constitution

 98. [Webster, Pelatiah]: A DISSERTATION ON THE POLITICAL 
UNION AND CONSTITUTION OF THE THIRTEEN UNITED 
STATES, OF NORTH-AMERICA: WHICH IS NECESSARY TO 
THEIR PRESERVATION AND HAPPINESS, HUMBLY OF-
FERED TO THE PUBLIC, By a Citizen of Philadelphia. Philadelphia, 
Printed: Hartford: Re-Printed by Hudson & Goodwin, 1783. 30pp. 12mo. 
Modern half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Titlepage a bit stained, and 
with a faint blindstamp in lower portion. Light tanning and foxing, contem-
porary ownership inscription on final text page. Very good. 

The most important work by noted Revolutionary-era political economist Pelatiah 
Webster, sometimes called the first American political economist.  This is the second 
edition, following the Philadelphia edition of the same year; no other editions would 
follow.  Webster advocated supporting the Revolution by taxation instead of loans, 
a free trade, and the reduction of the issuance of paper money.  In the present work 
he expresses his faith in a stronger union, and thus became an early advocate of the 
Constitution.  It was on the basis of this work that Hannis Taylor later claimed that 
Webster was the true author of the Constitution.  Although there is no concrete 
evidence that the 1787 Constitutional Congress used his model as a blueprint, his 
Dissertation reportedly influenced James Madison’s thinking. 
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Born in Connecticut in 1726 and trained 
in theology at Yale, Webster later moved to 
Philadelphia and became a very success-
ful merchant.  A strong proponent of the 
Revolution, he was imprisoned multiple 
times by the British authorities for speaking 
out.  Beginning during the war, Webster 
was already an older man by the time he 
began to write extensively.  He produced a 
number of important political tracts in the 
Confederation and Federal periods, most of 
them arguing for principles of free trade and 
later in support of the Bank of the United 
States, a key component of Hamilton’s fiscal 
plans.  Whether or not the Constitution 
was his idea, he supported it strongly and 
argued against its critics.  His Political Es-
says (Philadelphia, 1791) gathered together 
many of his Federalist arguments. 

 EVANS 18300. SABIN 102402. HOWES 
W208, “aa.” ESTC W38137. DAB XIX, pp.597-

98. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 2. $4500.

 “Five of the rarest lithographs
of the [Mexican] war” – Ron Tyler

 99. Whiting, Daniel P., Lieut.-Col.: [ARMY PORTFOLIO. BY CAPT. 
D.P. WHITING, 7th INF’Y, U.S.A. No. 1]. [New York: G. & W. En-
dicott, 1847]. Five tinted lithographed plates by Chas. Fendrich, F. Swinton 
(2), and C. Parsons (2), after Whiting, printed by G. & W. Endicott. Each 
approximately 18 x 23 inches. Expert restoration. Very good. Matted and 
together in a dark blue morocco backed box. 

A very scarce series of Mexican-American War views, which according to Whiting 
family tradition was limited to no more than twenty-four sets (quoted by Good-
speed’s of Boston in “The Month at Goodspeed’s Book Shop” Vol. XXI, Nos. 2-3, 
November – December, 1959, p.43). 

Daniel Powers Whiting was born in Troy, New York and graduated from the 
U.S. Military Academy, where he received formal training as a topographical artist.  
He was assigned to the 7th U.S. Infantry, with which he served in various garrisons 
before being promoted to captain in the spring of 1845.  In the Mexican-American 
War he served with the army of Gen. Zachary Taylor and saw action in the battles 
of Fort Brown, Monterey, Vera Cruz, and Cerro Gordo. 
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Late in 1845, General Taylor’s army was camped at Corpus Christi, Texas.  In 
January 1846 it advanced to the United States side of the Rio Grande, remain-
ing there until May, when it marched on the strongly fortified city of Monterey, 
eventually taking the city in September.  It was this portion of the campaign that is 
portrayed in the present work by Whiting.  This work is one of the primary visual 
records of the conflict (with the Walke and Nebel portfolios), accurately recording 
the area at a turning point in its history. 

The plates are as follows: 

1) “Monterey, As seen from a house-top in the main Plaza, [to the west.] October, 
1846...[No. 1 of a Series.] [after the capture of the city by the U.S. Forces under 
Gen’l Taylor].” By Chas. Fendrich. 

2) “Heights of Monterey, From the Saltillo road looking towards the City, [from the 
West,] [Worth’s Division moving into position under the guns of the enemy, 
after the action of ‘St. Jeronimo’, on the morning of 21st. Septr. 1846]...[No. 
2].” By F. Swinton. 

3) “Valley towards Saltillo, From near the base of ‘Palace Hill’, at Monterey. [Look-
ing to the S.West.]...[No. 3.] [with the rear guard and wagon train of the U.S. 
Army coming into the Castle after its capitulation].” By C. Parsons. 

4) “Monterey, From Independence Hill, in the rear of the Bishop’s Palace. As it ap-
peared on 23d. September 1846. [Looking East.]...[No. 4] [with the village of 
Guadaloupe and Sierra Silla, or Saddle Mountain, in the distance].” By F. Swinton. 
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5) “Birds-eye view of the Camp of the Army of Occupation, commanded by Genl. 
Taylor. Near Corpus Christi, Texas, [from the North] Oct. 1845.” By C. Parsons. 

Whiting intended the series to continue beyond the single part which appeared; 
however, the loss of the original drawings for the other plates aboard a steamboat 
that sank in the Mississippi prevented any more than the present five plates being 
published. 

 PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, p.175. EBERSTADT 162:910. STREETER SALE 
275. Ron Tyler, The Mexican War, pp.24-45. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 120 (note).

 $27,500.

 Illinois Telegraph Operator
in Missouri During the Civil War

100. Woodring, William H.: [PAIR OF MANUSCRIPT DIARIES KEPT 
BY WILLIAM H. WOODRING, A MEMBER OF THE 13th IL-
LINOIS INFANTRY TELEGRAPH CORPS, WHILE SERVING IN 
MISSOURI AND ARKANSAS DURING THE CIVIL WAR, WITH 
ACCOUNTS OF VARIOUS SKIRMISHES IN MISSOURI DUR-
ING THE EARLY YEARS OF THE WAR, THE DEATH OF GEN-
ERAL NATHAN LYON, THE REMOVAL FROM COMMAND 
OF GENERAL FREMONT, AND WOODRING’S WORK ON 
THE UNION TELEGRAPH LINES]. [Various locations, including in 
camp in Dixon, Il.; Rolla, Camden County, Bolivar, Lebanon, and St. Louis, 
Mo.; and Fort Smith, Ar. Primarily May 2, 1861 to May 4, 1862, but with 
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occasional content to April 1864]. Two volumes. 98; 100pp. Approximately 
21,000 words. Two manuscript diaries, one octavo, one 12mo., both bound 
in contemporary calf. Earlier diary with some chipping, rubbing, and wear to 
binding, and with minor marginal dampstain to bottom corner. Later diary 
with joints partially split but holding with old amateur sewing near spine 
ends, spine chipped and worn, hinges tender. A handful of detached leaves 
laid in, and with the last page ending mid-sentence, indicating at least one 
leaf is lacking. Overall good condition for a pair of wartime diaries. Housed 
together in a felt-lined clamshell case lettered in gilt. 

An informative pair of Civil War manuscript diaries from an uncommon source – a 
telegraph operator serving in the western theater, specifically in Missouri and for a 
brief time in Arkansas.  William Woodring’s diaries provide an excellent account of 
the unconventional “guerilla” warfare that was so common in the trans-Mississippi 
West during the Civil War, and also offer a rare account of the work of a soldier 
involved in wartime communications. 

William H. Woodring (1841-1925) was born near Easton, Pennsylvania, and 
lived in Cedarville, Illinois before the Civil War, where he worked for the Illinois 
and Mississippi Telegraph Company in Rock Island.  He mustered into Company 
D 13th Illinois Infantry on May 25, 1861.  Woodring would serve in the Civil War 
from May 1861 until he mustered out on June 22, 1864.  During his time in the 
service Woodring worked as a regular soldier before joining the telegraph corps 
in early March 1862.  While in the western theater during the early years of the 
war, he reports on skirmishes and other encounters with Confederates, his work 
as a telegrapher, troop movements, war supplies, military discipline (arrests, courts 
martial, corporal and eventually capital punishment meted out for various behaviors), 
regimental reorganizations, and much more, providing a rare and important picture 
of the war in the west.  He memorializes important events, such as the death of 
General Nathan Lyon at the Battle of Wilson’s Creek, the removal of General Fre-
mont from duty in Missouri, the death of Senator Stephen A. Douglas, the Battle 
of Pea Ridge, the Second Battle of Springfield, and the retaliatory executions of 
four Confederate prisoners of war in Arkansas in the Spring of 1864. 

On August 14,1861, Woodring writes about his unit’s first real fight at the Battle 
of Wilson’s Creek and the death of General Nathaniel Lyon: 

Our men were chosen by Genl Lyon for his body guard.  It was a terrible fight.  
The Federal Troops numbered between 5 & 6000 men.  The Southern army 
numbered between 24 & 27000.  Genl Lyon was shot through the Body.  The 
Ball going in under one arm & out under the other, he...took himself down 
off his Horse at the same time telling the men to fight on & not give up.  He 
died four minutes after....

Woodring also details an incident just after the skirmish in which a Union cavalry 
soldier chased a Confederate into the woods and was then assailed by two other 
southern soldiers: 
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Lieut. Beardsley had a narrow escape after they left Springfield on their way 
home.  He saw a man cross the road on horseback ahead of them & he put 
after him into the woods.  He had not gone far before 2 men rode up on each 
side of him & told him he was their prisoner.  He said “guess not” & drew his 
revolver but it was struck out of his hand.  He then drew another & when he 
was doing so one of the men fired.  The ball passed through the breast of his 
coat but did not hurt him.  He fired at the man & killed him.

These close interactions with a disparate population of Confederates is illustrative 
of the loose combat engaged in by soldiers in the western theater. 

Woodring recounts a skirmish of October 13, from Camp Lyon in Camden 
County, Missouri, under his manuscript heading, “First Fight”: 

We were instructed to go to Simon Creek today...but circumstances prevented 
for the enemy thought to prevent us from going to Lebanon.  About 1 oclock 
PM about 400 Rebels Rode up within about 70 yards of a company of our 
Cavalry (90 men) dismounted at first.  Only damage was some Cavalry Horses 
wounded.  The Cavalry then fired their carbines then made a beautiful Sabir 
[sic] charge & completely Routed the Rebels killing 62...& took 26 prisoners.  
Among them is a Colonel....

Another incident Woodring reports on October 16 illustrates the casual and almost 
accidental way skirmishes occurred in the western theater: “This P.M. some of the 
cavalry men went out after corn & saw some armed Rebels.  They came back & 
reported & a company of cavalry went out & killed five Secessionists.  A Lieut of 
our cavalry was wounded.” 

The most notable entry in Woodring’s diary from this period includes his hand-
drawn map of Rolla, which he executed on January 16.  According to his entry from 
that day, Woodring “drew a kind of Diagram of Rolla & the Camps Surrounding 
it for future Referrences [sic].”  The highly-detailed map is titled similarly, reading 
“Diagram of Rolla Mo. & Camps Surrounding it.  Jany. 16th 1862.”  It shows the 
city of Rolla itself to the east, with numerous military encampments to the south, 
west, and northwest, plus a large fort directly to the south of town.  Woodring has 
labeled each encampment and colored the military camps, government stores, and 
public houses in red.  He has also included the requisite rivers, creeks, roads, and 
railroads within his rather accomplished drawing. 

In December 1861 and the early months of 1862, Woodring attempted to get 
a transfer to the telegraph corps, which was eventually granted.  After he started 
working for the telegraph corps, his entries naturally include much more information 
about activities in the larger sphere of the war in the west, as he was now privy to 
much more information on a daily basis.  On March 10 he receives a special mes-
senger informing him of the recent Battle of Pea Ridge near Fayetteville, Arkansas.  
The dispatch was written by Brigadier General Samuel R. Curtis and reported on the 
results of the battle, which Curtis claimed, rightfully so, that “Generals McCullough 
& McIntosh are said to be killed.”  On April 5, he records that Brig. Gen. Curtis 
and General Halleck “a long talk...by Telegraph” which they renewed the next day. 
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In his diary entry of January 7, 1863, Woodring records a lengthy, detailed 
account of the Second Battle of Springfield that takes up thirteen pages.  In addi-
tion to the graphic details regarding the battle, he writes about his own dangerous 
part in the events.  He records that after a group of Confederates cut the Union 
telegraph lines, he was called upon to cross enemy lines to request reinforcements 
and inform them that Springfield had fallen.  He writes: 

We got word early in the day that a force of about 3000 Rebels under Mar-
maduke were marching on Springfield from the southwest.  Our cavalry had 
a skirmish with them.  All was bustle and hurry then fixing for defense.  Our 
garrison was small and composed mostly of state militia troops, but we mus-
tered all the convalescents from the hospitals, and mounted some old iron 
guns....Early in the morning on the 7th the rebels cut our lines both on the 
East and South, thus early cutting off our communications with other posts....I 
reported to headquarters for orders and they were anxious to get word to the 
dept commander at St. Louis to send reinforcements.  I volunteered to go 
with dispatches along the line east until I could get on the wire provided our 
commander would furnish me with an escort.  He told me to report just before 
dark and the dispatches and escort would be ready.  I got my horse and took 
a telegraph relay and accompanied by B. Bates to assist me we reported at the 
appointed time....The commandant provided me with an escort of two men 
(state militia) in charge of a Sergeant and we started on our journey.  The Rebs 
however had strewn the tangled wire along the road making it extremely hard 
travelling by moonlight and after going ten miles we stopped for the night 
starting again next morning.  The wire was down the greater part of the way.  
We halted about 21 miles out near noon...then the escort showed signs of 
weakness, no signs yet of finding cuts, and they determined to return to their 
command.  I was determined to go on however and called for volunteers to go 
with me.  One soldier responded as also did Brave “Bob” and we started alone 
on our perilous trip....We had 34 miles to go and rode hard....

William Woodring’s manuscript diaries are an outstanding record of his Civil War 
experiences in Missouri and Arkansas, his observations of the unconventional fight-
ing there, and of his duties as a telegraph operator.  A lengthier description of the 
Woodring diaries, with more excerpts, is available on request and on our website.
 $14,500.

 Large Run of a Profusely Illustrated Regimental Magazine

101. [World War I]: THE SPIKER. PUBLISHED BY THE MEN OF 
THE EIGHTEENTH ENGINEERS RAILWAY, U.S. ARMY. “Some-
where in France”: Men of the Engineers Railway, U.S. Army, December 1917 
to April 1919. Fourteen issues, each [24]pp., including numerous cartoons and 
illustrations. Quarto. Original pictorial wrappers, stapled. Scattered light fox-
ing and soiling, various small marginal tears and chipping throughout, mostly 
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without loss, large chip with some text loss to final leaf of January 1919 issue. 
Overall very good. 

 

Fourteen issues of the regimental maga-
zine of the U.S. Army’s Eighteenth 
Engineers Railway Unit while stationed 
in France at the end of World War I 
and following the armistice.  The regi-
ment published The Spiker while they 
were deployed as Services of Supply 
(SOS) troops in France.  The 18th was 
organized in the state of Washington 
in May 1917, then sent to France be-
tween August 1917 and April 1919.  
The SOS was an arm of the American 
Expeditionary Forces established to 
maintain supply routes and communi-
cations for American forces in Europe.  
Headquartered in Tours, France, they 
largely worked on preparing France’s 
rail system for American equipment 
and supplies.  Each issue of this thor-
oughly illustrated magazine features a 

cartoon on the front wrapper and many more throughout, along with regimental 
news, editorials, jokes, literature, and other (mostly humorous) articles.  Aside from 
the ever-present “fish-out-of-water” humor generated by groups of young American 
men mingling with the ever-so-cultured French, many of the jokes skew more than 
a bit racist – and not only towards the Germans.  Plenty of “good-natured” jabs 
are made at the regiment’s Irish and Italian members, and of course the segregated 
units deployed nearby.  This run includes the issues from Christmas 1917 and 
March 1918, and an uninterrupted run from May 1918 through the final issue in 
April 1919.  A well-illustrated cornucopia of information about the daily lives and 
sentiments of American troops abroad during the Great War. $500.
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Please note:  In compliance with the sales tax requirements of the following 
jurisdictions, as of October 1, 2021, William Reese Company will collect and 
remit appropriate sales taxes on purchases originating in Connecticut, Califor-
nia, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, and the District 
of Columbia.  Exceptions will include tax-exempt institutions, parties who have 
provided copies of their current and appropriate State Sales & Use Tax Permits 
for resale, and sales through third parties for which the relevant taxes have already 
been collected on the basis of Market Facilitator Tax requirements.  The latter 
includes online sales via such platforms as Biblio, ABE, and the ABAA websites.
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